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Preface

Intravenous fluid is a cornerstone in the treatment of the surgical patient. Perioperative 
management with intravenous fluids is a responsibility of the anesthetist but many others, 
including the surgeon, must be oriented in the principles that guide the therapy.

The clinical use of infusion fluids has long been overlooked as a science. There are several 
reasons for the neglect. One reason why fluids have not been considered to be drugs, is that 
many of the usual requirements for registration, such as the specification of a therapeutic 
window and detailed pharmacokinetics, have been overlooked. On the other hand, the 
experience of the clinical anesthetist is indeed that infusion fluids are drugs. Their appropri-
ate use can be life-saving, while inappropriate use might jeopardize the clinical outcome and 
even be a threat to the patient´s life.

The scattered scientific basis for perioperative fluid therapy has necessitated the develop-
ment of experience-based “rules of thumb,” which still play an enormously important role in 
daily practice. They are usually based on a summation of perceived and measured losses and 
also include compensation for various factors, such as anesthesia-induced vasodilatation 
and protein losses due to inflammation.

Alongside the trial-and-error approach and theoretical calculations, scientific methods 
have been used to find evidence-based guidelines. In the 1980s, scientists tried to determine 
whether fluid therapy should be based primarily on crystalloid or colloid fluid. This was fol-
lowed by a belief that invasive monitoring of pulmonary artery pressures could be the way 
to tailor optimal therapy.

The scenario has changed dramatically in the past decade. The amount of fluid infused 
has been shown to greatly affect the course of the postoperative follow-up, at least after some 
types of operations. Another important insight is that guiding fluid therapy by dynamic 
hemodynamic measures reduces the risk of postoperative complications. A changeover 
from relying on the pulmonary artery catheter to less invasive and even non-invasive tools 
for the monitoring of fluid administration is in full swing.

I am extremely proud to welcome the contributions from 23 colleagues around the world 
who are among the highest ranked researchers in the field of perioperative fluid therapy. 
They have written authoritative chapters about subjects in which every anesthetist should be 
updated when working with patients subjected to common types of surgery.

Each chapter should be read as an independent essay, which means that a topic discussed 
briefly by one author might be explored in more detail by another. The chapters are gathered 
in a sequence intended to give you an enjoyable journey into this fascinating field rather 
than grouping them into basic science, physiology and clinical applications.

This book does not have the ambition to provide full coverage of all special fields of 
surgery in which fluid therapy is being used. For more complete coverage the reader is rec-
ommended the more extensive presentation given in Perioperative Fluid Therapy by Hahn-
Prough-Svensen (Informa Healthcare, 2007).





Chapter

1

Clinical Fluid Therapy in the Perioperative Setting, ed. Robert G. Hahn. Published by Cambridge 
University Press. © Cambridge University Press 2011.

Crystalloid fluids

Robert G. Hahn1
The term crystalloid fluid refers to sterile water solutions that contain small molecules, such 
as salt and glucose, which are able to crystallize. These solutes easily pass through the capil-
lary membrane, which is the thin fenestrated endothelium that divides the plasma volume 
from the interstitial fluid volume. This process of solute distribution brings along water. 
Hence, the volume of a crystalloid fluid is spread throughout the extracellular fluid (ECF) 
space.

Osmolality is the number of particles dissolved in the water solution. The osmolality of 
the body fluids is approximately 295 mosmol/kg and is a powerful driving force for water 
distribution. However, it is both the type of dissolved particles and the osmolality of the 
solution that determine the tonicity, i.e., to what degree the infusion fluid hydrates or dehy-
drates the intracellular fluid (ICF) space [1].

If the solutes in the infusion fluid remain outside the cells, as is the case for sodium 
and chloride, the osmolality and the tonicity agree. An iso-osmotic infusion fluid 
(295  mosmol/kg) is then isotonic. In contrast, osmolality and tonicity are not equivalent 
in the case where the solutes easily penetrate the cell membrane, which separates the ECF 
from the ICF. An example is ethanol, which markedly raises the body osmolality but with-
out re distributing water. Therefore, ethanol is said to have low tonicity.

The cell membrane regulates the distribution of many other solutes across the cell mem-
brane in a finely graded manner via energy-consuming pump mechanisms, which then 
also modify the water distribution. These pumping mechanisms operate slowly (minutes to 
hours) while changes in osmolality redistribute water within seconds.

The marketed crystalloid infusion fluids are usually isotonic or nearly isotonic. Hence, 
they expand the ECF volume but not the ICF volume.

Normal saline
A 0.9% solution of saline is isotonic and is therefore called physiological or “normal.” The 
fluid still contains a marked surplus of chloride ions and no buffer (Table 1.1) and, hence, 
infusion of 2 l or more of the fluid causes hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis [2].

In adults, normal saline should be reserved for patients with hypochloremic metabolic 
alkalosis, as in disease states associated with vomiting. The fluid has a more accepted role for 
perioperative fluid therapy in children where the risk of subacute hyponatremia is a more 
serious concern than in adults (see Chapter 8 – Pediatrics).
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Chapter 1: Crystalloid fluids 3

When infused in healthy volunteers normal saline might cause abdominal pain, which 
is not the case for lactated Ringer’s [3]. The fluid also has more undesired effects, including 
acidosis, when used during surgery [4].

Normal saline is excreted more slowly than both lactated and acetated Ringer’s solution 
[5,6], increasing the volume effect (“efficiency”) of the fluid to be about 10% greater com-
pared with the Ringer’s solutions [5].

Saline may also be marketed as hypertonic solutions at strengths of 3% and 7.5% solu-
tion. The first is mainly intended as a means of raising the serum sodium concentration in 
in-hospital patients, whereas the latter is used for plasma volume expansion in emergency 
care. In volunteers, 7.5% saline is four times more effective as a plasma volume expander 
than normal saline [5].

Ringer’s solutions
Ringer’s solution is a composition created by Sydney Ringer in the 1880s to be as similar as 
possible to the ECF. Alexis Hartmann later added a lactate buffer to the fluid and made it 
Hartmann’s solution, or “lactated” Ringer’s solution.

Lactate and acetate
Today Ringer’s solution is used with the addition of buffer in the form of lactate or acetate, 
of which the former is most common. Both ions are metabolized to bicarbonate in the body, 
albeit with certain differences. Lactate is metabolized in the liver and the kidneys with the 
aid of oxygen and under production of bicarbonate and carbon dioxide. Acetate is metabo-
lized faster and in most tissues, and it consumes only half as much oxygen per mole of 
produced bicarbonate compared with lactate. Hence, lactate slightly increases the oxygen 
consumption [7] and might also raise plasma glucose, particularly in diabetic patients [7,8]. 
Large amounts of lactated Ringer’s confuse assays used to monitor lactic acidosis.

Both lactate and acetate are vasodilatators. Rapid administration aggravates the reduc-
tion of the systemic vascular resistance that normally occurs in response to volume loading. 
Both lactate and acetate are also fuels, although the calorific content in 1 l of any Ringer’s 
solution is quite low (approximately 5 kcal).

Although the differences between lactate and acetate are usually negligible, several fac-
tors suggest that acetate is the better buffer in the presence of a compromised circulation 
and in shock.

Pharmacokinetics
During intravenous infusion the Ringer’s solutions distribute from the plasma to the inter-
stitial fluid space in a process that requires 25–30 min for completion. The distribution half-
life is approximately 8 min [5,9].

The elimination (by voiding) in volunteers is so rapid that the fluid may exhibit one-
compartment kinetics, which has been interpreted to imply that the fluid is distributed from 
the plasma to well-perfused areas of the interstitial fluid space only. In contrast, elimination 
is greatly retarded during surgery where Ringer’s always exhibits two-compartment kinetics 
[10] (see Chapter 15 – Body volumes and fluid kinetics). Infusion of 2 l of Ringer’s in volun-
teers is followed by elimination of 50–80% of the fluid within 2 h, whereas the corresponding 
figure in anesthetized patients is only 10–20%. Lowered blood pressure, vasodilatation and 
activation of the renin–aldosterone axis are factors thought to be responsible for the slow 
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turnover of Ringer’s during anesthesia and surgery [11]. Naturally, the retarded elimination 
makes it easier to cause edema by overhydration in a patient than in a volunteer.

For the infusion rates normally used during surgery, the ratio of the plasma to the 
expandable parts of the interstitial fluid space is 1:3, which means that 30% of the infused 
fluid is retained in the plasma (if we disregard elimination) [9]. However, one can count on 
the effect of distribution resulting in much stronger plasma volume expansion than offered 
by this relationship as long as the infusion continues (see Chapter 15).

The fluid distributed to the interstitial fluid space in the course of crystalloid volume 
loading is bound in the interstitial gel. However, free fluid can accumulate rapidly in the 
tissue spaces if an infusion of crystalloid fluid is provided so fast that the normally negative 
interstitial fluid pressure becomes positive [1]. This creates pitting edema, by which we can 
expect that the ratio of 1:2 has been abruptly reduced.

Clinical use
The pharmacodynamics of the Ringer’s solutions is strongly related to their capacity to 
expand the ECF volume.

These fluids may be used to replace preoperative losses of fluid due to diarrhea. In con-
trast, vomiting should be replaced by normal saline.

The Ringer’s solutions are commonly used (in a volume of approximately 500 ml) to 
compensate the blood volume for the expansion of the vascular tree that occurs from induc-
tion of both regional and general anesthesia.

The Ringer’s solutions reverse the compensatory changes in blood pressure and sympa-
thetic tone resulting from hypovolemia. There are numerous reports confirming that rapid 
infusion of Ringer’s is a life-saving treatment in excessive hemorrhage due to the resulting 
expansion of the plasma volume.

In contrast, crystalloid fluid cannot reverse drug-induced hypotension [11]. If a crys-
talloid bolus has no effect in reversing hypotension during surgery, the anesthetist should 
change strategy and lighten the anesthesia, or else institute treatment with an adrenergic 
drug, rather than providing several liters of crystalloid fluid.

As crystalloids are inexpensive and carry no risk of allergic reactions, a Ringer’s solution 
is often used to replace smaller blood losses while colloids are withheld until 10–15% of the 
blood volume has been lost. The commonly recommended dosage is to infuse three times as 
much Ringer’s as the amount of blood lost (3:1 principle). If the patient’s legs are placed in 
stirrups, a 2:1 replacement scheme can be used, with the last third given as a bolus infusion 
when the legs are lowered from the stirrups [12].

Dosing
The rate and volume of infused Ringer’s solutions vary considerably during surgery.

In healthy adult females very rapid infusions of Ringer’s (2 l over 15 min) caused swell-
ing sensations, dyspnea and headache [13]. No symptoms were observed after infusing the 
same volume more slowly. This rate (133 ml/min) should not be exceeded in the absence of 
blunt hypovolemia.

In elderly and debilitated patients the rate of infusion of crystalloid fluid should be fur-
ther reduced and adjusted according to the patient´s cardiovascular status.

Too rapid volume loading might be complicated by instant pulmonary edema. Both the 
dilution of the plasma proteins and the increased cardiac pressures promote such edema, 
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which should be treated with acute vasodilatation, administration of loop diuretics and 
application of continuous positive airway pressure (or positive end-expiratory pressure if 
the patient is mechanically ventilated).

There is a risk of pulmonary edema developing also in the postoperative period if the 
total volume infused during the day of surgery amounts to 10 l or more. Arieff [14] reported 
development of pulmonary edema in 7.6% of 8195 patients who underwent major surgery. 
The mortality in this group was 11.9%.

Volume loading with 3 l of lactated Ringer’s in volunteers (mean age 63 years) reduced 
the forced expiratory capacity and the peak flow rate [15].

Outcome studies using prospective registration of postoperative adverse events have 
demonstrated that crystalloid fluid administration during colonic surgery should be closer 
to 4 ml/(kg h) than 12 ml/(kg h) [16]. Many similar outcome studies will be discussed later 
in this book that advise the anesthestist about the optimal infusion rates during various 
surgeries.

There are concerns about the use of Ringer’s in brain injury, because the fluid is slightly 
hypotonic (270 mosmol/kg) and increases brain cell mass when the central nervous system 
is traumatized. Normal saline is likely to be a better choice during neurosurgery. However, 
in volunteers acetated Ringer’s did not increase the ICF volume because the urinary sodium 
concentration was only half as high as that of the plasma [16].

All Ringer’s should also be infused cautiously in patients with renal insufficiency since 
these patients may not be able to excrete an excess amount of crystalloid fluid.

Plasma-Lyte
The infusion fluid Plasma-Lyte A is constructed to further refine the “balanced” compos-
ition of acetated Ringer’s solution. Here, the sodium and chloride concentrations are virtu-
ally identical to those of human plasma (Table 1.1).

To make up for the increase in cation and decrease of anion concentration the solu-
tion also contains the negatively charged ion gluconate, which is also metabolized to carbon 
dioxide and water but still has only a weak alkalinizing effect.

Glucose solutions
Glucose (dextrose) solutions are used to administer calories to prevent starvation, and also 
to provide body water. They are the only available infusion fluids that add volume to both 
the ECF and the ICF volumes. However, the volume component of the glucose solutions 
is distributed throughout the total body water only after the glucose added to the sterile 
water has been metabolized to carbon dioxide, which needs to be removed by ventilation, 
and water.

Pharmacokinetics
Infused glucose distributes rapidly over two-thirds of the expected ECF space. Elimination 
occurs by insulin-dependent uptake by the body cells. The half-life is approximately 15 
min in healthy volunteers [17] but twice as long during laparoscopic cholecystectomy [18]. 
Elimination apparently occurs even more slowly in the presence of diabetes.

The volume component of isotonic glucose 2.5% with electrolytes and plain glucose 5% 
(the latter fluid is sometimes abbreviated to D5W) initially expands the plasma volume 
as effectively as acetated Ringer’s solution [17]. The fluids show no distribution phase, 
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which means that they do not significantly expand the interstitial fluid space. Instead, 
fluid leaving the plasma volume enters the ICF space due to the osmotic strength of the 
“eliminated” glucose molecules. Hence, the kinetics of the fluid component of glucose 
solutions is coupled with the glucose metabolism. A slow redistribution of volume to the 
total body water then begins because the osmotic strength of glucose fades away when 
being incorporated into large glycogen molecules, and later when being the subject of 
metabolism.

Glucose 2.5% with electrolytes and plain glucose 5% are almost entirely eliminated 
within 2.5 h in volunteers (which is faster than Ringer’s) [17]. Some of the volume compo-
nent of glucose 5% still resides in the ICF space at that time.

Glucose solutions of 10% and 20% are hypertonic and withdraw fluid from the ICF 
to the ECF by virtue of osmosis. This volume returns to the cells when the glucose is 
metabolized.

Clinical use
Glucose solutions are widely used to treat debilitated hospital patients. Besides preventing 
starvation, glucose solutions hydrate the ICF volume in those who cannot be fed orally.

In the perioperative period, infusing a glucose solution with little or no electrolytes is 
the most logical way to provide free water to compensate for vaporization from airways and 
surgical wounds.

The glucose component of the fluid is indicated in patients at risk of developing hypogly-
cemia, such as in diabetes, alcohol dependency, hepatomas and pancreatic islet cell tumors. 
Certain drugs, like propranolol, increase the risk of hypoglycemia.

Alternatively, there seems to be little reason to routinely administer glucose periop-
eratively. In the vast majority of patients hormonal changes associated with surgery raise 
the blood glucose level sufficiently (by stimulating glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis) to 
maintain normoglycemia, or even to reach mild hyperglycemia. The stress response, in turn, 
makes it difficult for the body to adequately use exogenous glucose to limit gluconeogenesis 
and protein catabolism (“protein-sparing effect”).

Another argument to refrain from glucose administration perioperatively is that a very 
high glucose concentration worsens the cerebral damage that develops in association with 
cardiac arrest [19,20]. Therefore, glucose solution is contraindicated in acute stroke and not 
recommended in operations associated with a high risk of perioperative cerebral ischema, 
such as carotid artery and cardiopulmonary bypass surgery.

If used, plain glucose must be infused quite slowly (alongside other fluids) as there is 
otherwise a risk of blunt hyperglycemia developing [21].

Hypertonic glucose solutions (10% and 20%) must be monitored by measurements of 
the plasma glucose concentration. These fluids are used for more ambitious supplement-
ation of calories in postoperative care and also in the intensive care unit.

In the past decade, modifying the plasma glucose level by glucose infusions and insulin 
has become a tool to reduce complications and improve survival after intensive care and car-
diac surgery [22,23]. Cardiac function may even be improved in patients undergoing cardiac 
surgery by infusing a solution containing glucose, insulin and potassium [24].

In Europe “glucose loading” by mouth is sometimes performed in the evening and 
 morning before abdominal operations, the purpose being to reduce nausea and insulin 
resistance [25].
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Dosing
The basic need for glucose in an adult corresponds to 4 l of glucose 5% per 24 h (800 kcal), 
which prevents blunt starvation while not providing adequate nutrition. However, the 
amount administered to hospital patients is more often guided by the need for “free” body 
water, which is 2–3 l per 24 h. Although the commonly infused amount provides less glucose 
than the body utilizes, the glucose supplementation reduces muscle wasting [21]. As stated 
previously, this “nitrogen-sparing effect” of glucose is poorer in association with surgery due 
to the accompanying physiological stress response.

The rate of glucose infusion should not increase plasma glucose concentrations above 
the renal threshold, which is 12–15 mmol/l. Higher levels induce osmotic diuresis in which 
water and electrolytes losses are poorly controlled. This limit is reached by infusing 1 l of 
glucose 5% over 1 h in healthy volunteers [17].

Due to the ease by which plasma glucose becomes elevated during surgery, most anes-
thetists prefer to use glucose 2.5% with electrolytes in the perioperative setting. During lap-
aroscopic cholecystectomy 1.4 l of glucose 2.5% with electrolytes over 60 min raised plasma 
glucose from normal to the renal threshold for osmotic diuresis (16 mmol/l) [18]. The limi-
tations set to the infusion rate due to the risk of hyperglycemia make both glucose 2.5% and 
5% unsuitable for use as plasma volume expanders.

Glucose metabolism yields CO2, and the accompanying increased breathing might be a 
problem in debilitated patients with impaired lung function.

Hyponatremia
Repeated infusion of electrolyte-free glucose solution (usually plain 5%) might induce sub-
acute hyponatremia [26]. This complication usually develops 2–3 days after surgery and is 
characterized by neurological disturbances, nausea and vomiting [27]. When symptoms 
appear, serum sodium is usually between 120 and 130 mmol/l (normal level 138–140 
mmol/l).

Hyponatremia might cause permanent brain damage if left untreated. Menstruating 
women are most prone to develop such sequelae [28]. The surgery might be trivial but has 
often (at some stage) been complicated by sudden hypotension, which boosts the vasopres-
sin concentration. Impaired renal function and liberal postoperative ingestion of soft juice 
drinks devoid of salt are other risk factors [26,29].

Treatment in symptomatic patients consists of hypertonic saline, which should be moni-
tored so as to increase serum sodium no faster than 1–2 mmol/(l h). If hyponatremia has not 
appeared after surgery the development has probably been more gradual, and serum sodium 
in such chronic hyponatremia should be raised even more slowly (0.5 mmol/[l h]). The rea-
son for the caution is that the brain gradually adapts to the lower osmolality and damage 
might occur if the normal concentration is attained fast.

Subacaute hyponatremia can be prevented by limiting the amount of plain glucose 5% to 
1 l only. All other glucose solutions should contain sodium.

Rebound hypoglycemia
Moderate hypoglycemia and hypovolemia are likely to develop 30 min after a glucose infu-
sion has been stopped abruptly in subjects with a strong insulin response to glucose, or when 
glucose is infused together with insulin [30]. This complication is called “rebound hypogly-
cemia” and is an issue when, for example, parenteral nutrition is turned off.
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This complication may also occur during labor. Glucose from the mother passes the pla-
centa and induces an insulin response in the fetus. At birth a strong insulin effect remains 
in the newborn, whose capacity to increase endogenous glucose production is limited [31]. 
Dangerous hypoglycemia develops, which might result in convulsions and brain damage. 
The “rebound” effect can be avoided by infusing the glucose no faster than required to pre-
vent blunt starvation, which is 1 l glucose 5% over 6 h. A practical rule is to slow the rate of 
infusion of the glucose solution at the end of delivery.

The same critical situation for the newborn might develop if maternal volume loading is 
provided with glucose-containing fluid just before Cesarean section [32].

Mannitol
Mannitol is an isomer of glucose that is not metabolized in the body but is eliminated by 
renal excretion. The molecule remains essentially in the ECF fluid. The half-life is approxi-
mately 130 min but can be twice as long in the presence of impaired kidney function [33].

The isotonic concentration of mannitol is the same as for 5% glucose, which is some-
times used as an irrigating solution in endoscopic surgery. The clinical use of mannitol for 
intravenous administration is restricted to a plain 10% or 20% solution (in some countries 
only 15%), which induces diuresis in failing, oliguric kidneys. The mechanism is that the 
renal excretion of mannitol occurs by virtue of osmotic diuresis, by which the body loses 
water.

The hypertonic nature of 15% mannitol has made it a means of acutely reducing the 
intracranial pressure in patients with head trauma. The volume used is then 500–750 ml, of 
which half is given as a bolus infusion. Despite a long history, mannitol treatment remains 
poorly evaluated in outcome studies. As the fluid contains no electrolytes, users should be 
aware the osmotic diuresis creates an absolute loss of sodium and other electrolytes from the 
body that may need to be replaced.

The marked increase in ECF volume makes infusion of hypertonic mannitol contraindi-
cated in congestive heart failure.

Like all hypertonic fluids, mannitol 15% should not be administered together with 
erythrocyte transfusions.
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Colloid fluids

Robert G. Hahn2
The term colloid fluid refers to a sterile water solution with added macromolecules that pass 
through the capillary wall only with great difficulty. The osmotic strength of macromolecules 
is not great, so a colloid fluid must also contain electrolytes to be non-hemolytic. As long as 
macromolecules reside within the capillary walls their contribution to the total osmolality 
(the colloid osmotic pressure) is still sufficient to distribute a large proportion of the infused 
fluid volume inside the bloodstream.

Colloid fluids are used as plasma volume expanders and have more long-lasting effect 
than crystalloid fluids. They carry a risk of allergic reactions not shared by crystalloid fluids 
(see Chapter 16 – Adverse reactions). Therefore, one usually replaces smaller blood losses 
by crystalloid fluid, while colloids are withheld until 10–15% of the blood volume has been 
lost. The recommended use of colloid fluids in more specific clinical situations is further 
explained in many chapters in this book.

There is a current trend to provide colloids in balanced electrolyte solutions instead of in 
normal saline. The reason for this is the metabolic acidosis induced by normal saline, but the 

changeover is important only if 2–3 l of the colloid is administered.

Albumin
Albumin is the most abundant protein in plasma and, therefore, has an important role in 
maintaining the intravascular colloid osmotic pressure. Albumin has a molecular weight of 
70 kD. Albumin solutions are prepared from blood donors and have a strength of 3.5%, 4% 
or 5%, and are even available as a hyperoncotic 20% preparation.

Pharmacokinetics
Albumin 5% expands the plasma volume by 80% of the infused volume. In healthy volun-
teers, the plasma volume expansion fades away slowly according to a mono-exponential 
function, the half-life being 2.5 h [1].

An infusion of 10 ml/kg of albumin 5% increases the serum albumin concentration by 
10%, which remains unchanged for more than 8 h. Restoration of normal blood volume is 
governed by translocation of albumin molecules from the plasma to the interstitial fluid 
space. Moreover, the plasma volume expansion per se has a diuretic effect. The albumin is 
gradually transported back to the plasma via lymphatic pathways, and the half-life in the 
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body is much longer (approximately 16 h) than the half-life of the plasma volume expansion 
when albumin solution is infused.

Clinical use
Albumin is a “natural” colloid and remains an effective means of restoring the plasma vol-
ume and normal hemodynamics in hypovolemic shock.

Albumin is still the most commonly used plasma volume expander in children. In adults 
the high cost and the risk of allergic reactions have limited the clinical importance of albu-
min in favor of artificial colloids. Moreover, albumin seems to have no clinical benefit over 
synthetic colloids in intensive care [2,3].

Acute reduction of serum albumin is a sign of capillary leak in inflammatory disorders, 
such as sepsis. The use of albumin as a plasma volume expander is then a double-edged 
sword. The solution expands the plasma volume transiently, but the infused albumin will 
create peripheral edema later on, as the lymphatic drainage might not be able to catch up 
with the increased loss of protein from the plasma. In these situations, one should select col-
loids based on macromolecules that are eliminated from the blood by metabolism or renal 
excretion rather than by capillary leak.

In intensive care, albumin infusions have been used to treat hypoalbuminemia. This ther-
apy has gradually been taken out of practice as low serum albumin is a sign of severe disease 
rather than a problem in itself. The added albumin will soon be subject to catabolism and 
used in the same way as amino acids in the body.

Albumin may be used to replace excessive albumin losses in special medical conditions, 
such as nephritis.

The “albumin debate”
In 1998, the Cochrane Library published a meta-analysis of 1419 patients from 30 studies 
in which albumin was used. The results were surprising since albumin treatment seemed 
to increase the mortality. The relative risk of death was 1.46 when albumin was given to 
treat hypovolemia, 1.69 if the indication was hypoalbuminemia and 2.40 when albumin was 
given for burns [4]. In the United Kingdom, the use of albumin decreased by 40% during the 
months following publication of the meta-analysis [5].

A later review of the same topic indicated that the risk of death associated with the use 
of albumin appeared to be lower the better a study was conducted. The best studies did not 
support that albumin increases the risk of death [6].

These meta-analyses were followed by a randomized study (the SAFE study) that com-
pared albumin 4% with normal saline [7]. No difference in outcome was found in 7000 
intensive care patients depending on the choice of infusion fluid. The mortality after 28 days 
was virtually identical in the groups (726 vs. 729).

However, a subgroup analysis of the SAFE study comprising the 460 patients with head 
injury showed that albumin 4% was followed by a higher mortality than normal saline (33% 
vs. 20%). The difference was greatest in the most severe cases [8].

Dextran
Long chains of glucose molecules (polysaccharides) are synthesized by bacteria to serve as 
macromolecules in the group of infusion fluids called the dextrans (sometimes abbreviated 
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to DEX). As with albumin, the osmolality of a water solution containing only the macro-
molecules is quite low and necessitates that electrolytes are added as well.

Commercially available dextran solutions have an average molecular weight of 70 kD 
(dextran 70) or 40 kD (dextran 40) and concentrations used are 3%, 6% or 10%. The most 
widely used, 6% dextran 70, expands the plasma volume with the same volume as the infused 
amount, while initially being somewhat stronger. The plasma volume expansion subsides 
with a half-life of approximately 3–4 h [9].

A solution of 10% dextran 40 expands the plasma volume by twice the infused volume. 
The half-life is shorter than for dextran 70.

The dextran molecules are either excreted by the kidneys or metabolized by an endogen-
ous hydrolase (dextranase) to carbon dioxide and water.

The dextrans decrease blood viscosity and improve microcirculatory blood flow. This 
can sometimes be noted by visual inspection of the cut surface in a surgical wound as ooz-
ing, small vessels seem to open and bleed more. This might be disturbing to the surgeon but 
is not dangerous, as the total blood loss during a surgical operation will not be increased 
provided that the infused volume is limited to 500–1000 ml [10].

Dextran in hypertonic (7.5%) saline is available in some countries as an effective plasma 
volume expander in emergencies and pre-hospital care (see Chapter 9 – Hypertonic fluids). 
In volunteers, the effectiveness of this solution to expand the plasma volume is six to seven 
times stronger than for normal saline [11].

Clinical use
Dextran 70 is used to expand the plasma volume and/or to prevent thromboembolism.

Dextran 40 is used to improve the microcirculation after vascular surgery.
The maximum dose is 1.5 g/(kg day), which corresponds to 1.5–2.0 l of 6% dextran 70 in 

an adult. Hemorrhagic complications may ensue if larger amounts are given.
There is a risk of anaphylaxis developing in patients having irregular antibodies to dex-

tran. This complication is prevented by pre-treatment with dextran molecules of very small 
size (1 kD) which should be injected intravenously just before dextran 40 or 70 is infused 
(see Chapter 16 – Adverse effects). Dextran 1 is less essential when treating pre-hospital 
trauma victims, as the associated stress response prevents anaphylaxis.

Starch
Hydroxyethyl starch (HES) also consists of polysaccharides and is prepared from plants such 
as grain or maize.

Several different formulations are marketed. They vary in concentration, usually being 
6% or 10%. They also vary in chemical composition with respect to molecular weight, the 
number of hydroxyethyl groups per unit of glucose (substitution), and the placement of 
these hydroxyethyl groups on the carbon atoms of the glucose molecules (C2/C6 ratio).

The variability in chemical composition determines the differences in clinical effect 
between the solutions. Over the past decades, the trend has been to use molecules of smaller 
size to reduce the half-life and the risk of hemorrhagic complications. Hetastarch contains 
the largest molecules (450 kD) and pentastarch contains intermediate-sized molecules 
(260 kD). The most recently developed HES preparations have an even lower molecular size, 
on average 130 kD. The degree of substitution may be low (0.45–0.60) or high (0.62–0.70) 
and the C2/C6 ratio is low if less than eight.
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The preparations are usually described with the key characteristics of molecular size and 
substitution, with or without being followed by the C2/C6 ratio. Hence, currently the most 
widely promoted HES preparations are denoted HES 130/0.4/9:1 (Voluven from Fresenius-
Kabi) and HES 130/0.62/6:1 (Venofundin from B. B. Braun).

The degree of substitution is the key determinant for half-life. The risk of adverse effects 
in the form of anaphylactoid reactions, coagulopathy and postoperative itching increases 
with the molecular size (see Chapter 16 – Adverse effects).

As with dextran, 6% HES mixed in hypertonic (7.5%) saline is also marketed for emer-
gency and trauma situations. Such a solution expands the plasma by much more than the 
infused volume, by virtue of osmotic volume transfer from the ICF space.

Pharmacokinetics
A 6% HES solution in iso-osmotic saline or balanced electrolytes expands the plasma vol-
ume by almost as much as the infused volume. Considerable variability in this respect may 
be encountered when administered to intensive care patients [12].

The elimination of HES is a complex issue. The solutions contain molecules with a spec-
trum of sizes of which the smallest (< 60–70 kD) are quickly eliminated by renal excretion. 
Larger molecules first need to be cleaved by endogenous alpha-amylase into smaller frag-
ments before being excreted, a process that increases the osmotic strength per gram of poly-
saccharide. The HES molecules are also subjected to phagocytosis by the reticuloendothelial 
system, and remnants may be found in the liver and spleen even after several years. Hence, 
the half-life of the HES molecules might not correspond closely with the plasma volume 
expansion over time.

The half-life of the HES molecules in Venofundin was 3.8 h when administered to volun-
teers [13]. The half-life of the HES molecules of Voluven from plasma is said to be shorter, 
1.4 h, although the terminal half-life is 12 h. After 72 h, approximately 60% of the HES mol-
ecules can be recovered in the urine [14].

The highest recommended dose of Voluven to be given during 24 h is 3.5 l in an adult of 
70 kg. Only half as much should be allowed for dextran and HES preparations that contain 
larger molecules.

Clinical use
Hydroxyethyl starch is indicated solely for plasma volume expansion.

Although small-sized HES (130 kD) preparations have a shorter persistence in the 
blood they have the same clinical efficacy as median-sized HES preparations while being 
safer [15].

The first 10–20 ml should be infused slowly and the patient closely observed with respect 
to allergic reactions, which are rare and less severe than for dextran.

Treatment with large amounts of HES should be avoided in septic patients One study 
found a smaller change in creatinine concentration in patients treated with 3% gelatin as 
compared with 6% HES 200/0.60–0.66 [16] (Elohes, Fresenius-Laboratories), and a second 
study reported lactated Ringer’s to be superior to 10% HES 200/0.5 (Hemohes, Fresenius 
Kabi) [17]. In a small study of burn patients the latter hyperoncotic HES preparation also 
seemed to promote renal failure and even death [18].

These studies may in part reflect the fact that all hyperoncotic colloid solutions carry a 
risk of inducing renal failure, particularly in dehydrated patients.
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Gelatin
Gelatin solutions consist of polypeptides from bovine raw material. These colloids are con-
sidered to have a fairly good plasma volume expanding effect. The duration is short (approxi-
mately 2 h) due to the relatively small size of the molecules, which makes them excretable by 
the kidneys. Mild anaphylactoid reactions occur at a frequency of 0.3%, but severe reactions 
are rare [19].

Plasma
Human plasma should be used to administer coagulation factors and only as a last resort 
as a plasma volume expander. However, plasma volume expansion is much more vari-
able with plasma than with albumin 5% [1]. The difference is probably due to increased 
capillary leak due to occasional cross-reactions with the recipient’s immunological 
system.

Other drawbacks with the use of human plasma include the high occurrence of fever 
reactions (3–4%), the risk of anaphylaxis in patients with hereditary IgA deficiency, and the 
rare but dangerous complication called “transfusion-related acute lung injury” (TRALI).

Miscellaneous effects
Colloid fluids have a number of medical effects beyond their ability to expand the plasma 
volume. These include improvement of microcirculation, antioxidant effects (albumin) and 
suppression of trauma-induced immune activation (dextran, HES). Most of these character-
istics are laboratory findings with unclear clinical relevance.

The only miscellaneous effect that is used clinically is the rheological effect of dextran, which 
effectively improves microcirculatory blood flow and also prevents thromboembolism.

All colloid fluids affect coagulation in a dose-dependent manner, although there are dif-
ferences between the intensity of the changes (see Chapter 16 – Adverse reactions). It is 
important to be aware of the maximum doses to limit the risk of hemorrhage. These limits 
are of particular importance when infusing dextran and HES.

The elimination of crystalloid fluid is known to be greatly retarded by anesthesia and 
surgery [20]. Unfortunately, there are virtually no data on the distribution and elimination 
of colloid fluids in the perioperative setting.

Crystalloid or colloid?
Whether crystalloid or colloid fluid should be preferred was debated lively in the 1980s. The 
choice between crystalloid and colloid fluids should probably not be addressed as a general 
preference issue but rather governed by the specific clinical situation. Nevertheless, three 
meta-analyses have been performed to elucidate whether crystalloid or colloid fluids result 
in better survival.

The oldest of these meta-analyses, based on only eight studies, indicated that crystalloid 
fluid should be preferred in trauma as it was associated with a 12.3% lower mortality than 
colloids. When non-trauma patients were studied, however, there was a 7.8% difference in 
favor of colloid therapy. The overall result showed a 5.7% relative difference in mortality rate 
in favor of crystalloid therapy [21].

A decade later, in 1998, a meta-analysis comprised 1622 patients from 37 studies treated 
for surgery, trauma or burns. The data showed an overall risk of death of 24% in the colloid 
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Rules of thumb

Hengo Haljamäe3
The choice of an optimal perioperative fluid strategy may be of major importance for the 
clinical outcome of a surgical patient. However, the characterization of the “most optimal 
fluid strategy” is still a matter of dispute as “restrictive,” “balanced” as well as “liberal” fluid 
therapies have been advocated as the most favourable [1]. Therefore no evidence-based 
standardized perioperative surgical procedure-specific guidelines for fluid therapy have so 
far been agreed upon.

Most clinicians feel that it is essential in the perioperative period to achieve and main-
tain an acceptable fluid balance whereby adequate tissue perfusion and oxygenation of vital 
organs is guaranteed. In case fluid imbalance occurs this could result in an obvious risk of 
impaired postoperative recovery, increased morbidity and prolonged hospital stay [2, 3].

A strategy for optimization of perioperative fluid management could be to include a 
combination of rather fixed crystalloid administration to replace basal fluid requirements 
and extravascular losses, together with more individualized goal-directed colloid adminis-
tration to maintain an adequate intravascular volume and thereby a maximal cardiac stroke 
volume and favorable tissue perfusion [1].

In the present survey basal principles of perioperative fluid requirements of adult patients 
will be presented together with suggestions on acceptable types of standardized fluid treat-
ment routines, as a rule of thumb, in connection with different types of non-cardiac surgical 
procedures.

General aspects of perioperative fluid therapy
The different challenges included in well-balanced perioperative fluid therapy management 
are summarized in Table 3.1 and commented on below.

Provide basal fluid requirements
The daily basal fluid requirements (to compensate perspiratio insensibilis and urinary and 
fecal fluid losses) for elderly patients are 25–30 ml/kg (70 kg = 1750–2100 ml/24 h; = 
1.04–1.25 ml/[kg h]) and for young adults are about 40 ml/kg (70 kg = 2800 ml/24 h; = 
1.67 ml/[kg h]).

It should be remembered that the fluid content of males (55–65%) is generally higher 
than that of females (45–55%) due to a higher proportion of body fat in females, and that 
the fluid content of all elderly patients decreases with advancing age. However, a routine of 
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1.5 ml/(kg h) is an acceptable perioperative fluid routine for elderly as well as young adults 
irrespective of gender.

Therefore, use the principle of infusing 1.5 ml/(kg h) throughout the perioperative period 
including also the hours of actual preoperative fluid restriction. At anesthesia induction, a 
rather high initial fluid infusion rate is favorable to counteract the negative effects of anes-
thetic agents on cardiovascular stability.

Rehydrate fluid-deficient patients
In case of suspected preoperative fluid derangements, these should be assessed and compen-
sated for preoperatively or, if less pronounced, in the early intraoperative phase (immediately 
before or at anesthesia induction). It should be noted that functional intravascular volume 
deficit seems to be common in patients before surgery [4]. Although the deficit in general 
is rather minor, some patients may still present a deficit of clinical relevance. Therefore, in 
case of signs of hemodynamic instability at anesthesia induction, infuse more fluid and in 
case of more pronounced reaction consider inclusion of a colloid [4]. Even patients having 
fasted for minor surgical procedures seem to benefit from administration of about 1 l of fluid 
pre- or intraoperatively [5].

Maintain normovolemia and hemodynamic stability
Proper monitoring of hemodynamics is always essential for safe patient care. Monitoring 
should always include blood pressure (BP), heart rate, electrocardiogram and pulse oxim-
etry. In high-risk patients, one may add central venous pressure, arterial line-derived BP, car-
diac output monitoring and measurement of urinary output. Signs of hypovolemia should 
be corrected swiftly by infusion of, preferably, a colloid (rather than crystalloid), if necessary 
in combination with vasopressors, since prolonged intraoperative hypotension seems asso-
ciated with increased postoperative mortality [6].

Enhance microvascular blood flow
Hemorheologic factors influencing microvascular blood flow are: microvascular dimensions, 
blood and plasma viscosities, red blood cell deformability and aggregability, end othelial cell 
function and endothelial–white blood cell interactions [7]. Crystalloid-based fluid therapy 
may impair capillary blood flow due to leakage of crystalloid out into the interstitial space, 
whereby capillaries are compressed.

Table 3.1. Basal principles of perioperative fluid therapy.

Provide daily basal fluid requirements

Rehydrate fluid-deficient patients

Maintain normovolemia and hemodynamic stability

Enhance microvascular blood flow

Maintain adequate plasma COP to avoid tissue edema formation

Prevent/moderate trauma induced activation of cascade systems and enhancement of coagulation

Guarantee adequate transport of oxygen to tissue cells

Promote/monitor diuresis
COP, colloid osmotic pressure
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A much better enhancement of microvascular blood flow will be achieved by infusion 
of a colloid that remains mainly in the intravascular compartment [7,8]. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that colloid-based fluid regimens have been shown to enhance tissue blood 
flow and oxygen tension while crystalloid-based fluids will rather impair tissue perfusion 
and oxygenation [9]. The anti-inflammatory characteristics of modern hydroxyethyl starch 
(HES 130/0.4) preparations may be an additional factor enhancing microvascular blood 
flow by reducing endothelial–white blood cell interactions [10].

Maintain adequate plasma colloid osmotic pressure to avoid  
tissue edema formation
The transcapillary fluid exchange is, as given in Starling’s equilibrium, dependent on hydro-
static as well as colloid osmotic pressure (COP) differences in addition to available capillary 
surface area for fluid exchange and the reflection coefficient for macromolecules. There is a 
non-linear relationship between serum oncotic pressure and interstitial edema, i.e., edema 
becomes progressively greater per unit decrease of oncotic pressure. Therefore, in case of 
massive fluid requirements in the perioperative period, a colloid should be preferred to crys-
talloid to avoid tissue edema formation that might impair organ function.

Prevent/moderate trauma-induced activation of cascade  
systems and coagulation
It is well-known that surgical trauma will activate a multitude of inflammatory mediators 
that will negatively affect tissue homeostasis [11]. In addition to perioperative use of anti-
inflammatory drugs it is also well known that some modern colloids (e.g., HES 130/0.4 but 
not gelatin) will moderate the inflammatory reaction induced by surgical trauma [12]. Early 
infusion of such a colloid with anti-inflammatory properties will diminish the inflammatory 
response and protect vital organ function without negative effects on blood coagulation.

Guarantee adequate transport of oxygen to tissue cells
Preoperative anemia, defined as a blood hemoglobin (Hb) level < 120 g/l in females and  
< 130 g/l in males, seems common and is associated with increased mortality [13]. During 
surgery, however, much lower Hb levels are commonly accepted.

Data from randomized controlled trials suggest that hemodynamic, pulmonary and 
oxygen transport variables, as well as overall morbidity and mortality, are not different 
between restrictive (Hb transfusion threshold between 70 and 80 g/l) and liberal transfu-
sion strategies (Hb ≥ 100 g/l), and that a restrictive transfusion strategy is not associated 
with increased adverse outcomes [14]. In fact, a restrictive strategy may be associated with 
decreased adverse outcomes in younger and less sick critical care patients.

The majority of existing guidelines conclude that transfusion is rarely indicated when the 
Hb concentration is greater than 100 g/l and is almost always indicated when it falls below a 
threshold of 60 g/l in healthy, stable patients.

In older, sicker patients a Hb level of 80–100 g/l is recommended [14]. Another import-
ant role of red blood cells (RBCs) relates to primary hemostasis and a higher trigger level 
of Hb may be appropriate in coagulopathic patients. Frequent intraoperative assessment 
of blood loss and check of the actual Hb level is essential to guarantee adequate tissue 
oxygenation.
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Standard “rules of thumb” for perioperative �uid administration are suggested below.
1. Before anesthesia induction, set 1 l of crystalloid – preferably Ringer’s.
2a. At induction of general anesthesia (GA) infuse 200–400 ml.
2b.  When using spinal/epidural anesthesia – use crystalloid as above, and in case of hypo-

tension preferably a vasopressor; if more pronounced hypotension infuse 300–500 ml of 
colloid.

3. Intraoperatively – basal 1.5 ml/(kg h) plus procedure-dependent 2–5 ml/(kg h).
4.  Blood loss – compensate by infusion of equal volume of colloid. If cell saver is used (should 

be favored whenever possible) support the regained RBC volume by infusion of colloid.
5.  Postoperatively – infuse crystalloid to cope with basal �uid requirements and compensate 

ongoing �uid/blood losses as needed (crystalloid, colloid, RBC).

Promote/monitor diuresis
In major surgery the maintenance of an adequate urine output (usually de�ned as > 0.5 ml/
[kg h]) is essential and justi�es an indwelling urinary catheter for continuous monitoring. 
Urine output is promoted by combined infusion of crystalloid �uid as well as colloid for 
intravascular plasma volume support and thereby renal perfusion.

Guidelines for routine fluid management

Ad 1. One liter of a crystalloid, preferably a Ringer’s type of balanced electrolyte solution, 
is set a�er the establishment of an iv line.

Ad 2a. When GA is used, 200–400 ml of �uid should be infused at anesthesia induction 
to minimize the local vascular pain induced by some iv anesthetics and also to counteract 
the depressive e�ects of anesthetic drugs on the cardiovascular system. In case more pro-
nounced hypotension occurs the alternative is more �uid, crystalloid up to 500–600 ml fol-
lowed by 200–400 ml of colloid. If hypotension persists in spite of these measures, consider 
administration of a vasopressor.

Ad 2b. In case spinal or epidural block is used, the sympathetic nerve block will rather 
frequently be accompanied by more pronounced hypotension which might justify an iv vol-
ume preload. A crystalloid-based preload of 500 ml does not seem to prevent hypotension 
and decreased CO, unless combined with infusing 500 ml of colloid [15].

If it is felt essential to reduce the crystalloid �uid load to the patient, the most justi�ed 
initial approach to cope with the regional block-induced hypotension is to combine admin-
istration of 500 ml of colloid with a vasopressor [16].

Ad 3. In the intraoperative period, a continuous infusion of basal �uid requirements 
should be combined with additional procedure-specific infusions of fluid, which may vary 
between 2 and 5 ml/(kg h) (see procedure-specific management below). The procedure-
speci�c losses consist of �uid as well as of blood plasma due to exudation from the surgical 
area. Balanced crystalloid is an adequate choice to compensate these losses.

Ad 4. Measured/estimated blood loss should be compensated for by infusion of an iso-
oncotic colloid. In case a cell saver is used then the reinfusion of the washed RBC concen-
trate should be combined with infusion of equal amount of colloid to compensate for the 
loss of plasma proteins at the washing procedure.

Ad 5. In the postoperative phase a close assessment of ongoing �uid and blood losses is 
essential and these should continuously be compensated for. At the same time hourly basal 
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fluid requirements should be provided. For this purpose a glucose-containing fluid should 
be considered to also cover some of the energy requirements of the patient. For each individ-
ual patient it is also of importance to decide the lowest acceptable Hb level so that unneces-
sary blood transfusions can be avoided.

Procedure-specific fluid management
Here �uid management in connection with some types of common major surgical proce-
dures (orthopedic, gastrointestinal, peripheral vascular) is commented on in more detail.

Orthopedic surgery
Minor orthopedic surgery carried out under local anesthesia, nerve blocks or GA does not 
include any concerns related to �uid therapy. Fluid (0.5 or 1.0 l) is usually set to guarantee 
open venous access and, when the �uid has been infused, postoperative oral �uid intake is 
usually possible.

More extensive orthopedic procedures o�en dealt with in clinical routine practice are 
knee and hip replacement surgery (arthroplasty) and hip fracture surgery. The preoperative 
characteristics of patients are usually advanced age and the presence of a number of disease 
conditions, such as cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, renal and mental disorders.

 Regional anesthesia is mostly preferred for these patients. A common concern at the onset 
of the spinal or epidural block is interference with the hemodynamic stability. Sometimes 
a practice of routine prehydration of patients by infusion of a crystalloid solution (up to 15 
ml/kg) for prevention of spinal anesthesia-induced hypotension is used. Such an approach 
increases cardiovascular stability by compensating for the regional block-induced reduction 
in systemic vascular resistance. In spite of this a BP reduction may still occur. Therefore, the 
previously suggested more moderate approach consisting of crystalloid-based preload with 
about 500 ml combined with infusion of 250–500 ml of colloid and, if clinically indicated, 
addition of a vasopressor seems a more justi�ed routine [15,16].

Intraoperatively the basal �uid requirement (1.5 ml/[kg h]) should be satis�ed. In hip 
surgery, even minor procedure-specific losses should be compensated for. A total crystalloid 
infusion of about 4 ml/(kg h) seems to be sufficient. The fluid used to rinse the wound area 
should be documented, and the measured di�erence to regained �uid should be considered 
to represent exudation and bleeding, and be compensated for by infusion of equal volume 
of colloid. When the predetermined safe lowest Hb level for the patient has been reached, 
available blood should be infused (cell-saver derived, predonated autologous, heterologous). 
In the postoperative phase basal �uid requirements have to be provided and measured �uid 
and blood losses compensated for.

For hip surgery the following “rule of thumb” for perioperative �uid therapy seems 
advantageous.

1. Before and during induction of neuroaxial block – infuse about 500 ml crystalloid combined 
with 250–500 ml of colloid. Add a vasopressor if hemodynamically indicated.

2. Intraoperatively – infuse 4 ml/(kg h) of crystalloid and compensate measured exudation 
and blood loss with equal volume of colloid.

3.  Postoperatively – provide basal �uid requirements 1.5 ml/(kg h) and compensate measured 
ongoing losses (mainly bleeding) with colloid.

4. Blood should be transfused when predetermined critical Hb level is reached.
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Knee surgery is mostly carried out under spinal/epidural anesthesia and tourniquet ische-
mia. At the induction of the tourniquet ischemia an endogenous transfusion of up to 0.5 l of 
blood from the leg will reach the central vascular compartment. Therefore, a more moder-
ated compensation for the regional block-induced hemodynamic effects is justified and an 
intraoperative crystalloid �uid infusion of 2–4 ml/(kg h) in total is su� cient.

Prior to the release of the tourniquet, however, a bolus of at least 500 ml of colloid should 
be infused and, at release, the leg should be raised to decrease the systemic e�ects of the local 
hyperemic reperfusion response in the leg. The blood loss should be assessed and initially 
compensated for by infusion of an equal volume of colloid. When the predetermined safe 
lowest Hb level has been reached blood should be infused as indicated above.

Gastrointestinal surgery (GIS)
Optimal �uid therapy for open abdominal surgery has remained a matter of controversy. Too 
liberal a �uid strategy may include a risk of GI edema and impaired postoperative recovery 
of GI function, while a too restrictive strategy may instead cause splanchnic hypoperfusion 
and tissue hypoxia, which also may impair postoperative recovery of GI function.

A recent assessment of seven randomized clinical trials reveals that there is still a lack of 
well-defined evidence-based procedure-specific fluid treatment recommendations for GIS 
[1]. Using predetermined clinical endpoints for crystalloid-based compared with colloid-
based �uid strategy in connection with major abdominal surgery, it has been possible to 
show that the former strategy results in reduction of tissue oxygen tension while the colloid- 
based one markedly improves tissue oxygenation [9].

In the planning of perioperative �uid therapy for GIS it should also be remembered that 
before surgery the patient is quite o�en subjected to bowel preparation with hyperosmolar 
solutions that will enhance any preoperative �uid de�cit [17]. Preoperative �uid restriction 
will further add to the fluid deficit. Therefore a rather liberal initial fluid administration is 
usually recommended. However, crystalloid �uid administration to maintain le� ventricu-
lar end diastolic volume index and cardiac index during open abdominal surgery seems to 
be in the range of 6 ± 2 ml/(kg h) (about 400–600 ml/h for an 80 kg adult patient) [18]. A 
more liberal crystalloid-based fluid strategy (intraoperatively ~ 4.2 l; postoperative during 
24 h ~ 6.3 l) will result in a positive fluid balance and a high incidence of complications 
(57%) [19].

It has been suggested that the evaporative loss from the abdominal cavity is highly over-
estimated and the non-anatomical third space loss is based on flawed methodology and most 
probably does not exist [20]. Furthermore, the �uid volume accumulated in traumatized 

For knee prosthesis surgery the following “rule of thumb” for perioperative �uid therapy 
seems advantageous.

1. Before and during induction of neuroaxial block – infuse about 500 ml crystalloid in 
combination with vasopressor if hemodynamically indicated.

2. Intraoperatively – infuse 2–4 ml/(kg h) of crystalloid. Prior to release of tourniquet infuse 
500 ml of colloid.

3. Postoperatively – provide basal �uid requirements 1.5 ml/(kg h) and compensate measured 
ongoing losses (mainly bleeding) with colloid.

4. Blood should be transfused when predetermined critical Hb level is reached.
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tissue is small. Therefore, a more moderated strategy including a combination of crystalloid 
administration to replace basal �uid requirements and extravascular losses, together with 
colloid administration to maintain an adequate intravascular volume and favourable tissue 
perfusion, has been suggested as a more optimal approach [1,9].

 Colloid administration (goal-directed) markedly increases microcirculatory blood flow 
in the small intestine and thereby intestinal tissue oxygen tension a�er abdominal surgery. 
In contrast, goal-directed crystalloid and restricted crystalloid administrations were found 
not to include such bene�cial e�ects [21].

These results consequently support the idea that perioperative fluid therapy, including 
colloids, might be the most bene�cial approach to maintain an adequate �uid balance dur-
ing major open abdominal surgery.

Laparoscopic GI surgery (LGIS) is becoming an increasingly common alternative to open 
abdominal surgery since the small incision will reduce blood loss, postoperative pain and 
thereby shorten the recovery. It seems reasonable to assume that the �uid therapy chosen 
may be less important in this situation. The crystalloid fluid load to maintain left ventricular 
end diastolic volume index and cardiac index for laparoscopic surgery seems to be only about 
60% of that needed during open abdominal surgery [18]. However, the abdomen is usually 
insu� ated with carbon dioxide gas which, together with necessary positioning maneuvers, 
will influence intra-abdominal pressure and thereby venous return, tissue hydration (stasis-
induced tissue edema) and hemodynamic stability. These factors may contribute to the fact 
that postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) is a rather common problem a�er LGIS.

Following laparoscopic cholecystectomy, PONV is more e�ectively moderated by intra-
operative infusion of a large volume of lactated Ringer’s solution (40 ml/kg) than by smaller 
amounts (15 ml/kg) [22]. The higher volume load was found to lead to significant improve-
ments in postoperative pulmonary function, exercise capacity and a reduced stress response 
(aldosterone, antidiuretic hormone and angiotensin II). Nausea, general well-being, thirst, 
dizziness, drowsiness, fatigue and balance function were also signi�cantly improved, and 
signi�cantly more patients ful�lled discharge criteria and were discharged on the day of sur-
gery with the high-volume fluid substitution [22].

It seems obvious that perioperative administration of a su� cient volume of intravenous 
�uids to correct the fasting hours �uid de�cit and intraoperative �uid shi�s may e�ect-
ively prevent PONV, without the expense or the potential for side e�ects seen with pharma-
cological approaches. Comparison of preloading with either crystalloid or colloids on the 
incidence of PONV following laparoscopic cholecystectomy under general anesthesia has 

For open gastrointestinal surgery the following “rule of thumb” for perioperative �uid 
therapy seems advantageous.

1. Before and during anesthesia induction infuse about 500 ml of balanced (Ringer’s) crystal-
loid (to compensate for bowel preparation and preoperative �uid restriction).

2. Intraoperatively – infuse 4 ml/(kg h) of crystalloid + 4 ml/(kg h) of colloid.
3. Measured blood loss should be compensated with equal volume of colloid until predeter-

mined critical Hb level for blood transfusion is reached.
4. Postoperatively – provide basal �uid requirements 1.5 ml/(kg h) and compensate measured 

ongoing losses with a mixture of crystalloid and colloid.
5. Blood transfusion when indicated.
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shown that preloading with crystalloid (10 ml/kg) results in a lower incidence of PONV than 
preloading with colloid (10 ml/kg) [23]. Considering the available data, it seems that a total 
volume load of at least 15–20 ml/kg of balanced electrolyte solution (Ringer’s type) is to be 
recommended during laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

In connection with laparoscopic gastric, colonic and rectal surgery it is important to 
establish a well-functioning gastrointestinal anastomosis. In this situation liberal crystalloid 
administration may cause edema and impair tissue oxygenation and thereby the functional 
healing of the anastomosis.

Recent experimental studies clearly indicate that perianastomotic tissue oxygen tension 
will markedly benefit from infusion of colloid (preferably 6% HES 130/0.4, which also pos-
sesses anti-inflammatory properties) [24]. It seems obvious that GI anastomotic procedures 
will benefit from a combination of crystalloid (to replace basal fluid requirements and extra-
vascular losses) and colloid to maintain an adequate intravascular volume and microcircu-
latory tissue perfusion [1].

Vascular surgery
Patients scheduled for vascular reconstructions of the lower limb or abdominal aortic surgery
constitute a high-risk population. Most patients are elderly, quite often also diabetic, suffer-
ing from atherosclerotic disease affecting cardiovascular as well as renal function. Therefore 
non-traumatic procedures are quite often chosen.

Revascularization of the lower limb can sometimes be achieved by the use of endovas-
cular approaches for which local anesthesia at the site of incision is su� cient. In these cases 
crystalloid fluid to keep an iv line open is sufficient. Addition of colloid (HES 130/0.4 with 
anti-inflammatory properties) to enhance tissue perfusion and prevent endothelial injury 
following re�ow may sometimes be indicated.

More extensive revascularization procedures of the lower limb as well as abdominal aor-
tic aneurysm (AAA) repairs are carried out under either GA, spinal or epidural block. GA 

For laparoscopic gastric, colonic and rectal surgery the following “rule of thumb” for peri-
operative �uid therapy seems advantageous.

1. Before anesthesia/regional block induction preload with 5 ml/kg of colloid followed intra-
operatively by 3 ml/(kg h) of crystalloid + 3 ml/(kg h) of colloid.

2. Measured blood loss should be compensated with equal volume of colloid until predeter-
mined critical Hb level for blood transfusion is reached.

3. Postoperatively – basal fluid requirements + crystalloid and colloid-based compensation of 
ongoing �uid losses.

For laparoscopic cholecystectomy the following “rule of thumb” for perioperative �uid ther-
apy seems advantageous.

1. Before anesthesia/regional block induction preload with at least 10 ml/kg followed by an 
additional 10–15 ml/kg during the laparoscopic procedure, which usually lasts about 1 h.

2. Postoperatively – basal fluid requirements + crystalloid-based compensation of ongoing 
�uid losses.
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Intra-abdominal surgery

Yifat Klein and Idit Matot4
Current practice of perioperative fluid administration remains controversial with regard 
to how much to infuse [1–9]. Although fluid restriction is accepted in thoracic surgery 
[4,10,11], the situation differs in the general surgical population.

Abdominal surgery has been traditionally associated with dehydration. The etiology is 
multifactorial and includes preoperative fasting, bowel preparation, underlying illness, peri-
operative fluid and electrolyte deficits due to blood and insensible loss and fluid shifts between 
physiological compartments (“third spacing”) [4,12–14]. Current practice of intraoperative 
fluid administration is still guided by algorithms based on the assumption that these defi-
cits are to be replaced by crystalloids using a “ml/(kg h)” formula [15]. Accordingly, patients 
undergoing major intra-abdominal procedures should be administered with 10–15 ml/(kg h) 
of fluids [16,17]. However, the bases of such formulas are being questioned [1,18–22]. For 
example, substitution for third space losses [19] and replacement of blood loss by three times 
the amount of crystalloid [23] may be flawed. In fact, blood volume after fasting is normal, 
and a fluid-consuming third space has never been reliably shown [20–22].

Moreover, recent accelerated care protocols for gastrointestinal surgery have significantly 
affected the volume status of the surgical patient: bowel preparation is less often required, 
thus preoperative salt and water depletion is less frequent; re-institution of oral fluids in the 
immediate postoperative phase further diminishes the propensity for iatrogenic dehydra-
tion; and the use of laparoscopic instead of open techniques may also reduce fluid loss as 
well as the need for epidural analgesia (which is often accompanied by an “epidural preload”) 
[24]. Altogether such perioperative management reduces the need for liberal hydration.

Finally, several reports of significant deleterious effects of overhydration with crystal-
loids question this practice [18,25,26]. Perioperative liberal fluid administration often leads 
to overhydration and weight gain in the range of 3–10 kg. The latter has been associated with 
higher postoperative morbidity and mortality rates, and a longer length of stay (LOS) in the 
intensive care (ICU) [27]. In healthy volunteers, infusion of 40 ml/kg of lactated Ringer’s 
solution over 3 h caused significant increases in body weight and poor pulmonary func-
tion compared with infusions of 5 ml/kg [18]. Additionally, Arieff presented 13 fatal cases 
of postoperative pulmonary edema in healthy individuals that may have been secondary to 
excessive fluid administration [25].

The hypothesis that liberal use of fluids should significantly increase tissue oxygenation 
and therefore decrease the incidence of postoperative wound infection was disproved by 
Kabon et al. who demonstrated that supplemental hydration does not reduce the rate of 
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wound infection in a cohort of colonic surgical patients [28]. On the contrary, positive post-
operative fluid balance may result in gut edema that contributes to intestinal dysfunction 
[4,29]. Back in the 1930s, Mecray et al. found that modest positive salt and water balance 
caused weight gain after elective colectomy and was associated with delayed recovery of 
gastrointestinal function, increased complication rate and extended hospital stays [30].

The abovementioned data, in addition to the expansion of monitoring tools that guide 
fluid therapy, have led to the growing interest in relating various fluid strategies to patient 
outcome. This is reflected by the rising number of publications in the last decade [24]. The 
studies have reached conflicting conclusions (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). In this chapter we wish to 
provide a comprehensive review of the literature, discuss the evidence presented herein, and 
highlight critical considerations in fluid therapy that clinicians may wish to address in order 
to improve patient outcomes following abdominal surgery.

Clinical trials comparing the effect of two “fixed”  
fluid volumes on outcome
Nine randomized clinical trials (RCTs) compared the effect of two different “fixed” fluid 
volumes on postoperative outcome in adults undergoing major abdominal surgery. Intra-
abdominal procedures included colorectal surgery [1,5,28,31–38] or various abdominal 
procedures [7,34,35] (Table 4.1). The fluid regimens included, in addition to the “fixed” 
volume, supplementary intravenous fluid boluses administered according to an algorithm 
based on hemodynamic parameters and/or urine output.

Studies with improved outcome following a restricted  
fluid regimen
Five studies found that a restrictive fluid regimen improves outcome after major abdominal 
surgery [1,5,7,31,35].

Lobo et al. focused on the postoperative fluid management of 20 adults after elective 
colonic resection [5]. Intraoperative fluid application was relatively liberal in all patients, but 
postoperatively, patients were randomly assigned to either a restrictive (≤ 2 l and 77 mmol 
sodium per day) or a standard (≥ 3 l and 154 mmol sodium per day) protocol. The latter 
caused a significant weight gain, a delayed return of bowel function and a prolonged hos-
pital stay [5]. In a randomized, controlled trial, Brandstrup et al. investigated 141 patients 
undergoing major colorectal surgery [1]. Unlike the liberal group, the restrictive group 
received no fluids before administration of an epidural, neither was there a replacement 
for third space loss. Intra- and postoperative fluid restriction (mean ~2.7 vs. ~5.4 l per day) 
significantly reduced the incidence of major and minor complications, such as anastomotic 
leakage, pulmonary edema, pneumonia and wound infection, without compromising renal 
function [1]. It is noteworthy that the two groups received different types of fluids (more 
colloids in the restrictive group vs. normal saline in the liberal group) and that the restrictive 
group included more proximal anastomoses and more smokers.

Nisanevich et al. applied intraoperative restrictive or liberal fluid regimens in 152 
patients undergoing various major intra-abdominal procedures. Decreased postoperative 
morbidity and a shortened hospital stay were documented in the restrictive group [7]. Holte 
et al. compared restrictive (~1.6 l) vs. a liberal (~5 l) intraoperative fluid strategy in a small 
group of patients (n = 23) undergoing fast-track colon surgery. They found an improvement 
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in pulmonary function and postoperative hypoxemia with the restrictive regimen [31]. This 
group, however, also endured significantly higher concentrations of cardiovascular active 
hormones (renin, aldosterone and angiotensin II) [31]. In one of the earlier RCT studies, 
Janvrin et al. demonstrated an association between intravenous fluids and venous thrombo-
sis [35]. They randomized 60 patients undergoing mixed abdominal surgery into receiving 
either “wet” or “dry” postoperative fluid therapy (~2–3 l per day vs. no iv fluids). The “wet” 
patients were significantly more hemodiluted and hypercoagulable than the “dry” ones, and 
had a significantly higher incidence of deep vein thrombosis [35].

When attempting to deduce conclusions based on these trials, one should be aware of 
the major differences between them with regard to the definitions (i.e., liberal vs. restrictive 
regimens), methodology (i.e., inclusion and exclusion criteria; perioperative period studied; 
type of fluids administered; standardized anesthesia and analgesia; timing of intervention) 
and defined outcome parameters. Nevertheless, the outcome data were similar, highlight-
ing the beneficial effect of a relatively restricted approach to fluid therapy in this surgical 
setting.

Studies with no difference in outcome
Two studies reported no difference between the liberal and the restrictive fluid regimens 
[28,32].

In a study of 80 patients undergoing mixed abdominal surgery, with a third of the proce-
dures being laparoscopic, MacKay et al. found no statistical difference in the time of return 
of gastrointestinal function and length of hospital stay between the two regimens [32]. 
However, both groups were treated rather restrictively (mean 2.6 vs. 2.0 l per day) and no 
patient received more than 3 l of fluid a day. Therefore, most likely even their standard group 
was treated too restrictively to cause a potentially harmful effect [32].

Kabon et al. investigated a homogenous collective of 253 patients admitted for an elective 
colon resection with an anticipated duration of surgery > 2 h. They disproved the theory that 
supplemental hydration reduces wound infection rate [28].

Studies with improved outcome following a liberal fluid regimen
Two studies indicated that a liberal fluid regimen improves outcomes after major abdom-
inal surgery, including a shortened hospital stay, fewer postoperative complications and 
increased tissue oxygenation [24,33,34].

Arkilic et al. reported that liberal fluid administration (~2.1 vs. 3.8 l perioperatively) 
increased tissue oxygenation (measured subcutaneously via a polarographic tissue oxygen 
sensor positioned in patients’ upper arms after induction of anesthesia) in 56 patients under-
going colon resection [33], suggesting a lower risk for surgical wound infection [36,37]. 
However, tissue oxygenation was the only reported outcome parameter. Weight gain, edema 
formation, anastomosis healing, coagulation factors, length of hospital stay, bowel function 
and cardiopulmonary complications – all well-known effects of excessive fluid overload 
[1,5,7] – were not measured. Moreover, in a subsequent study the same authors failed to 
show that this increase in tissue oxygenation with liberal fluid administration can be trans-
lated into a lower wound infection rate [28].

In a double-blinded randomized trial, Vermeulen et al. randomized 62 patients under-
going major abdominal surgical procedures (primarily of the biliary and pancreatic regions) 
to restrictive or standard fluid management in the postoperative period (1.5 vs. 2.5 l for 24 h 
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postoperatively) [34]. This study had several flaws. The protocol did not include a clinical 
relevant algorithm for supplementary fluid bolus administration, and there were many post-
randomization dropouts due to severe bleeding, need for reoperation or infusion pump fail-
ure. When analyzing the data per intention to treat the authors found a significantly longer 
hospital stay and more major complications in the restrictive group. However, no significant 
differences were found in the per-protocol analysis.

Accumulating evidence suggest that higher fluid volumes have beneficial effects in 
minor procedures. In laparoscopic cholecystectomy, a very liberal vs. liberal fluid hand-
ling (40 vs. 15 ml/kg of lactated Ringer’s intraoperatively; median duration of surgery ~1 
h) reduced postoperative nausea and vomiting and hormonal vasoactive stress, improved 
lung function, general well-being and exercise capacity, and led to a shortened hospital 
stay [38].

In accord, Tatara et al. developed a mathematical model in order to analyze how dur-
ation of surgery affects fluid balance during abdominal surgery [39]. Their model was based 
on segmental bioelectrical impedence measurements from 30 patients undergoing elective 
abdominal surgery [8,39]. According to this model, abdominal procedures shorter than 3 
h allow a wide range of fluid infusion rates (2.0–18.5 ml/[kg h]) without causing significant 
interstitial edema. In contrast, surgery with a duration of > 6 h requires a narrow range 
(5–8 ml/[kg h]) of infusion rates in order to maintain intravascular and interstitial volumes 
within critical values, thus dictating restrictive fluid regimens in major procedures [39].

Clinical trials assessing the effect of goal-directed  
fluid volumes on outcome
Attempts to optimize perioperative fluid management have led clinicians to the concept 
of goal-directed therapy (GDT). This is a tailored individualized technique that utilizes 
either a relatively noninvasive (continuous esophageal Doppler cardiac output monitor-
ing) or invasive enhanced hemodynamic monitoring (via arterial and central lines) to guide 
fluid titration in order to optimize oxygen delivery. Most studies involve high-risk patients 
undergoing a variety of intra-abdominal procedures (including vascular surgery) and the 
optimization strategy included, in addition to fluids, the administration of inotropes (i.e., 
dopexamine/dobutamine/norepinephrine/epinephrine). In the following we provide a brief 
review of RCTs consisting of non-vascular intra- abdominal procedures and in which fluid 
optimization was the key method to improve oxygen delivery.

Four RCTs have attempted to determine the effects of Doppler-guided intraoperative 
fluid management on outcome after major abdominal surgery [40–43].

In these trials patients were randomized to receive iv fluid treatment guided by either 
Doppler-monitored ventricular filling or conventional parameters including heart rate, 
blood pressure, central venous pressure (CVP) and urine output (Table 4.2). Intra-abdominal 
procedures included colorectal resection [40,42,43] or mixed general, urologic and gyneco-
logic procedures [41]. Meta-analyses of these trials found an overall reduction of the length 
of hospital stay, significantly fewer complications (both minor and major) and admissions 
to the ICU, fewer requirements for inotropes and faster return of gut function in patients 
who received esophageal Doppler-guided hemodynamic management [44–46]. There was 
no evidence of a significant difference in intraoperative crystalloid administration between 
the Doppler and control arms [45]; however, three trials reported significantly more colloid 
in the Doppler group [40,41,43].
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In yet another randomized double-blinded clinical multicenter trial of 150 patients 
undergoing elective colorectal surgery, Brandstrup et al. compared GDT to near maximal 
stroke volume guided by esophageal Doppler to goal-directed fluid therapy to normal body 
weight and zero fluid balance, i.e., restrictive fluid regimen (personal communication). An 
intention-to-treat analysis of the results found comparable postoperative morbidity, mor-
tality and hospital between the groups. These findings suggest that restrictive fluid manage-
ment is not inferior to GDT strategy in which higher cardiac outputs and stroke volumes 
were achieved.

Five RCTs utilized other monitoring techniques and flow-related hemodynamic param-
eters to guide fluid administration in intra-abdominal (non vascular) surgery, i.e., pulse 
pressure variation [47], systolic pressure variation [48], cardiac index based on FloTrac/
Vigileo device [49], intrathoracic blood volume [50] and serum lactate levels [51]. Two of 
these trials included high-risk patients [47,49]. Importantly, all of these trials concluded that 
starting GDT at any time during the perioperative period has shown benefit compared with 
standard fluid regimes.

In a small randomized trial of 33 high-risk patients, Lopes and colleagues [47] analyzed 
the effect of intraoperative fluid optimization of pulse pressure variation. The intervention 
group received more fluids (both groups received relatively restricted fluid volumes) and 
exhibited a significant reduction in LOS, postoperative complications, median duration of 
mechanical ventilation and stay in the ICU.

Buettner et al. studied the effect of systolic pressure variation-guided intraoperative fluid 
management on organ function and perfusion in 80 patients admitted for major abdominal 
surgery [48]. Although at 3 and 6 h systolic pressure variation was significantly higher in 
the control group, all outcome measures – i.e., oxygen transport, organ function, length of 
mechanical ventilation, ICU stay and mortality – were comparable.

In a very recent randomized controlled trial, Mayer et al. investigated the influence of an 
optimization protocol that included fluids and inotropes on outcome in 60 high-risk patients 
scheduled for major abdominal surgery [49]. The GDT-group patients received enhanced 
hemodynamic monitoring via the FloTrac/Vigileo device and an attempted cardiac index 
of at least 2.5 l/(min m2). The GDT protocol consisted of dobutamine, norepinephrine and 
colloid boluses, and resulted in a significant reduction of the length of hospital stay and peri-
operative complications compared with a standard management with pressure-based goals.

Szakmany et al. compared intrathoracic blood volume (IBV)-guided fluid management 
and CVP-based titration, in affecting the early systemic inflammatory response in 40 patients 
who underwent esophageal, gastric and pancreatic surgery [50]. The intervention and con-
trol groups received fluids to maintain the IBV index between 850 and 950 ml/m2, and the 
CVP between 8 and 12 mmHg, respectively. Serial measurements of inflammatory param-
eters were performed and included serum tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), C-reactive pro-
tein and procalcitonin; this showed no significant difference in the inflammatory response 
between the intervention and control groups [50].

In a randomized, observer-blinded, single-center trial, Wenkui et al. compared the effect 
of a restricted intravenous fluid regimen adjusted by serum lactate levels with a standard 
restricted regimen on complication rate after major elective surgery for gastrointestinal 
malignancy [51]. All patients (n = 214) received a “restricted intravenous fluid regimen” 
according to “fast-track” protocols (well-defined multimodal programs aimed at earlier 
ambulation and oral nutrition and thereby reduced postoperative length of hospital stay). In 
addition, the treatment group received fluid adjustments according to blood lactate levels, 
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intraoperatively and in the early postoperative period. The regimen guided by serum lactate 
decreased systemic postoperative complications but not overall total complications.

Fluid management in hepatic surgery
Bleeding during hepatic surgery has been recognized as a significant factor adversely affect-
ing postoperative outcome [52]. Therefore, strategies to prevent intraoperative hemorrhage 
were sought. During liver resection, low CVP seems to play a prominent role in reducing 
blood loss [53–57]. A CVP of 1–5 mmHg is considered as an optimal target. Several stud-
ies reported that low CVP during liver resection significantly reduced intraoperative blood 
loss and transfusions, decreased the incidence of postoperative complications and shortened 
hospital stay [56–58]. Therefore, fluid restriction, as a means of maintaining low CVP during 
the resection phase of the operation, is recommended [53–57, 59].

The same principle applies for liver transplantation, where blood transfusions and 
total intraoperative fluids were found as predictors of adverse postoperative outcome [60], 
though data are less clear. In the setting of liver transplantation, transfusion of plasma, or > 
4 units of red blood cells has shown correlation with decreased one-year survival rate [61]. 
Reyle-Hahn and Rossaint had long ago advocated “volume restrictive substitution therapy” 
during the dissection phase to decrease venous pressure in the surgical field and intravascu-
lar volume in portosystemic collaterals [62]. Massicotte et al. described a regimen based on 
fluid restriction, phlebotomy (during the transplantation), vasopressors and strict, protocol-
guided product replacement associated with very low blood product use [59]. In contrast, a 
retrospective comparison between low vs. normal CVP in patients undergoing liver trans-
plantation indicated that even though low CVP reduced blood transfusions, it was also asso-
ciated with increased rates of postoperative renal failure and 30-day mortality [63].

Conclusions and perspectives
Research on perioperative fluid therapy in intra-abdominal surgery has recently focused on 
two strategies, “fixed” high- versus low-volume regimens and individualized optimization 
strategies, so-called goal-directed therapy [64]. To this end there is an increasing amount of 
data to support the notion that perioperative fluid restriction yields positive postoperative 
outcome in elective abdominal surgery and thus should be favored, with the exception of 
minor procedures, where liberal administration of fluids may be applied.

The differential terminology of “fixed” vs. goal-directed fluid therapy is misleading. Both 
approaches are “goal directed.” The first treats the patient with crystalloids according to 
standard parameters (blood pressure, heart rate, urine output, blood loss, etc.), while the 
latter utilizes a battery of tools (i.e., administration of colloids, crystalloids, inotropes and 
blood products) to optimize measurements indicative of stroke volume, cardiac output and 
oxygen delivery. Hence, the focus of debate should be, rather than restrictive vs. liberal, 
whether all patients undergoing elective abdominal surgery will benefit from a goal directed 
approach that is not just cost and time consuming but may also cause harm via various 
etiologies (including misinterpretations of the data, inherited risks and limitations of each 
monitor and drug administered, etc.).

Of importance is the fact that most studies showing benefit with a goal-directed approach 
have used an esophageal Doppler to guide therapy. Despite its obvious advantages, the 
esophageal Doppler monitor has several limitations. Certain conditions might introduce 
inaccuracies when translating the descending aortic blood flow velocity into cardiac output 
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(CO): for example, states of acute illness causing redistribution of the CO, general anesthet-
ics that alter vascular tone and thereby CO distribution, or aortic plaque burden in the eld-
erly which often decreases aortic compliance thereby affecting aortic flow dynamics [65]. 
Esophageal Doppler is contraindicated in conditions that restrict free access to the patient’s 
head, and in any pathology that predisposes the patient to an increased risk of injury or 
bleeding. Finally, although proven to be valuable in the anesthetized patient, esophageal 
Doppler is not optimal in the conscious patient, nor in an anesthetized patient who needs 
frequent repositioning (such as left/right tilt, Trendelenburg/reverse Trendelenburg etc.) 
and is therefore not applicable for the entire perioperative period.

Others use a variety of approaches that estimate cardiac output and/or oxygen deliv-
ery assuming that optimization will result in better tissue oxygenation with a consequent 
improved outcome. This point is yet to be proven in a large multicenter trial.

Most GDT trials have utilized colloid boluses to adjust flow-related measures, which 
raised the possibility that it is the colloid itself rather than the timed administration that led 
to the observed outcomes. Kimberger et al. confirmed this theory by showing that colloid-
based GDT significantly increased microcirculatory blood flow and tissue oxygen tension 
in healthy and perianastomotic colon compared with goal-directed crystalloid fluid ther-
apy in a porcine model of abdominal surgery [66]. Interestingly, there were no significant 
differences in any of the measured parameters, i.e., heart rate, mean arterial pressure, CVP, 
cardiac index, pulmonary capillary wedge pressure and arterial lactate among the treatment 
groups. This study adds important new knowledge to the understanding of the apparent 
beneficial effects of colloid administration in surgical patients.

Another question that remains unresolved is the preferred timing of intervention. 
Flooding the patient with liters of fluids in order to optimize cardiac output and organ 
perfusion in a short period of time, i.e., during the perioperative period, may be harmful. 
Achievement of optimal fluid status is not just a matter of fluid substitution per se. It should 
take into account the pathophysiology of the surgery, the trauma caused by the surgery 
and the body response to trauma as well as the injury initiated by manual handling of the 
organs – all of which are at their peak during the perioperative period. This period, which 
comprises only a very small fraction of the hospitalization period, might not be the right 
time for liberal fluid administration (as shown by Tartara et al. [39]) but rather attention 
should be given to the pre- and mostly to the postoperative period.

A predefined strategy to fluid management may be inadequate for some surgical patients, 
such as those at high risk or those who have long been hospitalized before surgery and 
in whom hypovolemia is suspected. As standard monitored parameters do not accurately 
reflect perioperative perfusion status, in a subgroup of high-risk patients, advanced moni-
toring and GDT may be preferred. The type of intervention and the optimal algorithm to be 
used (colloids, vasopressors, inotropes, etc.) is yet to be defined.
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Spinal anesthesia

Michael F.M. James and Robert A. Dyer5
Spinal anesthesia is inevitably associated with some degree of hypotension as a result of 
the combined effects of reductions of sympathetic tone, peripheral fluid pooling and falling 
venous return. Estimates of the incidence of clinically relevant hypotension vary from 25% 
to over 80% depending on the criteria used to identify clinically relevant decreases in blood 
pressure and on the population group studied.

Two groups of patients have been extensively studied. The first is the obstetric popula-
tion, in whom hypotension has implications for the fetus (reduction in placental perfusion) 
and for the mother (cardiovascular collapse and unpleasant side effects of nausea and vomit-
ing). The other patient population of concern is comprised of elderly patients undergoing a 
variety of surgical procedures for which spinal anesthesia is appropriate, including bladder 
and prostate procedures and lower limb surgery, particularly joint replacements.

A variety of causative factors have been suggested to explain the hypotension following 
spinal anesthesia, including diminished cardiac output as a result of a reduction in venous 
return, arteriolar capillary dilatation and paralysis of the sympathetic nerve supply to the 
heart and adrenal glands resulting in reduced catecholamine responsiveness and unmask-
ing of hypovolemia. In the pregnant patient these may be complicated by aorto-caval com-
pression. Preexisting hypertension may increase the risk of spinal anesthesia-associated 
hypotension in older patients [1]. Older texts referred to the value of electrolyte solutions in 
minimizing the hypotensive response and suggest that volumes of 2 l may be adequate. These 
assumptions have been challenged by a substantial body of research over the last 20 years.

Obstetric spinal anesthesia
In obstetric patients, an early study showed that the administration of a 20 ml/kg crystalloid 
preload failed to prevent significant hypotension whether the load was given rapidly over 
10 min or more slowly over 20 min. However, in the rapid preload group, three patients 
were found to have a marked rise in central venous pressure. The authors queried the role 
of isotonic crystalloid preload in the management of spinal anesthesia for elective Cesarean 
section [2], and the same group recommended that there should be no delays for the admin-
istration of a crystalloid preload prior to spinal anesthesia for elective Cesarean section [3].

Jackson and colleagues evaluated the use of a preload of 1000 ml prior to spinal anesthe-
sia for Cesarean section and were unable to demonstrate any advantage over a preload of 200 
ml. They also concluded that crystalloid preload was not of value [4].
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A study in pre-eclamptic patients has also failed to demonstrate significant benefit 
from a preload of 1000 ml crystalloid, although the authors commented that changes 
in uterine artery velocity waveforms were minimal and there was no adverse effect on 
the neonate [5]. There have been a number of concerns regarding the possible adverse 
consequences of saline-based solutions given in large volumes in terms of generating 
hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis, but this does not seem to be of particular conse-
quence to either mother or child when saline solution is compared with lactated Ringer’s 
for preload [6].

Non-obstetric spinals
In a study conducted in elderly patients aged 60 years or over, the overall incidence of arter-
ial hypotension during spinal anesthesia was 27%, rising to 60% when temperature sensa-
tion was blocked to T7. If the block reached T4, all patients required vasopressor therapy. 
Patients were divided into three groups receiving 16 ml/kg, 8 ml/kg or zero acetated Ringer’s 
solution as a preload; crystalloid preloading had no effect on the incidence of hypotension 
[7]. However, a relatively small preload (7 ml/kg) of 3% hypertonic saline was significantly 
better than 0.9% saline at reducing the requirement for vasopressor support in patients 
undergoing prostatectomy [8].

In a review of spinal anesthesia in elderly patients, Critchley concluded that an adequate 
venous preload was necessary, but any fluid loading should be ideally administered as the 
block is developing (subsequently termed coload in an obstetric anesthesia study [9]), rather 
than as a preload [10]. In an early study of volume kinetics during epidural anesthesia, it 
was shown that a crystalloid coload of 15 ml/kg was better retained within the circulation 
in those patients who showed a substantial decrease in systolic pressure. Nevertheless, des-
pite volume loading, there was a relative hypovolemia, as evidenced by hemodilution, in all 
patients throughout the development of hypotension [11].

Crystalloid vs. colloid
The relative lack of efficacy of crystalloid loading prior to spinal anesthesia can be explained 
by a number of factors including the physiological responses of patients with normal fluid 
balance status to a rapid fluid load, and the volume kinetics of crystalloid solutions. Pouta 
and colleagues demonstrated a significant increase in the release of atrial natriuretic pep-
tide, and a lesser effect on endothelin-1, following crystalloid loading in healthy parturients 
following a crystalloid load of 2000 ml lactated Ringer’s solution. They concluded that this 
could offset the effects of volume load on blood pressure during Cesarean delivery [12]. 
This release of hormone was correlated significantly with the increase in atrial stretch as 
indicated by an increase in central venous pressure. Pre-eclamptic patients showed a greater 
response, possibly in line with reduced diastolic function in these patients [13].

Studies on the effects of spinal anesthesia on cardiac output suggested that volume 
preloading had to be sufficient to produce a significant increase in cardiac output if hypo-
tension was to be minimized [14]. These authors showed that colloid preload was more 
effective than crystalloid in enhancing cardiac output and, consequently, in reducing spinal 
hypotension during elective Cesarean section. Lactated Ringer’s was shown to sustain, but 
not increase cardiac output in healthy patients undergoing lower extremity surgery [15].

In older patients, cardiac output was shown to diminish in patients who received no pre-
load, or only 500 ml saline as a preload, whereas 500 ml colloid sustained cardiac output, but 
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did not significantly reduce the incidence of hypotension [16], possibly because the volumes 
used were too small.

Fluid kinetics modeling has shown that crystalloids rapidly redistribute away from the 
central compartment, and tend to enhance the second compartment. The redistribution 
time constants of crystalloid are quite rapid [17] and these kinetics may contribute to the 
relative lack of efficacy of crystalloid solutions in preventing spinal anesthesia-associated 
hypotension. Volunteer studies have shown that an infusion rate of 50 ml/min is required 
to yield an increase in blood volume of approximately 10% and that this would need be 
maintained for at least 40 min to produce the required volume expansion; this volume load 
rapidly dissipates [18].

In terms of mechanisms, therefore, it appears that crystalloid preloading is relatively inef-
fective since it is rapidly redistributed and has limited ability to increase cardiac output dur-
ing spinal anesthesia. The increase of vasodilator peptides induced by a rapid increase in 
atrial stretch may also contribute to the lack of efficacy of fluid loading in preventing spinal 
hypotension. Important considerations thus appear to be the appropriate volume and tim-
ing of any fluid load, since the administration of a fluid load during the onset of spinal anes-
thesia could be more effective than preloading. The final issue to be resolved is whether the 
use of colloid solutions would be advantageous by virtue of their retention in the circulating 
blood volume for a longer period than crystalloids.

Whilst logic would suggest that colloid preloading would be advantageous compared 
with crystalloid loading, the data on this topic are inconsistent. Riley and colleagues sug-
gested that a preload of 500 ml hydroxyethyl starch (HES) together with 1 l lactated Ringer’s 
was superior to 2 l lactated Ringer’s in terms of reductions in the incidence of hypotension 
and requirements for ephedrine in obstetric patients [19]. However, a study found that 500 
ml of gelatin colloid preload was not superior to a similar volume of crystalloid or no pre-
load at all in parturients [20]. The same group also failed to show a benefit of a combination 
of 500 ml each of HES and crystalloid in elderly patients receiving spinal anesthesia [21].

Obstetrics studies using 1 l colloid showed significantly less hypotension than no preload 
[22], or preloading with either 1.5 l lactated Ringer’s or 500 ml HES [14]. A systematic review 
at this time concluded that crystalloid preload was inconsistent in preventing hypotension, 
whereas colloid was generally effective in minimizing hypotension, but neither was effective 
in minimizing maternal nausea, and there were few differences in neonatal outcomes [23]. 
Dahlgren and colleagues confirmed that 1 l colloid was more effective than an equivalent 
volume of crystalloid for the prevention of hypotension [24] and subsequently demonstrated 
that supine stress testing could accurately predict those patients in whom a colloid preload 
would likely be beneficial [25]. Davies and colleagues demonstrated that 10 ml/kg of colloid 
was more effective than 5 ml/kg at minimizing obstetric spinal hypotension [26].

A comparison between combinations of 1 l each of lactated Ringer’s combined with gel-
atin or HES-based colloids demonstrated that the HES-lactated Ringer’s was superior to 
either the gelatin combination or 1 l HES alone [27]. A recent Cochrane review concluded 
that crystalloids were more effective than no fluids (relative risk [RR] 0.78, 95% confidence 
interval [CI] 0.60–1.00; one trial, 140 women, sequential analysis) and colloids were more 
effective than crystalloids (RR 0.68, 95% CI 0.52–0.89; 11 trials, 698 women) in preventing 
hypotension following spinal anesthesia at Cesarean section [28]. Although no differences 
were detected for different doses, rates or methods of administering colloids or crystalloids, 
the literature review presented above suggests that at least 1 l of colloid appears to be required 
to produce a significant reduction in the incidence of hypotension in healthy patients.
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Timing
As the administration of crystalloids to healthy, volume-replete subjects is likely to trig-
ger off physiological responses such as secretion of atrial natriuretic peptide and increased 
renal excretion of the fluid, and volume kinetics suggest very rapid redistribution of fluid 
loads in the absence of a hypovolemic state, the administration of fluids as a coload at the 
time of onset of spinal anesthesia might be more efficacious than administering a preload. 
Initial studies using 20 ml/kg of crystalloid as a rapid bolus at the time of the performance 
of spinal anesthesia suggested that a significant reduction in ephedrine requirements could 
be achieved by this method [9].

A meta-analysis of preload vs. coload failed to confirm the advantage of coload, although 
the authors commented that the only study in which coload was effective was the one that 
used the highest infusion volume, i.e., 20 ml/kg [29]. Fluid kinetic studies have shown that 
the distribution of crystalloids from the plasma to the interstitium is markedly delayed dur-
ing the onset of spinal, epidural and general anesthesia [30] and this lends support to the 
concept that coload with crystalloids may be more effective than preload, but definitive data 
are lacking.

A recent study using either crystalloid (1000 ml) or colloid (500 ml) coload in older 
patients showed that both forms of fluid therapy sustained cardiac output above baseline 
values for 30 min, but the effect of crystalloids waned after 20 min [31]. There is no evidence 
that colloid coload is more effective than colloid preload [32].

Conclusions
Current data suggest that crystalloids are only minimally effective at limiting hypotension 
and then only if given in doses of 20 ml/kg or greater, preferably as a rapid coload immedi-
ately after induction of spinal anesthesia. Such a large fluid bolus may be disadvantageous in 
elderly patients with limited cardiac reserve and in pre-eclamptic patients in whom diastolic 
dysfunction may predispose to the development of pulmonary edema.

Colloid fluid loading given as either a coload or preload appears to be more successful as 
a preventative strategy and the weight of evidence appears to suggest that a volume of 15 ml/
kg may be optimal in the normal pregnant patient.

A smaller volume load of colloid may be appropriate in older patients undergoing spinal 
anaesthesia and similar conditions may apply in pre-eclampsia, although firm data in this 
area are lacking. The height of the block required for surgery may also be important as most 
elderly patients require a much lower block than do Cesarean section patients and may thus 
require a smaller fluid load (Table 5.1).

The use of fluids to manage hypotension during spinal anesthesia is, at best, only mod-
erately effective and early intervention with vasopressors will be required in many patients 
regardless of the fluid strategy adopted, if hypotension is to be minimized. The best that 
can be achieved with optimal fluid therapy is an overall reduction in the total dosage of 
vasopressor required. However, this endpoint is worth achieving since vasopressors may 
have adverse consequences in both obstetric and non-obstetric patients undergoing spinal 
anesthesia.

The best possible management of spinal hypotension would appear to be optimal fluid 
therapy combined with early, carefully graded management of subsequent hypotension 
with the appropriate vasopressor, dependent on cardiovascular status. Newer techniques 
involving analysis of cardiac performance, using the response of dynamic indices to a fluid 
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Geriatric, obstetric and  
pulmonary surgery
Kathrine Holte6

The limited knowledge of both pathophysiology and clinical outcomes of perioperative fluid 
management has precluded formation of evidence-based, rational guidelines. While plenty 
of studies have focused on fluid therapy in critically ill patients, clinical research into fluid 
administration in elective (or emergency) surgical procedures has, until recently, largely 
been absent [1]. However, the past decade has seen a growing interest in perioperative fluid 
management, shifting focus from the (still unresolved) question of which type of fluid to 
administer to which amount of fluid to be administered. Attention is now focused on the 
avoidance of fluid overload, i.e., avoidance of large positive perioperative fluid balances.

The perioperative patient is predisposed to fluid retention and thus potential postoperative 
fluid overload, as sodium and water are retained as a consequence of the physiologic stress 
response to surgery as well as fluid accumulation in peripheral tissues [2]. Historically, this 
saline conservation has been essential to survival and only recent practices of intravenous 
saline administration have made the capacity to excrete saline important. Thus, even healthy, 
non-operated volunteers may not readily excrete 1–3 l intravenous crystalloid.

Currently, no available technique may reliably determine perioperative fluid status, 
a fact no doubt contributing greatly to the controversy of which amounts of fluid to be 
 administered perioperatively [3,4]. While weighing the patient may reflect on overall fluid 
status, weight gain, the essential parameter, may easily exist in the presence of hypovolemia. 
It is well known that pressure-guided cardiovascular monitoring methods (such as blood 
pressure and central venous pressures) are not adequate determinants of intravascular vol-
ume and have generally been disappointing when applied to guide fluid administration in 
clinical trials [5].

In contrast, guiding intraoperative fluid administration by individual flow-directed car-
diovascular monitoring (so-called “goal-directed fluid therapy”) has been shown to improve 
outcome in some, but not all studies [6]. Although other techniques are available, the only 
goal-directed fluid administration strategy sufficiently evaluated in clinical trials consists of 
colloid infusions guided by cardiac filling pressures obtained via a transesophageal Doppler 
device [5]. Both hypovolemia and fluid overload may obviously lead to impaired outcomes; 
however, these issues have not been systematically investigated.

Regarding the type of fluid to administer, a systematic review of all 80 randomized clin-
ical trials in elective, non-cardiac surgery concluded that available data offered no conclu-
sions on the choice of fluid to administer, mainly due to most studies being underpowered 
(very few studies with > 100 patients) as well as the failure to report relevant outcomes [7]. 
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Furthermore, perioperative care was generally not standardized and the follow-up period 
tended not to include the postoperative period (see Figure 6.1).

A multimodal revision of the principles of perioperative care (so-called “fast-track 
surgery”) has been found to shorten hospital stay and improve convalescence in various 
surgical procedures [8]. Core components of this concept are opioid-sparing analgesia, 
early enteral feeding, mobilization as well as preoperative patient education and standard-
ized postoperative care protocols. As early oral intake without restrictions combined with 
intravenous fluid therapy being applied only on specific indications, the result is an overall 
decrease in intravenous fluid administration within fast-track protocols.

Geriatric surgery
Despite an increasing number of surgical procedures being performed in the elderly popu-
lation, few studies have been specifically concerned with the elderly. Furthermore elderly 
patients are often excluded from investigational trials, leaving very little specific evidence on 
the care of the elderly surgical patient. There is no general consensus on the exact definition 
of the elderly patient, who often is defined as a patient > 65 years. The age-related impair-
ment of various organ systems and general implications for perioperative management are 
reviewed in detail elsewhere [9].

The propensity for fluid retention described above applies for elderly patients as well, as 
infusion of ~3 l of crystalloids results in a significant although small (~5–7%) decrease in 
pulmonary function in addition to a significant weight gain over 24 h in non-operated eld-
erly (median 63 years) volunteers [10].

Preoperative fluid management
Preoperative bowel preparation decreases the functional cardiovascular capacity in the 
elderly (median 63 years) despite a daily oral fluid intake in excess of 2.5 l [11]. As this 
functional impairment presumably is caused by dehydration, it may very well be even more 
pronounced in older patients because they have a decreased capacity for oral intake due to 

Perioperative fluid management – current controversial issues

  Geriatric surgery
 similar issues as in non-geriatric surgery:
  “liberal” vs. “restrictive” vs. goal-directed fluid administration
  which type of fluid to administer

Pulmonary surgery

 

Obstetrics
 

role of fluid administration in post-pneumonectomy pulmonary edema 

preload to alleviate hypotension in regional analgesia for labour

Figure 6.1. The terms “liberal” vs. ”restrictive” or “high” vs. “low” fluid (internationally accepted in the medical 
literature) simply describe two different levels of fluid administration and do not infer conclusions regarding the 
suitability of either regimen. However, these terms have contributed to confusion in the literature and whenever 
possible, the actual amounts of fluid administered are mentioned. The term “fluid administration” refers to intraven-
ous crystalloid administration unless stated otherwise.
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reduced sensation of thirst [12]. Thus, in elderly patients undergoing preoperative bowel 
preparation, 2–3 l supplemental intravenous crystalloid infusion may be administered with 
the bowel preparation.

Perioperative fluid management
As mentioned previously, very few studies have specifically investigated elderly patients. 
Nevertheless, in many of the available studies, which mostly have been conducted in the 
area of abdominal and/or colorectal surgery, a major proportion of the participants, despite 
the lack of a formal age limit, may be considered elderly (> 65 years).

In abdominal surgery, one randomized, double-blind study in 32 patients, median age 
75 years and no patient below 50 years of age, was conducted within a setting of fast-track 
colonic surgery [13]. A “liberal” (total ~6 l on the day of surgery including oral intake) 
crystalloid-based fluid regiment was compared with a “restrictive” (~2.6 l) regimen, and no 
differences in main outcomes were seen between groups. However, three patients receiving 
“restrictive” fluid vs. none receiving the “liberal” fluid regimen had anastomotic leaks, and 
though not significant, this warrants caution that without a sufficient pre- and early intra-
operative volume load, so-called “restrictive” fluid regimens may theoretically predispose to 
increased morbidity.

This hypothesis is confirmed by a recent randomized study in 299 patients finding a pure 
“restricted” fluid regiment to cause increased morbidity compared with a “restricted” fluid 
regimen with added fluid infusions guided by the serum lactate level [14]. Several other 
recent randomized, clinical trials of fluid management in elective abdominal surgery con-
clude that avoidance of perioperative fluid overload may improve outcome [7,15,16]. In 
summary, it would seem that both fluid overload and a too restrictive perioperative fluid 
regimen worsen the outcome.

In elective orthopedic surgery, a randomized study in knee replacement surgery (fast-
track), found “liberal” (4250 ml) vs. “restrictive” (1740 ml) intraoperative crystalloid-based 
fluid administration to result in significant hypercoagulability (confirming previous reports 
in healthy volunteers) though with no differences in morbidity or recovery [17]. Following 
proximal femoral fracture, a disease typical of the elderly population, a Cochrane review of 
two randomized, clinical studies with 130 patients found goal-directed fluid administration 
to shorten hospital stay [18].

A systematic review of various types of fluids administered in a general (not age-
 restricted) surgical population fails to find differences between the various types of fluid 
because the available studies are of insufficient volume and/or quality to draw firm conclu-
sions [7].

Postoperative fluid management
No studies have specifically targeted the elderly population postoperatively, and generally, 
the literature on postoperative fluid management is very sparse.

In the context of fast-track surgery, an early start of normal food intake (in the absence 
of ileus) greatly diminishes the need for postoperative intravenous fluid administration. Less 
than 10% of patients undergoing fast-track colonic surgery receive a postoperative intraven-
ous fluid supplement [8].
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Day surgery

Jan Jakobsson7
Day surgery is expanding. More patients and procedures are transferred from traditional 
in-hospital care to day-case or short-stay logistics. This trend – to shorten the hospital stay – 
affects the preparation and planning of patient care. The concept of fast tracking has become 
well established in a variety of surgical settings and is a most fundamental part of day sur-
gery [1]. Rapid recovery and a minimum of residual effects are factors of upmost importance 
for the handling of the day-case patient. Resumption of oral intake, drinking and eating are 
traditional variables for the assessment of eligibility for discharge and thus an essential part 
of day surgery.

Most surgical specialities are today performing day-case surgery and the proportion of 
traditional in-hospital vs. day surgery is, in many disciplines, much in favor of the day cases. 
However, the proportion of day-case surgery for one and the same procedure varies consid-
erably between countries and may also vary considerably within nations between different 
institutions. Explanations for these differences include tradition and economical factors.

Day surgery calls for vigilant assessment and preparation. Patient, procedure, institu-
tional resources, anesthesia and a structured and quality-assured plan are needs to be consid-
ered. A structured anesthesia and analgesia protocol is fundamental. Multimodal analgesia 
should include a combination of local anesthesia and non-opioid analgesics (paracetamol 
and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs]), then add on a weak opioid and, as 
further rescue, oral strong opioids in an escalating fashion. These factors are cornerstones in 
the widely accepted standard of care [1].

The adoption of day surgery must not jeopardize safety. However, the experience of day 
surgery as of today is reassuring. The outcomes at 30 days in large patient cohorts show 
very low mortality and incidences of major morbidity. Classical follow-up studies, such as 
the ones by Warner et al. [2], Mezei and Chung [3] and the 60-day follow up of day sur-
gery in Copenhagen [4], have all documented most reassuring safety. On the other hand, 
the increasing numbers of more complex procedures and acceptance of patients with more 
extensive medical history for day-case surgery must be acknowledged, and surveillance of 
outcome is of upmost importance in order to evaluate the maintenance of safe practice.

More elderly patients
The number of elderly patients undergoing day surgery increases. A positive result of this 
trend is that avoidance of hospitalization and change in environment reduces the risk of 
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postoperative cognitive impairment. However, further effort to evaluate the outcome of day 
surgery in the growing elderly population is warranted. Alternatively, the experience from 
cataract surgery in office-based or day-surgery practice is most reassuring and has gained 
wide acceptance as a cost-effective approach with high patient satisfaction.

Elderly patients are also, in increasing numbers, scheduled for day surgery that requires 
general anesthesia. The elderly are prone to have somewhat more minor perioperative car-
diovascular events, the most frequent being hypertension and dysrythymia. Hypotension 
and hypovolemia are relatively less frequent compared with patients of all ages; hypotension 
constitutes about one tenth of all cardiovascular events seen [5].

Preoperative fasting routines
One important part of patient care is proper preparation with regard to intake of food and 
fluid in order to minimize the risk of regurgitation and aspiration in conjunction with the 
anesthesia.

Many countries have adopted revised fasting guidelines that allow patients without risk 
factors to eat a light meal up to 6 h and to ingest clear fluids up to 2 h prior to the induction 
of anesthesia [6]. The safety of a more liberal fasting regime in patients without obvious risk 
factors for delayed gastric emptying receives support by a recent Cochrane systematic meta-
analysis review [7]. The acceptable safety of intake of clear fluid up to 2 h prior to surgery has 
also been shown in obese patients and in children [8–10].

Avoiding prolonged fasting and fluid restriction have beneficial effects on patient satis-
faction, and may also have positive effects on outcome, reduced fatigue, postoperative nau-
sea and vomiting (PONV) and glucose intolerance [11].

Adherence to the new more physiological fasting guidelines is not yet well adopted. For 
simplicity it may be easier to inform a patient not to take food or fluids after midnight.

Elective day-case surgery should allow proper planning and timing and, thus, infor-
mation about intake of clear fluids up to 2–3 h prior to anesthesia should be promoted in 
patients without risk factors. Shortening the preoperative fasting and promoting intake of 
clear liquid for up to 2 h prior to anesthesia is today considered to be well established and 
evidence based.

The authors’ conclusion in the Cochrane meta-analysis is clear; there was no evidence 
to suggest a shortened fluid fast results in an increased risk of aspiration, regurgitation or 
related morbidity compared with the standard “nil by mouth from midnight” fasting policy. 
Permitting patients to drink water preoperatively resulted in significantly smaller gastric 
volumes.

Clinicians should be encouraged to appraise this evidence for themselves and, when 
necessary, adjust any remaining standard fasting policies (nil-by-mouth from midnight) for 
patients that are not considered “at risk” during anesthesia [7].

Preoperative nutrition, correction of deficits
Correction of malnutrition and specific nutritional or vitamin deficits should always be 
assessed before elective surgery and, as far as possible, substituted. The typical day-surgery 
patients are rarely those exhibiting a more extensive degree of malnourishment but, if pre-
sent, it should be handled in accordance with general nutritional routines.

Preoperative testing of the clinically healthy patient has recently been questioned [12]. 
Patients showing signs or symptoms of being malnourished should be identified and possibly 
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supported in order to restore proper nutritional status before surgery. Likewise, in patients 
with severe obesity, proper preoperative diet preparations have become standard care in 
most bariatric centers. Fluid deficits, low plasma/blood volume and/or a low hematocrit 
should be evaluated and corrected whenever there are any signs, symptoms or history rais-
ing suspicion about its occurrence.

Preoperative nutrition, “energy loading”
There are reports from studies evaluating the effects of preoperative nutritive fluid intake 
suggesting potential benefits without risk [13]. An increasing amount of evidence indicates 
that instead of being operated on in the traditional overnight fasted state, undergoing sur-
gery in the carbohydrate-fed state has many clinical benefits. Many of these clinical effects 
can be related to the reduced postoperative insulin resistance by preoperative carbohydrate 
loading.

In many centers preoperative carbohydrates have become established for use before 
major surgery. Those who advocate preoperative energy support suggest that carbohydrate 
loading should be considered for all patients scheduled for elective surgery and are allowed 
to drink clear fluid [14]. The value of such efforts in minor intermediate elective day surgery 
in ASA 1–2 patients may be debated.

Perioperative fluid therapy – anesthetic considerations
Perioperative fluid therapy in day surgery should be instituted on the basis of the case 
profile.

The benefit of fluid therapy can be questioned in minor surgical procedures of short dur-
ation (less than 15–20 min) and without any substantial fluid losses during the procedure.

Fluid therapy is more clearly beneficial in intermediate surgery, and administration 
of more liberal volumes probably leads to better recovery compared with lower volumes. 
Study design, fluid administered and variables used for evaluation of effects vary between 
studies, and thus it is hard to provide clear, explicit guidelines (Table 7.1). The administered 
fluid has, in most studies, consisted of crystalloid fluid solutions such as lactated Ringer’s 
solution.

Administration of about 1 l isotonic electrolyte solution to compensate for the fasting, 
and a further 1 l during surgery seems to improve the postoperative course of  laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy. The group of Holte et al. has conducted several studies of the effects 
of perioperative fluid on outcome. They showed that administration of 30–40 ml/kg 
compared with 10–15 ml/kg lactated Ringer’s solution for laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
improves recovery of organ functions and reduces hospital stay [17]. In contrast, a benefit 
from using a liberal fluid regime during thyroid surgery was not supported in a study of 
similar design [18].

The effects of high volume (30–40 ml/kg) perioperatively should also be put into per-
spective. Infusion of 40 ml/kg of lactated Ringer’s solution in volunteers decreased pulmon-
ary function for 8 h and also resulted in a significant weight gain which lasted for 24 h 
[19]. Therefore, a more restricted fluid therapy should be adopted in the elderly. The risk of 
reduced lung function and edema must be acknowledged in the elderly, and fluid volume be 
adjusted accordingly.

Large volumes of crystalloid and colloid fluid has been compared in one study showing 
no difference in outcome with regard to the variables studied [15].
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The independent effect of adding glucose to the infused fluid has been studied by McCaul 
et al. [16]. They could see no major benefit in adding glucose, which rather increased thirst 
and the incidence of pain besides elevating the blood glucose concentration.

The expansion of day-case surgery is moving rapidly and there are reports of successful 
bariatric surgery performed on an ambulatory basis. Some institutions perform transureth-
ral prostatectomy in day-case practice. The fluid management in association to these special 
procedures is addressed in other chapters. Procedure-specific fluid protocols should be used 
regardless of whether the patient is operated in ambulatory practice or as an in-patient.

Postoperative fluids
Rapid recovery, which allows the patient to possibly bypass the conventional recovery room 
stay, is a common goal in minor day-case procedures. Rapid regain of vital function and thus 
capacity to drink is also part of the management of intermediate day cases. Traditional dis-
charge criteria include drinking, although the necessity of oral intake has been questioned 
in later versions [20].

Allowing and supporting patients to drink clear fluids up to 2 h before induction of 
anesthesia and promoting early postoperative intake reduce the need for administration of 
intravenous fluids. Hence, intravenous fluids may be used only to maintain venous access, 
which is a prerequisite for the rapid administration of anesthetics and analgesics.

Adjunct medications with impact on fluid balance
Steroids have become increasingly popular as part of the anesthetic management for day-
case surgery in order to reduce pain, emesis and fatigue. However, the impact of 4–8 mg 
dexamethasone or bethametasone on fluid balance is not well studied.

The potential effect of NSAIDs on renal function and subsequent risk of fluid reten-
tion should also be acknowledged. NSAIDs have become a key part of pain manage-
ment in day-case surgery. Renal impairment has been described, associated to the use of 
ketorolac.

Outcome
Major morbidity is most rarely seen in conjunction with day surgery. Several major  follow-up 
studies have documented good safety associated to elective day surgery [2–4]. For example, a 
huge 60-day follow-up after day surgery study in Copenhagen revealed a very low incidence 
of adverse events. Wound-related complications, hematoma and infection were the most 
commonly seen [4]. Minor perioperative cardiovascular events, dysrhythmia and hyperten-
sive episodes are not uncommon, but signs of hypovolemia are rare [5].

Rapid return of vital functions is an important goal in day surgery. However, fatigue, diz-
ziness and nausea are often reported during the early postoperative period. The independent 
effects of preoperative and perioperative fluid administration on quality of recovery have 
been evaluated to some extent, while the effects of postoperative fluid therapy (parenteral or 
oral) are not well studied.

Fatigue can be reduced by supporting fluid intake up to 2–3 h prior to surgery. 
Administration of intravenous fluid during minor surgery may not exert a major effect, but 
during intermediate surgery such as laparoscopic cholecystectomy a liberal fluid program 
has been shown to improve recovery and reduce postoperative fatigue.
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Pediatrics

Isabelle Murat8
Perioperative fluid therapy is aimed at providing maintenance fluid requirements, at cor-
recting fluid deficit and at providing the volume of fluid needed to maintain adequate tis-
sue perfusion. Old concepts, e.g., age-related changes in body fluid composition as well as 
relatively new concerns such as the danger of hyponatremia, support modern management 
of perioperative fluid therapy in pediatrics. Neonates (0–28 days) and premature infants 
represent a subgroup with special requirements that differ considerably from common 
guidelines described for infants and children.

Children are not small adults
Throughout fetal life and during the first two years of life the distribution of body fluid 
undergoes a gradual but significant change [1]. Total body water represents as much as 
80% of body weight in premature infants, 78% in full-term newborns and 65% in infants 
of 12 months of age compared with 60% in adults. These age-related changes of total body 
water mainly reflect changes in extracellular fluid with growth. Extracellular fluid volume 
represents 50% of body weight in premature infants, 45% in full-term newborns and 25% in 
infants of 12 months of age compared with 20% in adults.

Maturation of renal function is basically achieved by the end of the first month of life. 
After birth renal vascular resistances decrease abruptly, while systemic vascular resistances 
and arterial pressure increase. As a consequence, renal blood flow increases dramatically. 
This explains why glomerular filtration rate, still low during the first 24 h of life, rises very 
soon thereafter. Tubular function is less mature than glomerular function at birth. At birth, 
the newborn is unable to effectively concentrate urine. Clearance of free water is lower than 
that of adults, thus explaining the impaired ability of newborn infants to cope with excessive 
water loading or water deprivation.

Newborns and premature infants have limited cardiovascular reserves in response to 
increased preload or afterload. Cardiac output is high to compensate for the high oxygen 
affinity of fetal hemoglobin and to match the high oxygen consumption. Cardiac output is 
highly dependent on heart rate in the neonatal period.
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Maintenance requirements
Calorie requirement
In 1957, Holliday and Segar estimated the metabolic requirements for children at bed rest, 
and this estimation is still used today [2]. The daily calorie expenditure is: 100 kcal/kg for 
infants weighing 3 to 10 kg; 1000 kcal + 50 kcal/kg for each kg over 10 kg for children ran-
ging from 10 to 20 kg; and 1500 kcal + 20 kcal/kg for each kg over 20 kg for children 20 kg 
and up. Half of those calories are required for basic metabolic needs and the remainder is 
required for growth. General anesthesia essentially mimics calorie requirements at closer to 
basal metabolic rate [3].

Water requirement
Under normal conditions, 1 ml of water is required to metabolize 1 kcal. Therefore, in the 
awake child calorie and water consumption are considered equal. The corresponding rule 
for hourly water requirement is well known as the 4/2/1 rule. Hourly water requirements 
are: 4 ml/kg/h for infants weighing 3 to 10 kg; 40 ml/h plus 2 ml/kg/h for each kg over 10 kg 
for children ranging from 10 to 20 kg; and 60 ml/h plus 1 ml/kg/h for each kg over 20 kg 
for children 20 kg and up. Insensible water loss increases with decreasing body weight in 
 premature infants.

Electrolyte requirements
Holliday and Segar calculated maintenance electrolytes from the amount delivered by the 
same volume of human milk [2]. Daily sodium and potassium requirements are 3 mmol/
kg and 2 mmol/kg, respectively, in children. Thus, the combination of maintenance fluid 
requirements and electrolyte requirements results in a hypotonic electrolyte solution. Since 
the publication of this paper, the usual intravenous maintenance fluid given to children by 
pediatricians for decades was one quarter- to one third-strength saline. This is inappropriate 
in many clinical situations (see below).

Preoperative assessment
The preoperative assessment of fluid volume and state of hydration varies from elective 
surgery patients, with no or slowly developing fluid deficit, to the severely traumatized 
patient who is undergoing a dynamic deficit in blood and interstitial volume, and in whom 
it is more difficult to evaluate fluid balance. Only some specific pediatric situations will be 
reviewed.

Fasting guidelines
There is now a large body of evidence that free intake of clear fluids up to 2 h preoperatively 
does not affect the pH or volume of gastric contents at induction of anesthesia in children 
or adults [4].

While there have been relatively few studies in infants, these suggest that they may be 
allowed clear fluids up to 2 h and breast milk 4 h preoperatively. There is also evidence that 
infants aged less than 3 months may safely be given infant formula up to 4 h preoperatively. 
By contrast, there is little evidence to support a reduction in the present 6 h fasting time for 
cow’s milk or solid food in older infants and children.
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Dehydration
Dehydration is observed in many common clinical situations such as vomiting, diarrhea and 
fever. Estimation of the degree of dehydration is based on classical clinical signs. In an acute 
clinical situation, the weight loss of the child is usually a very good indication of total water 
loss. Correction of one percent of dehydration requires about 10 ml/kg of fluids. Rate of fluid 
administration depends on seriousness and on rapidity of dehydration.

The ultimate goal of perioperative fluid therapy is to maintain a correct fluid and electro-
lyte balance and, as a consequence, normal cardiovascular stability. Indeed, dehydration and 
some medical conditions associated with third space sequestration of fluids (e.g., intestinal 
occlusion) will, in turn, affect vascular fluid volume. Replacement of intravascular volume 
loss should be performed by administration of normotonic and normo-osmolar solution. 
Crystalloid solutions, such as lactated Ringer’s or normal saline, or even a colloid solution, 
can be used. The prognosis of some medical conditions such as septic shock depends on the 
quantity and the rapidity of vascular loading: the younger the child, the greater the quantity 
of fluid loading related to body weight [5,6].

Intraoperative fluid management
Quantity of intraoperative fluids
Intraoperative fluid therapy is aimed at providing basal metabolic requirements (mainten-
ance fluids), at compensating for preoperative fasting deficit and at replacing losses from the 
surgical field.

When the new fasting guidelines are followed the preoperative fluid deficit is expected to 
be minimal. Fasting deficit is calculated by multiplying the hourly maintenance fluid require-
ment by the number of hours of restriction. In 1975, Furman et al. proposed to replace 50% 
of the fasting deficit in the first hour and 25% in the second and third hours [7].

In 1986, Berry suggested simplified guidelines for fluid administration, indicated in 
Table 8.1, according to the child’s age and the severity of surgical trauma [8]. The amount 
of hydrating solutions required during the first hour of anesthesia was greater in infants 
and young children than in older children, taking into account the larger deficit due to lar-
ger losses of extracellular fluid volume. These guidelines are only guidelines and should be 
adapted to the clinical situation. Third-space losses may vary from 1 ml/(kg h) for a minor 
surgical procedure, to as much as 15–25 ml/(kg h) for major abdominal procedures. Blood 
losses are replaced with either a 1:1 ratio of blood or colloid, or 3:1 ratio for crystalloid.

Glucose: necessary or harmful?
The next question is whether or not administration of dextrose is necessary during surgery. 
In the past 20 years, there has been a complete re-evaluation of the place of glucose in rou-
tine intraoperative solutions.

Hypoglycemia is known to induce brain damage, especially in newborn infants [9]. 
However, the risk of preoperative hypoglycemia has been demonstrated to be low in normal 
healthy infants and children (1 to 2%), despite prolonged fasting periods [10]. Thus, it would 
appear that in the vast majority of patients there is no need to administer glucose in the peri-
operative period, nor is there a need to monitor blood glucose in these patients.

Conversely, the danger of hyperglycemia in the perioperative period is a real clinical 
issue that has been extensively reviewed [11,12]. Hyperglycemia can induce osmotic diuresis 
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and consequently dehydration and electrolyte disturbances. Several animal studies have also 
demonstrated that hyperglycemia will increase the risk of hypoxic-ischemic brain or spinal 
cord damage. Thus, intraoperative hyperglycemia should be avoided.

The rationale for choosing isotonic hydrating solutions
Most of the fluids required during surgery are needed for replacing either fasting deficit or 
third-space losses. Both losses consist mainly of extracellular fluids as discussed previously. 
Thus hydrating solutions should contain a high concentration of sodium and chloride, and 
a low concentration of bicarbonate, calcium and potassium. As discussed below, polyion-
ique B66 [13] presents only minor differences from standard lactated Ringer‘s solutions: its 
sodium concentration is slightly lower at 120 instead of 130 mmol/l. This difference allows 
maintenance of the osmolarity of the solution close to that of the plasma, despite the pres-
ence of 0.9% dextrose.

The history of manufacturing polyionique B66 comes from a series of clinical studies done 
in the early 1990s [14,15]. The main study [14] compared blood glucose and plasma sodium 
values after administration of three different hydrating solutions: a mixture in equal parts 
of lactated Ringer’s (LR) and D5 (LR0.5D2.5), LR alone and LR with 1% dextrose (LRD1). 
As expected, blood glucose values were maintained within acceptable values with the two 
lactated Ringer’s solutions. Plasma sodium values were also maintained within normal values 
with the two lactated Ringer’s solutions, but a significant decrease in plasma sodium values 
was observed when LR0.5D2.5 was administered. This led us to promote the use of isotonic 
solutions during surgery in order to maintain normal plasma sodium values [16].

Clinical guidelines for intraoperative fluid therapy
Intraoperative administration of glucose-free isotonic hydrating solutions should be the 
routine practice for most procedures in children over 4 to 5 years of age. In infants and 
young children, 5% dextrose solutions should be avoided, but 1% or 2% dextrose in lactated 
Ringer’s is appropriate [14,15]. Glucose infusion at a rate of 120 to 300 mg/(kg h) is sufficient 
to maintain an acceptable blood glucose level and to prevent lipid mobilization in infants 
and children [17,18]. Polyionique B66 contains 0.9% dextrose that is adequate to maintain 
normal blood glucose values in infants and young children during surgery.

Table 8.1. Guidelines for fluid administration of 
balanced salt solution in children according to the age 
and to the severity of tissue trauma.

First hour

25 ml/kg in children aged 3 years and under

15 ml/kg in children aged 4 years and over

All other hours

maintenance + mild trauma = 6 ml/(kg h)

maintenance + moderate trauma = 8 ml/(kg h)

maintenance + severe trauma = 10 ml/(kg h)

Berry, 1986 [8]
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Volume replacement during infancy: indications  
and choice of fluid
Crystalloids (normal saline or lactated Ringer’s) are first administered to treat absolute or 
relative blood volume deficits frequently observed during surgery in children. This practice 
should also apply to premature and newborn infants. Indeed, recent studies performed in 
hypotensive premature infants or polycythemic newborns have demonstrated that normal 
saline is as effective as albumin to restore and maintain arterial pressure or to treat neonatal 
polycythemia [19,20]. The rate of fluid administration will be indicated by the cardiovas-
cular condition. Normally, 15–20 ml/kg of lactated Ringer’s solution over 15–20 min will 
re-establish cardiovascular stability. After administration of a total of 50 ml/kg of crystalloid 
solution, the administration of a colloid solution to maintain intravascular osmotic pressure 
is indicated.

 Hydroxyethylstach (HES) preparations are becoming very popular for vascular loading 
in adults and children. However the main limiting factor for using HES in fluid loading 
is the quantity of fluid required to resuscitate young children, especially those in septic 
shock. Indeed three rapid administrations of 20 ml/kg are recommended at the initial 
stage of septic shock in children, i.e., 60 ml/kg, prior to introducing vasopressors [5].

In most countries, the permissible daily quantity of HES administration is limited by 
health authorities. Only third-generation HES (130/0.4 or 130/0.42) are now available in 
most countries, and only limited pediatric studies are available [21–24]. In these studies, 
children received only 10–15 ml/kg HES, and efficacy was similar to that of other colloids 
without undesirable side effects.

Only one study evidenced moderate effects on coagulation in infants and young chil-
dren [23]. A recent study randomized 119 infants and young children (5–46 months) 
undergoing cardiac surgery to receive 50 ml/kg of either HES 130/0.4 or 4% albumin [24]. 
The authors found similar bleeding in both groups, but fluid balance favoured the HES 
group. Finally, a multicentric observational study reported the use of HES 130/0.42 in 
more than 300 children. Mean dose received was 11 ± 4.8 ml/kg. No side effects were 
reported but all patients included had normal preoperative renal function and coagula-
tion. All these recent studies do not indicate any superiority of third-generation HES over 
other colloids, but side effects were minimal when standard low doses were used. The 
use of HES in neonates remains a subject of controversy owing to their immature renal 
function.

Gelatins have been used for many years in children and also in early infancy to treat 
intravascular fluid deficits. Haemaccel was demonstrated to be as effective as 4.5% albumin 
to maintain blood pressure during major surgery in neonates, but less effective to maintain 
plasma colloid osmotic pressure and plasma albumin concentration [25].

Although the use of albumin has been challenged, it remains the main colloid used for 
volume expansion in the neonatal period and early infancy [26,27]. In hypotensive prema-
ture infants, 4.5% albumin was demonstrated to be as effective as fresh frozen plasma to 
restore blood pressure, but more effective than 20% albumin [28]. This suggests that the 
volume of albumin administered is more important than its concentration to maintain or 
restore cardiovascular stability. Thus, 5% albumin is the preferred colloid in newborn infants 
as it is iso-oncotic to plasma and very effective to maintain blood pressure and plasma col-
loid perfusion pressure [25].
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Postoperative fluid therapy: consensus and controversies
Consensus
Oral fluid intake is usually allowed within the first 3 postoperative hours in most pediatric 
patients. If oral intake should be delayed (e.g., after abdominal surgery), fluid therapy should 
be administered usually on a peripheral venous access if duration of intravenous infusion 
is not expected to exceed 5 days or on a central venous access when long-term parenteral 
nutrition is necessary.

Postoperative hyponatremia is the most frequent electrolyte disorder in the postoperative 
period. Severe hyponatremia (< 120–125 mmol/l) may result in transient or permanent brain 
damage [29]. Most postoperative hyponatremia observed in ASA 1 children is due to the 
administration of hypotonic fluids when capacities of free water elimination are impaired.

Acute symptomatic hyponatremia is a medical emergency that requires immediate ther-
apy. Hypertonic NaCl should be administered to increase plasma sodium up to 125 mmol/l, 
as the risk of seizure decreases above this value. Postoperative hyponatremia should be 
prevented by avoiding hypotonic solutions during surgery and in the early postoperative 
period.

Controversies
Two opposite attitudes have emerged in the recent literature regarding both the volume and 
the composition of postoperative fluid therapy after the report of numerous cases of severe 
hyponatremia in children.

Some are defending the use of isotonic saline in 5% dextrose in hospitalized children 
except those with plasma sodium values above 140 mmol/l [30,31]. The maintenance rate 
should be reduced only in children with plasma sodium concentration less than 138 mmol/l 
and in those at risk for non-osmotic secretion of antidiuretic hormone (ADH).

Conversely, Holliday et al. have changed their recommendations for maintenance fluid 
therapy especially for surgical patients [32,33]. They recommend first correcting fluid deficit 
with 20–40 ml/kg normal saline, then to give half of the average maintenance fluid for the 
first 24 h and to monitor daily plasma sodium concentration.

Clinical guidelines
Basically, by combining the two approaches, these simple recommendations could be 
proposed.

– Hypovolemia should be treated rapidly.
– After major surgery in patients at risk of high ADH secretion, daily maintenance fluids 

are to be reduced by one third during the first postoperative day provided the child is 
normovolemic.

– Composition of fluids is a compromise between high sodium requirements, energy 
requirements and osmolarity of the solution. All extra losses (gastric tube, chest tubes, 
etc.) are to be replaced with lactated Ringer’s solution.

– Plasma sodium and glucose concentrations should be monitored at least once daily in 
acute patients.

– Finally, one should keep in mind that recommendations are just a framework and that 
it is of critical importance to individualize fluid therapy in unstable children.
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Conclusion
Old concepts such as age-related changes in body composition explain the necessity to pro-
vide larger volumes of fluid during infancy than later in life, but also to administer larger 
quantities of fluids to compensate for third space losses or to restore effective vascular vol-
ume in septic shock. Recent studies have re-evaluated the risk of hyponatremia, the most 
frequent postoperative electrolyte disorder, being likely to promote or to aggravate perman-
ent or transient brain damage.
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Hypertonic fluids

Eileen M. Bulger9
Hypertonic fluids have been under investigation for the resuscitation of injured patients for 
over 30 years. Several studies have suggested a potential benefit for the use of these fluids in 
the resuscitation of patients with hypovolemic shock and traumatic brain injury [1–3]. In 
addition, there have been a number of reports describing the use of hypertonic fluids in the 
perioperative setting including aortic surgery, cardiac surgery, transplant surgery and spinal 
surgery [4,5].

Hypertonic fluids include a wide spectrum of products with a varying range of hypertonic 
saline solutions from 1.6% to 23.4% sodium chloride. In addition, hypertonic saline is also 
available coupled with a variety of colloid solutions including dextran 70 and hetastarch.

This review seeks to describe the mechanisms of action of hypertonic fluids that may 
portend benefit to acute resuscitation and perioperative management of patients undergo-
ing major surgery and to review the current clinical trial evidence in this regard.

Mechanism of action
Hypertonic fluids have several physiologic and immunologic effects that suggest potential 
benefit in management of severely injured patients. Because these agents have an osmotic 
effect, when administered intravenously they draw interstitial fluid into the intravascu-
lar space thus restoring tissue perfusion in the setting of hypovolemic shock. This allows 
improvement in blood pressure with a smaller volume of fluid than traditional isotonic crys-
talloid solutions. Furthermore, several in vitro and animal studies suggest that these fluids 
reduce endothelial cell edema and enhance microcirculatory flow following hemorrhagic 
shock.

In addition to these physiologic changes, a wide body of literature describes the signifi-
cant impact of hypertonic solutions on the inflammatory response. Several animal studies 
have demonstrated that resuscitation with hypertonic solutions attenuates the activation of 
neutrophils after injury and reduces remote inflammatory lung injury. This effect appears 
to be due to downregulation of the adhesion molecule CD 11b and enhanced shedding of 
l-selectin.

These observations have also been made in humans receiving hypertonic saline early after 
severe injury [6,7]. Modulation of circulating monocyte function has also been described, 
which may downregulate the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and enhance pro-
duction of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-10. This suppression of 
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the innate immune response appears to be transient and resolves once the serum osmo-
larity returns to normal. While the innate immune response appears to be inhibited, the 
cellular response, as manifested by changes in T-cell function, appears to be enhanced. 
Extensive work by Junger et al. has demonstrated that hypertonicity increases T-cell prolif-
eration, enhances mitogen-stimulated IL-2 production and rescues T-cells from suppressive 
cytokines [8]. Taken together, these studies suggest a potential role for hypertonic fluids to 
modulate the immunosuppressive response observed after severe injury or insult.

Finally, a large body of research has focused on the mechanism of action of hypertonic 
fluids to reduce cerebral edema and improve cerebral perfusion after brain injury. In add-
ition to the obvious physiologic effects, hypertonic fluids have been associated with improved 
cerebral vasoregulation resulting in reduced vasospasm, modulation of cerebral leukocytes 
and inhibition of the sodium glutamate exchanger leading to reduced extracellular glutamate 
accumulation which is neurotoxic [9]. These studies, coupled with animal models showing 
reduction of intracranial pressure in brain-injured animals, have led to a number of clinical 
studies of these fluids for the management of patients with severe traumatic brain injury.

In summary, there is compelling scientific evidence that hypertonic fluids have physio-
logic and anti-inflammatory effects that may prove beneficial for the management of a num-
ber of perioperative concerns including resuscitation of hypovolemic shock, management of 
traumatic brain injury and management of ischemia and reperfusion injury such as occurs 
following cardiopulmonary bypass or transplant surgery. This has led to numerous clinical 
reports.

Clinical trial experience
Clinical studies of hypertonic solutions have largely been focused on three areas: early 
resuscitation of hemorrhagic shock in the prehospital or emergency department setting, 
management of increased intracranial pressure largely in the intensive care unit setting, 
and operative reports in a variety of major surgical interventions. Each of these areas is 
addressed separately.

Hemorrhagic shock
There have been ten clinical trials of hypertonic fluids for the management of hemor-
rhagic shock following injury (Table 9.1). These studies were conducted in the pre hospital 
or early hospital setting. It was hypothesized that the earlier the fluid is given after injury 
the more likely one would be to observe a significant effect. These studies used a 7.5% 
saline solution with or without the addition of 6% dextran 70. The early investigations 
were largely too small to demonstrate a definitive difference in outcome. However, meta-
analysis of the studies conducted before 1997 suggested an overall survival benefit from 
hypertonic saline with dextran (HSD), with an odds ratio of 1.47 (95% confidence inter-
val 1.04–2.08) [1].

These early studies led to the regulatory approval of HSD in several European countries, 
but did not afford approval by the US Food and Drug Administration. Two subsequent stud-
ies have been conducted. The first was a study by Bulger et al., which focused the impact of 
HSD on the development of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in a blunt trauma 
population with evidence of hypovolemic shock [10]. This study closed after enrollment of 
209 patients because of futility, with no overall difference in the rate of 28-day ARDS-free 
survival between the treatment groups.
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A pre-defined subgroup analysis did suggest a potential benefit in those patients at 
highest risk for ARDS as defined by the need for > 10 units of blood transfusion in the first 
24 h. This led to a subsequent trial conducted by the Resuscitation Outcomes Consortium, 
a clinical trial network in the US and Canada. This trial sought to enroll injured patients 
with more severe shock based on a prehospital systolic blood pressure of < 70 mmHg or 
70–90 mmHg with a heart rate > 108 beats/min. This study was also closed before reaching 
its full proposed sample size after enrolling 895 patients randomized to either 7.5% saline 
(HS), HSD or normal saline (NS). The results of this study show no difference in overall 
28-day survival (HSD 74.5%, HS 73.0%, NS 74.4%, p = 0.91) [11].

In addition there was a concern raised by the Data Safety Monitoring Board regarding 
a higher mortality seen among the post-randomization subgroup of patients who did not 
receive any blood transfusions in the first 24 h. Subsequent analysis suggested a higher pro-
portion of early deaths such that some patients in the hypertonic groups appeared to expire 
prior to the availability or administration of blood products. This difference was no longer 
evident 6 h after injury. Thus, despite a large number of clinical trials in this patient popula-
tion, there remains no compelling evidence to support the routine use of hypertonic fluids 
in the early management of these patients in the civilian community.

Traumatic brain injury
There have been a number of studies examining the use of hypertonic fluids ranging in 
concentration from 1.6% to 23.4%, given as both bolus and continuous infusions for the 
management of patients with intracranial hypertension. Most of these studies are case series 
or descriptive studies, which describe improved intracranial pressure (ICP) with the use of 
hypertonic fluids in patients who have been refractory to conventional therapy. There have 
been few randomized controlled trials.

The first trial, by Shackford et al., randomized patients to hypertonic saline (HTS) vs. 
lactated Ringer’s along with conventional therapies for increased ICP [12]. They were unable 
to demonstrate any major differences between the treatment groups but were hampered by 
the randomization of more severely injured patients into the HTS group.

Francony et al. compared equimolar doses of 20% mannitol and 7.45% hypertonic saline 
for management of patients with sustained elevations in ICP and found them to be equally 
effective [13]. Despite the lack of definitive data in this area, many neurosurgeons are now 
using hypertonic saline routinely for management of elevated ICP.

Three randomized controlled trials have specifically focused on the prehospital admin-
istration of hypertonic saline to patients with suspected traumatic brain injury. All of these 
studies utilized the Glasgow Outcome Score (GOS) as a measure of the long-term neuro-
logic outcome for these patients.

The first of these studies, by Cooper et al., enrolled injured patients with a prehospi-
tal Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) value < 8 and systolic blood pressure < 100 mmHg [14]. 
This trial, which compared 7.5% saline with normal saline, was closed for futility (n = 229) 
with no difference in extended GOS between the treatment groups six months after injury. 
Because this study included patients who had both severe traumatic brain injury and shock 
they were limited by a 50% mortality in the study cohort.

A second trial recently completed in Toronto, Canada was also closed with limitations in 
obtaining long-term outcome data [15].

The largest trial in this patient population was recently completed by the Resuscitation 
Outcomes Consortium. The study was closed early for futility after enrolling 1331 patients 
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with no difference in the GOS at 6 months after injury [16]. Importantly, this trial enrolled 
patients with a GCS value < 8 but no prehospital hypotension. Thus like the hypovolemic 
shock studies, despite a large body of preclinical evidence supporting these resuscita-
tion strategies, clinical trials have been unable to show convincing evidence of improved 
outcome.

Intraoperative studies
A number of small studies have been reported regarding the use of hypertonic solutions in 
operative cases. Most of these have been conducted during either cardiac or aortic surgery. 
For patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass surgery, the most consistent finding has 
been a significant decrease in the positive fluid balance with the use of hypertonic fluids [4]. 
This finding was also noted in a recent Cochrane review of this literature [5].

Many of these studies have also demonstrated improvement in cardiac index (CI) with 
hypertonic fluids, but the duration of this effect has been variable. Two studies noted 
improved CI up to 48 h after surgery [17,18], while others suggested a transient effect as 
short as 1–3 h [19,20]. This variability may be due to variations in the dose of hypertonic 
fluids used and additional fluid given. These studies have been too small to identify any sig-
nificant improvement in outcome.

Nine studies have examined the use of hypertonic solutions during aortic surgery. Like 
the studies in cardiac surgery, these studies also supported a lower overall fluid requirement 
in patients receiving hypertonic fluids. Auler et al. reported a small case series (n = 10) 
describing the administration of hypertonic saline vs. isotonic saline at the time of removal 
of the aortic clamp [21]. These authors report improved physiologic endpoints and lower 
overall volumes of fluid required in the patients given HTS.

In another study, Shackford et al. randomized 58 patients undergoing elective aortic 
reconstruction to lactated Ringer’s vs. a hypertonic saline (250 mEq sodium/l) solution 
during operative repair [22]. The hypertonic group required on average half the amount 
of intraoperative fluid as the lactated Ringer’s group but there was no difference in clinical 
outcomes.

The most recent study by Bruegger et al. (n = 28) compared HTS with hydroxyethyl 
starch in normal saline for administration during the period of aortic clamping and found 
no difference between the groups [23]. Several other studies have also shown improved 
hemodynamic parameters (for review, see Azoubel et al. [4]), but none were large enough to 
demonstrate improved outcome.

Other operative scenarios explored have included transplantation, elective hysterec-
tomy and spinal surgery. One case series has been reported describing the use of 7.5% saline 
for patients with fulminant hepatic failure and Grade IV encephalopathy while undergo-
ing orthotopic liver transplant [24]. These authors compare these patients with historical 
controls, and suggest that patients receiving HTS had more favorable hemodynamics and 
improved intracranial pressure. Another study examined the immune effect of hypertonic 
saline administration for patients undergoing elective hysterectomy and did not find any 
significant changes [25].

Finally a retrospective, case-controlled study compared outcomes for patients under-
going major spinal surgery who received intraoperative hypertonic saline with those that 
did not, and suggested an association with lower postoperative infections rates [26]. A few 
studies have also examined the role of preloading patients undergoing spinal anesthesia with 
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hypertonic fluids [27–29]. These studies have had mixed results with some demonstrating 
improved hemodynamic parameters, while others did not. All of these studies are limited by 
very small sample size.

Conclusion
In conclusion, despite a wide body of supportive preclinical data suggesting that hypertonic 
fluids are associated with improved hemodynamic response, reduction in cerebral edema, 
reduced fluid requirements and modulation of the inflammatory response, clinical trials 
have been disappointing in the lack of definitive improvement in overall patient outcome 
with this resuscitation strategy. In particular, studies of the intraoperative use of these fluids 
are very limited. Future studies need to focus carefully on the patient selection and ensure a 
randomized, placebo-controlled design, and adequate sample size to observe a meaningful 
difference in clinical outcome.
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Invasive hemodynamic 
monitoring
Philip E. Greilich and William E. Johnston10

The clinical assessment of a patient’s volume status using physical examination and vital 
signs is often misleading. Bedside patient examination is only 30–50% accurate and clinical 
tests for assessing hypovolemia suffer from excessive observer bias and variability as well as 
poor reproducibility, interobserver agreement and sensitivity.

Consequently, invasive hemodynamic monitoring has evolved to allow a more accurate 
assessment of intravascular fluid status and cardiac output (CO).

Pulmonary artery catheterization
Since its introduction into clinical medicine in the 1970s, the pulmonary artery catheter 
(PAC) has provided bedside assessment of filling pressures and CO. A recent meta-analysis 
of all randomized controlled trials with PACs indicates that their use has increased inotropic 
and vasodilator drug therapy without altering patient mortality or duration of hospitaliza-
tion [1].

The PAC should be regarded as a diagnostic and not a therapeutic tool, and will only be 
beneficial if the derived data drive treatment protocols of proven benefit. Recently, the use 
of PACs has steadily declined by nearly 65% in medical and surgical patients, particularly in 
patients with myocardial infarction [2]. Standard PACs provide hemodynamic data relating 
to filling pressure (pulmonary artery wedge pressure, or PAWP) and thermodilution CO.

Pulmonary artery wedge pressure
In order for PAWP to accurately reflect left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) requires 
several assumptions. The relationship between end-diastolic volume and pressure reflects 
myocardial compliance, which is curvilinear and shifts unpredictably depending on illness 
and treatment with positive end-expiratory pressure and vasoactive drugs [3]. Accordingly, 
any accurate assessment of LVEDV using pressure measurement is frequently unreliable.

Another basic requirement for PAWP to accurately reflect left ventricular end- diastolic 
pressure is a continuous column of blood between the catheter tip and left ventricle; any 
interruption of this fluid column can cause overestimation of left heart pressures. Such 
interruption may occur with the use of positive end-expiratory pressure if alveolar pressure 
exceeds pulmonary venous pressure (zone 2 lung condition). A low pressure reading may 
reflect reduced LV preload, but normal or high values do not necessary imply that the heart 
is maximally filled.
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Because of these influences, an accurate reflection of LV filling volume by PAWP remains 
problematic. No significant relationship was found between PAWP and LV end-diastolic area 
assessed by transesophageal echocardiography in cardiac surgery patients (r = 0.35; not stat-
istically significant) or in critically ill patients (r = 0.21; not significant) [4]. In healthy volun-
teers, both right- and left-sided filling pressures as well as changes in filling pressure after a 
3 l fluid infusion failed to correlate with ventricular volumetric measures [5]. These findings 
underscore problems using PAC-derived filling pressures alone for patient management.

Thermodilution cardiac output
Thermodilution CO uses the Stewart–Hamilton equation where a known quantity of ther-
mal indicator is injected above the right atrium and detected by a thermistor located 4 cm 
from the PAC tip. The ensuing change in thermistor temperature allows calculation of the 
area under the thermodilution curve by:

CO = (V1 (TB–T1) K1 K2) ÷ 0 ∫ ∞ ΔTB (t)dt

where V1 = injectate volume; TB = blood temperature; T1 = injectate temperature; K1 = dens-
ity factor defined as the product of the specific heat and specific gravity of the injectate 
divided by the product of the specific heat and gravity of blood; K2 is a computation constant 
reflecting catheter dead space, heat exchange during transit and injection rate. The denom-
inator of this equation reflects the change in blood temperature as a function of time, which 
represents the area under the thermodilution curve.

Any error that causes less cold solution to be injected, such as injecting less than the pre-
scribed fluid volume, will falsely reduce the area under the curve causing overestimation of 
CO. In contrast, any factor which increases the amount of negative thermal energy injected, 
such as a simultaneous fluid infusion with the injectate solution, will falsely increase the area 
under the curve causing underestimation of CO [3].

Due to the effect of thoracic pressure on right ventricular filling, an average of three CO 
measurements should be made randomly throughout the ventilatory cycle to reduce the 
inherent error to 12–14% [6].

Another factor introducing variability in CO measurements is tricuspid valvular regur-
gitation. Tricuspid regurgitation can prevent complete and uniform passage of the negative 
thermal bolus from the right ventricle, causing progressive underestimation (0.5–1.0 L/min) 
of the actual CO values as the amount of tricuspid regurgitation becomes severe.

Underestimation of thermodilution CO can occur with a rapid change in baseline 
body temperature following rewarming and termination of hypothermic cardiopulmonary 
bypass. During the initial 10–20 min after bypass, temperature equilibration lowers baseline 
pulmonary artery temperature, so that false lower values of CO of 10–15% are obtained [7]. 
With the development of other techniques for CO measurement, the placement of PACs 
solely for the measurement of CO may be no longer justified.

Continuous cardiac output
Embedding a thermal filament in the PAC allows continuous CO to be determined by 
releasing small, intermittent thermal pulses every 30–60 s and detecting changes in blood 
temperature using a rapid-response thermistor on the distal catheter tip [8]. CO is calcu-
lated using the area under the thermodilution curve and trended to reflect average pulmon-
ary blood flow over the previous 3–6 min sampling period. The effects from other thermal 
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noise such as respiration, drug or fluid infusions, or gradual body temperature changes are 
minimized.

Clinical studies over a wide range of heart rate and CO values show close correlation 
with the traditional thermodilution technique. Intrinsic errors may be introduced immedi-
ately after termination of hypothermic cardiopulmonary bypass due to a shift of cold blood 
from the gastrointestinal tract.

Transpulmonary thermodilution cardiac output
The transpulmonary artery technique to measure left-side CO involves injecting an indicator 
through a peripheral (lithium) or central (thermal) vein with sampling from a specialized 
arterial catheter [9]. Excellent correlation has been established comparing PAC thermodilu-
tion CO with that measured by a femoral artery thermistor. Advantages of transpulmonary 
indicator dilution include less respiratory-induced changes in CO during mechanical ven-
tilation, as well as the derivation of volumetric data including global end-diastolic volume, 
extravascular lung water and intrathoracic blood volume. Extravascular lung water exceed-
ing 10 ml/kg may indicate patients at risk for developing respiratory failure.

Fluid management guided by extravascular lung water can reduce the need for mechan-
ical ventilation in critically ill patients and length of stay in the intensive care unit. Volumetric 
measurements more accurately reflect preload and blood volume status than filling pres-
sures, although both are static measurements with limited ability to accurately predict the 
need for volume loading [5]. Potential errors using the transpulmonary CO technique occur 
in patients with large thoracic aortic aneurysms, intracardiac shunts, pulmonary embolism 
or recent pulmonary resection.

Arterial waveform pulse contour cardiac output
Less invasive techniques to measure CO have been recently introduced that use pressure 
waveform analysis from an arterial catheter. Pulse contour analysis is based on the concept 
that stroke volume is proportionate to the arterial waveform contour and can be calculated 
from the area under the systolic portion of the pressure wave [10]. Accurately converting a 
pressure tracing to a volume calculation requires independent calibration due to the non-
linear relationship between measured pressure and arterial compliance [11].

Calibrated techniques require initial CO determination using transpulmonary dilution 
either by peripheral lithium indicator injection (LiDCO plus system; LiDCO, Cambridge, 
UK) or central thermal indicator injection (PiCCO plus system; Pulsion, Munich, 
Germany). An uncalibrated system (FloTrac; Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, USA) 
does not require manual calibration but uses a proprietary algorithm based on patient 
demographic data.

Contraindications to pulse contour CO include arrhythmia, intra-aortic balloon counter-
pulsation and severe aortic valve disease. Each technique has advantages and disadvantages 
and the clinician needs to understand inherent limitations to consistently obtain reliable 
data.

Calibrated pulse contour analysis by lithium dilution
The LiDCO system calculates stroke volume from pulse power analysis of the arterial 
waveform after initial calibration with lithium indicator [12]. Continuous CO can then be 
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determined using beat-to-beat pulse contour analysis. This technique requires an initial sin-
gle calibration with 0.3 mmol lithium chloride solution injected by peripheral or central 
vein with sampling from a special femoral or radial arterial catheter. Averaging three lithium 
dilution curves allows changes in cardiac output exceeding 14% to be reliably detected [13]. 
Recalibration is recommended every 8 h or during hemodynamic instability.

Limitations include a maximum daily dose of 3 mmol lithium, and inability to use in 
patients receiving chronic lithium medication or neuromuscular blockers due to sensor 
interactions.

Calibrated pulse contour analysis by thermodilution
The PiCCO system analyzes the systolic portion of the arterial waveform using Fourier trans-
formation after manual calibration by transpulmonary thermodilution. Central venous and 
major (femoral) artery catheters are necessary but volumetric data such as extravascular lung 
water can also be calculated (see above). Recalibration is recommended every 8 h or more fre-
quently with hemodynamic instability [13]. Experimental studies indicate that recalibration 
is also needed with hemorrhage and during vasopressor support. A recent study shows the 
coefficient of variation for CO using this technique is similar to the LiDCO apparatus [14].

Non-calibrated pulse contour analysis
The FloTrac system requires no manual calibration but has automatic internal calibration 
using a proprietary software program based on the patient’s height, weight, gender and age. 
Recalibration is automatic and updated every 60 s. A peripheral arterial catheter can be used 
and the system is easy to set up and use.

Software versions 1.07 and greater have, in general, shown good agreement with other 
techniques to measure CO, including PAC thermodilution [15], although there continues to 
be some concern regarding acceptability for general clinical use [9] and reliability and accur-
acy in hemodynamically unstable patients [16]. The coefficient of variation with the FloTrac 
system is nearly double that of other pulse contour modes [14].

Dynamic indices from arterial pressure waveform analysis
In addition to CO, continuous pulse contour systems also provide dynamic indices that 
assess the adequacy of left-ventricular preload and in particular the predictive response to 
subsequent volume infusion.

These dynamic indices have replaced the use of static indices of measuring filling pressures 
or end-diastolic ventricular dimensions for predicting fluid responsiveness. The current focus 
of patient management is no longer trying to assess ventricular preload but to predict the sub-
sequent hemodynamic improvement from fluid (usually colloid) administration [17].

It is known that positive pressure ventilation causes cyclical changes in arterial blood 
pressure due to acute alterations in right- and left-ventricular preload and afterload. Patients 
operating on the steep portion of the Frank–Starling curve typically show larger swings in 
arterial blood pressure during mechanical ventilation. These biphasic differences in systolic 
blood pressure with positive pressure ventilation represent dynamic indices and are more 
sensitive than heart rate, mean blood pressure, urine output or filling pressures to identify 
reduced preload.

Dynamic indices reflect intravascular volume status as well as lung and chest wall com-
pliances, tidal volume, method of ventilation (spontaneous or mechanical), abdominal 
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pressure, arrhythmias, and underlying myocardial function. If all of these factors are main-
tained relatively constant in a patient, an acute change will inversely reflect fluid status and 
the response to volume challenge. This technique is applicable only to subjects receiving 
total mechanical ventilation and patients must maintain sinus rhythm.

Systolic pressure variation
The biphasic difference in systolic arterial pressure is termed systolic pressure variation and 
represents the difference between maximal and minimal values of systolic blood pressure 
during a single positive pressure breath. A proposed threshold value > 8.5 mmHg predicts 
a positive response to subsequent colloid infusion with an improvement in stroke volume 
exceeding 15%. A study in elective cardiac surgical patients found this value had a sensitivity 
of 82% and specificity of 86% [18].

Respiratory systolic variation test
The respiratory systolic variation test examines the line of best fit drawn between minimal 
systolic blood pressures obtained at four successive pressure-controlled breaths of increas-
ing magnitude (5, 10, 15 and 20 cm H2O).

This test alleviates the need for an apneic period and is not influenced by tidal volume 
or the early inspiratory increase in systolic pressure. The downslope (mmHg/cmH2O) is cal-
culated as the decrease in systolic blood pressure at each increment in airway pressure, and 
a threshold value > 0.5 mmHg/cmH2O predicts a positive response to subsequent volume 
loading with 93% sensitivity and 89% specificity [18].

Pulse pressure variation
Pulse pressure variation measures the difference in maximal and minimal arterial pulse 
pressures over one respiratory cycle relative to the mean pulse pressure where pulse pressure 
is the difference between systolic and diastolic arterial pressures in the same cardiac cycle.

Pulse pressure variation exceeding 12% can accurately predict a positive benefit from 
subsequent volume expansion in patients with a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 96% 
[18]. Pulse pressure variation can predict with greater accuracy the hemodynamic response 
to subsequent fluid administration than systolic pressure variation.

Stroke volume variation
Using an arterial pulse contour monitoring system, the variations in beat-to-beat stroke vol-
ume throughout a respiratory cycle can be calculated and automatically displayed.

Stroke volume variation is calculated continuously as the difference between maximal 
and minimal values of left ventricular stroke volume relative to the mean stroke volume.

The PiCCO system determines stroke volume variation over a 7.5 s period and displays 
the floating mean of a 30 s window. Values exceeding 11.5% predict a positive response to 
subsequent fluid administration with 81% sensitivity and 82% specificity [18].

Cardiovascular ultrasound
Transesophageal echocardiography and esophageal Doppler monitoring use ultrasound 
technology to provide dynamic measurements of preload-recruitable cardiac perform-
ance. Echocardiographic measurements do not rely on “pressure” measurements to make 
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volumetric determinations, and as such they are not subject to the confounding influence of 
differences in ventricular compliance associated with PAC interpretation.

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
Ninety percent (90%) of stroke volume is derived from shortening of the ventricular short 
axis [19]. Left ventricle (LV) end-diastolic area (using a single mid-transgastric short-axis 
view) can provide an acceptable estimate of LV end-diastolic volume [20].

Although regional wall motion abnormalities and markedly depressed LV function can 
influence this relationship, serial measurements of LV end-diastolic area can be used to min-
imize this effect [21]. In practice, most clinicians use qualitative assessments of LV end-
diastolic area since significant changes are usually readily apparent.

The emergence of the multiplane probe makes determination of TEE-derived CO feas-
ible in more than 95% of patients [22,23]. Cardiac output is determined by calculating the 
cross-sectional area (using midesophageal long axis [LAX] view) and stroke distance (using 
deep transgastric long axis or transgastric LAX). A continuous-wave Doppler beam aligned 
parallel with the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) is used to generate a spectral velocity 
profile for each cardiac systole; the area under this curve represents the maximal velocity – 
time integral (VTI) or stroke distance. The CO is then calculated using the VTI, cross-
 sectional area of the LVOT and heart rate as follows:

CO (ml/min) = (velocity–time integral [cm]) (cross-sectional area [cm2]) (heart rate 
      [beats/min])

Several authors have shown that CO can be accurately measured using TEE (r = 0.90–
0.98) [22, 23]. The time required to make repeat CO measurements is usually less than 1 min 
for individuals having intermediate TEE skills. Since the average adult LVOT has a radius of 
1 cm, stroke volume can be rapidly estimated by multiplying the VTI or stroke distance by 
three (since ∏r 2 or cross-sectional area = 3.14 when the radius or r = 1).

Transesophageal echocardiography is superior to the pulmonary artery catheter in diag-
nosing the etiology of hemodynamic instability in surgical patients [24,25]. The ability to 
directly visualize the relative size of cardiac chambers is particularly useful in patients hav-
ing valvular abnormalities, poor left ventricular function or right heart failure. The use of 
TEE is considered a Class I indication for patients with hemodynamic instability [26].

Assessment of LV end-diastolic area by TEE can be used to optimize preload recruitable 
cardiac performance [27,28]. The responsiveness of LV end-diastolic area to interventions that 
alter preload (blood loss, volume expansion) is universally superior to PAWP measurement 
[27]. Once optimal LV filling is established, the associated central venous pressure (CVP) can 
be communicated to those caring for the patient after the probe has been removed.

The fixed cost and training required for this technology represents its chief limitations. 
The emergence of less expensive TEE solutions, advanced software (image optimization, 
automated border detection, etc.) and inclusion of basic TEE training during core residency 
training (in anesthesiology) will likely overcome some of these limitations. Although con-
traindications for TEE use do exist (esophageal malformations, recent surgery, etc.), the 
incidence of major adverse events is very low (< 0.05%).

Esophageal Doppler monitoring (EDM)
EDM assesses blood flow in the descending thoracic aorta during each cardiac cycle using 
Doppler ultrasound. A small, disposable probe is placed into the esophagus (via a nasal 
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approach) and adjusted so that its echo beam is aligned with the aorta. The corrected flow 
time (FTc) derived from the flow velocity profile is used to assess preload [29]. The flow time 
represents the time needed for the LV to eject each stroke volume with the presumption that 
the larger the LV end-diastolic volume or preload, the longer the flow time. Since flow time is 
also dependent on the cycle time or heart rate, a corrected flow time (flow time/square root 
of the cycle time) is calculated to adjust for this factor. The EDM FTc has a modest correl-
ation with preload when PAWP is low, yet this relationship is lost when PAWP is normal or 
elevated especially in patients with poor LV function [29].

Esophageal Doppler monitoring can also be used to calculate the CO. The VTI or stroke 
distance can be determined using the continuous spectral display in a manner analogous to 
that used for TEE CO. Esophageal Doppler-derived CO measurements compare favorably 
with those made using a pulmonary artery catheter [30] and electromagnetic flow probes 
(placed on the ascending aorta) [31].

EDM-driven protocols have been used in a variety of surgical populations to guide fluid 
management in both the anesthetized and awake patient [32]. These treatment algorithms 
use the corrected flow time and CO measurements to detect hypovolemia and guide fluid 
administration [33,34]. These algorithms have consistently observed reductions in major 
complications and hospital length of stay [32–35].

The chief limitation of EDM is the need for frequent probe manipulation to insure align-
ment of the Doppler beam with the aorta. There have been no reported major adverse events 
directly associated with probe placement.

Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the relative strengths and weaknesses of currently available tech-
nologies for monitoring intravascular volume status and preload-recruitable cardiac per-
formance. More dynamic, less invasive modalities are emerging which may overcome the 
confounding influence of significant variations in LV diastolic pressure–volume relationship 
between individuals.

The ability of a given monitoring system to effectively drive treatment protocols and 
improve clinical outcome must be demonstrated before widespread adoption of any tech-
nology. Anesthesiologists need to play an active role in performing these studies if evidence-
based guidelines are to be established for this fundamental aspect of perioperative care.
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Goal-directed fluid therapy

Timothy E. Miller and Tong J. Gan11
High-risk surgery is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. From a database of 
over 4 million patients it has recently been shown that 80% of deaths occur in only 12.5% of 
surgical procedures [1]. In these high-risk patients the expected mortality was 5%, either due 
to the type of surgery, the patient comorbidities or both. Optimization of the high-risk surgical 
patient during the perioperative period aims to improve outcomes in this patient population.

Goal-directed therapy (GDT) is a term that has been used for nearly 30 years to describe 
methods of optimizing fluid and hemodynamic status. Unfortunately the term GDT has not 
been standardized, and therefore can mean different things to people causing a significant 
amount of confusion.

The term was first used to describe early oxygen-targeted GDT in the 1980s and 1990s 
which used the pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) to augment oxygen delivery to supra-
 normal levels in high-risk surgical patients. More recently, goal-directed fluid therapy aims 
to maximize stroke volume (SV) and therefore cardiac output using a minimally invasive 
cardiac output monitor.

This review will concentrate on the increasing evidence for the benefits of goal-directed 
fluid therapy during major surgery.

Early goal-directed therapy: supranormal oxygen delivery
The first major GDT study was conducted by Shoemaker and colleagues in 1988 [2]. 
This landmark paper looked at patients undergoing high-risk surgery, and compared 
standard of care with supramaximal oxygen delivery. The hypothesis was proposed that 
increased cardiac index (CI) and oxygen delivery (DO2) are necessary circulatory com-
pensations needed to cope with high postoperative metabolism. To do this in the proto-
col group a PAC was used to obtain targets of CI > 4.5 l/(min m2), oxygen delivery index 
(DO2I) > 600 ml/(min m2) and oxygen consumption index (VO2I) > 170 ml/(min m2). 
This was achieved through a combination of fluids, inotropes (principally dobutamine) 
and vasopressors. Targets were based on physiological values that they had observed in 
survivors after high-risk surgery [3], and the results showed a significant reduction in 
mortality.

This led to further studies of supranormal oxygen delivery in high-risk surgery, using the 
same oxygen delivery target of 600 ml/(min m2). Boyd et al., in 1993, showed a reduction 
in mortality of 75% with GDT [4]. Mortality benefits were also seen with preoperative opti-
mization [5], as well as in cardiac [6] and general surgery patients [7].
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The underlying mechanisms for the success of GDT are thought to relate to avoidance 
of episodes of hypovolemia, hypoxia or decreased blood flow that may cause mitochon-
drial damage and subsequent organ dysfunction. Therefore, adequate tissue oxygen supply 
throughout the perioperative period is the key to successful outcomes.

Despite these promising results, the technique was not widely adopted. The reasons for this 
are almost certainly multi-factorial. Early GDT required significant resources, was very labor 
intensive and most importantly was reliant on information from the PAC. Catheterization 
of the right heart began falling out of favor in intensive care units in the 1990s after the pub-
lication of several observational studies showing increased mortality [8]. As early GDT was 
linked so closely with the use of PAC it became embroiled in this controversy.

Thus, despite the fact that numerous trials have shown that mortality, morbidity and 
length of hospital stay can be reduced with early GDT, widespread use remained a pipe-
dream for enthusiasts.

Modern goal-directed therapy – individualized volume 
optimization
The past 20 years has seen the arrival of a number of minimally invasive cardiac output 
monitors that can enable clinicians to guide perioperative volume therapy and cardiocircu-
latory support. Goal-directed fluid therapy uses these monitors to trend and optimize stroke 
volume and therefore cardiac output.

Perioperative morbidity has been linked to the amount of fluid administered, with both 
insufficient and excess fluid leading to increased morbidity, resulting in a characteristic 
U-shaped curve [9] (see Figure 11.1). Episodes of hypovolemia during surgery can lead to 
organ hypoperfusion, ischemia and adverse outcomes. Conversely, a number of studies have 
shown that perioperative fluid excess, particularly crystalloid, can result in tissue edema and 
increased complications [10].

The challenge for us as clinicians is to keep our patients in the optimal range at all times 
during the perioperative period. Episodes of hypovolemia or edema, if severe, can cause major 
morbidity. However, more commonly these changes can be subtle, with bowel mucosa ische-
mia or edema causing gastrointestinal tract dysfunction and prolonged postoperative ileus, 
with resultant inability to tolerate a normal diet and increased length of hospital stay [11].

Traditional monitoring techniques are not useful to accurately detect and optimize the 
volume status of patients. Healthy volunteers can lose 25% of their blood volume without 

Hypovolemic

Volume load

Complications

Overloaded

OPTIMAL

Edema
Organ dysfunction
Adverse outcome

Hypoperfusion
Organ dysfunction
Adverse outcome

Figure 11.1. Fluid load vs. 
complications (modified from 
Bellamy) [9].
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any discernible change in heart rate or blood pressure, whilst at the same time advanced 
monitors show a significant reduction in stroke volume and gastric intramucosal pH, infer-
ring a degree of ischemia [12]. Central venous pressure (CVP) monitoring has also been 
shown to be a poor predictor of volume responsiveness [13]. A recent systematic review 
showed that CVP is not able to identify which patients need more fluid, and concluded that 
CVP should no longer be routinely measured in the intensive care unit, operating room or 
emergency department [14].

Advanced monitors in goal-directed fluid therapy can be used to non-invasively measure 
cardiac output (CO) and SV, and thereby use fluid challenges to achieve SV optimization 
(see Figure 11.2).

When a patient is hypovolemic and on the steep part of the Starling curve, an intravenous 
fluid challenge (VC1 in Figure 11.2) will lead to a greater than 10% increase in SV. This patient 
has “recruitable” SV, and is in a fluid-responsive state. Fluid loading, typically with 250 ml 
boluses of intravenous colloid should continue until the increase in SV is less than 10% when 
the patient has reached the flat part of the Starling curve. This “Frank Starling fluid challenge” 
provides a sophisticated method of titrating intravenous fluids to complex patients.

A crucial difference from the earlier Shoemaker concept for optimization is that the pre-
sent approach is individualized to optimize flow-related parameters, such as stroke volume, 
within the individual’s cardiac capacity, as opposed to using predetermined supraphysio-
logic goals.

Esophageal Doppler
There are a number of technologies that can be used for goal-directed fluid therapy. 
The most widely studied is undoubtedly the esophageal Doppler monitor (EDM; Deltex 
Medical, Chichester, UK). The Doppler probe is placed in the esophagus and focused at the 
descending thoracic aorta, where it uses the Doppler principle to measure blood flow, and 
produce a waveform (see Figure 11.3). This is then converted to SV using a nomogram of 
height, weight and age to estimate the cross-sectional area of the descending aorta. EDM-
derived SV measurements have been well validated in different environments and clinical 
scenarios [15–20].
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based stroke volume 
optimization.
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Another useful measurement is the corrected flow time (FTc), which is the width of the 
waveform, or length of systole in ms, corrected to a HR of 60. An FTc < 350 ms is an add-
itional indicator of recruitable stroke volume.

There are a number of studies that show improved outcomes with EDM-guided fluid 
optimization, as demonstrated by a faster return in gastrointestinal function, a reduction in 
postoperative complications and reduced length of stay.

These studies are summarized in Table 11.1. Five studies were in a major general/colorec-
tal study population [21–25], two in cardiac surgery [26,27] and two in patients scheduled for 
repair of fractured neck of femur [28,29]. All of these studies used a 10% algorithm to opti-
mize SV, often combined with assessment of FTc, to predict fluid responsiveness. Although 
there are small differences between the studies, a typical algorithm is shown in Figure 11.4.

Mythen and Webb demonstrated a reduction in the incidence of gastrointestinal muco-
sal hypoperfusion and major complications in cardiac surgery patients who received plasma 
volume optimization [26]. The GDT-group also had shorter intensive care unit and hospital 
length of stay.

Gan et al. [22] randomized 100 major elective noncardiac surgical patients with an 
expected blood loss > 500 ml to either routine care or EDM-guided GDT. As with other 

Figure 11.3. Esophageal 
Doppler: (a) Schematic represen-
tation of esophageal Doppler 
probe in a patient, demonstrat-
ing the close relation between 
esophagus and descending 
thoracic aorta. (b) Characteristic 
velocity waveform obtained in 
the descending aorta. (See also 
colour figure section.)
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studies they observed significant improvement in SV and CO in the GDT group. Patients in 
the GDT group had significantly shorter median length of stay (5 vs. 7 days) and an earlier 
ability to tolerate solid food (3 vs. 5 days, p < 0.05).

The studies by Wakeling et al. [23] and Noblett et al. [24] showed a similar reduction 
in the length of hospital stay in colorectal surgical patients, as well as a shorter time to full 
oral diet, suggesting improved gastrointestinal perfusion. Interestingly, the Noblett study 
patients also had, in the GDT-group, low levels of interleukin-6, indicating an attenuated 
inflammatory response to surgery [24]. Conversely, Conway et al. [21] showed no difference 
in the length of hospital stay in major bowel surgery patients; however, they did observe less 
requirement for intensive care in the GDT group.

Table 11.1 Summary of the perioperative esophageal Doppler monitor-guided GDT studies.

Reference Surgical group Patients (n) Outcome

Mythen and Webb  
(1995) [26]

cardiac 60 ⇓ gastric acidosis in GDT
⇓ complications in GDT
⇓ LOS (3.5 days) in GDT

Sinclair et al. (1997) 
[28]

neck of femur 
fracture

40 ⇓ time FFD (5 days) in GDT
⇓ LOS (8 days) in GDT

Conway et al. (2002) 
[21]

major bowel 57 ⇑ ICU admissions in control
no difference in LOS

Gan et al. (2002) [22] major general 100 ⇑ PONV in control
⇓ time to tolerating oral 

intake in GDT
⇓ LOS (2 days) in GDT

Venn et al. (2002) [29] neck of femur 
fracture

90 ⇓ time FFD (6.2 days) in GDT 
(vs. control)

⇓ time FFD (3.9 days) in CVP 
(vs. control)

McKendry et al. (2004) 
[27]

cardiac surgery 174 ⇓ LOS (2.5 days) in GDT
no difference in 

complications

Wakeling et al. (2005) 
[23]

colorectal 128 ⇓ morbidity (GI and overall) 
in GDT

⇓ time to full diet (1 day) in 
GDT

⇓ LOS (1.5 days) in GDT

Noblett et al. (2006) 
[24]

colorectal 108 ⇓ morbidity in GDT
⇓ time to tolerating diet (2 

days) in GDT
⇓ time FFD (3 days) in GDT
⇓ LOS (2 days) in GDT

Senagore et al. (2009) 
[25]

laparoscopic 
colorectal

64 no difference in LOS
no difference in 

complications

CVP, central venous pressure ; FFD, medical/surgical fitness for discharge; GDT, goal directed therapy; GI, 
gastrointestinal; ICU, intensive care unit; LOS, length of stay; PONV, postoperative nausea and vomiting
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Venn et al. [29] created a 3-group, 90-patient study in patients undergoing repair of fractured 
neck of femur under general anesthesia, comparing conventional fluid management, dynamic 
CVP-based volume expansion and EDM-guided GDT. When compared with the CVP group, 
EDM-guided patients had less intraoperative hypotension and were considered medically fit for 
discharge sooner. Sinclair  et al. [28] also looked at this patient population and showed the GDT 
group had significantly increased SV and CO, as well as a shorter hospital length of stay.

The McKendry et al. study [27] was a little different in that the protocol group received 
EDM-volume optimization as well as inotropes and vasodilators in the first 4 h after admis-
sion to the intensive care unit post-cardiac surgery. The investigators showed fewer compli-
cations and a 2-day reduction in median hospital length of stay in the protocol group.

The major limitation of the esophageal Doppler is the occasional need for frequent 
 repositioning of the probe to optimize the signal, which can be time consuming. There is a 
learning curve for positioning the probe, and as such it is somewhat user dependent. The use 
of electrocautery can also interfere with the signal.

  Nevertheless the evidence base behind its use is relatively strong, and its incorporation 
into Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) programs is currently a major driving force for 
increased interest [30]. Recently the Center for Medicare Services in the USA have reviewed 
the literature and supported a professional fee being paid to clinicians using EDM-guided 
perioperative volume optimization [31]. The Centre for Evidence-Based Purchasing division 
of the NHS Purchasing and Supply Agency in the UK has also recommended the EDM [32].

Crystalloids and colloids
A common theme between the studies is the use of background crystalloid infusions with 
colloid boluses in the GDT groups to optimize stroke volume. Patients in the GDT groups 
generally received greater colloid and less crystalloid. Noblett et al. is the only study where 
no differences were found in intraoperative crystalloids and colloids between the study and 
control groups [24]. However, the timing of fluid administration was different, with greater 
volumes administered in the GDT group early in the surgical procedures. The hypothesis is 
that timing of fluid administration is as important as the total volume.

The crystalloid/colloid debate is a long-running and largely erroneous discussion. 
Crystalloids and colloids are different fluids with different indications and side effects. We 
eat balanced diets, give balanced analgesic and antiemetic regimens, and it follows that we 
should be using a balanced fluid regimen.

START FTc
 < 350 ms

Yes

Give 250 ml
colloid bolus

No Monitor SV
and FTc

SV increase
> 10%

NoYes Monitor SV
and FTc

FTc < 350 ms or
SV decrease > 10%

Figure 11.4. A typical com-
bined FTc and SV optimization 
algorithm.
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Recent literature suggests that the amount of crystalloid that is needed periopera-
tively has been greatly exaggerated in the past. This has largely been due to the theory 
proposed by Shires in the 1960s that there is an all-consuming third space where fluid is 
sequestered and therefore needs to be replaced. We now know that a classic third space 
does not exist [33].

Crystalloids when given intravenously will quickly leave the vascular space to be distrib-
uted across the entire extracellular compartment, primarily in the interstitium. Further crys-
talloid infusions will increase this effect so that the amount of crystalloid given is directly 
related to perioperative weight gain [33]. The primary indication for crystalloids intraop-
eratively is to replace preoperative fasting deficits, insensible perspiration and urine output. 
This can easily be achieved with a background crystalloid infusion.

Colloids, by comparison, contain much larger molecules and are designed to primarily 
remain in the plasma. Goal-directed fluid therapy uses colloid boluses to replace blood loss 
and protein losses from the circulation; thereby optimizing intravascular volume, CO and 
oxygen delivery. Animal models have shown that GDT with colloid significantly increases 
microcirculatory blood flow and tissue oxygen tension in healthy and injured colon com-
pared with goal-directed or restricted crystalloid fluid therapy [34]. In most patients this is 
best achieved with a third-generation lower-molecular weight starch with fewer concerns 
regarding coagulation dysfunction [35].

Arterial pressure waveform analysis
The other major monitoring technique used in goal-directed fluid therapy is arterial pres-
sure waveform analysis. There are several monitors available that are able to analyze the 
arterial waveform to calculate stroke volume and cardiac output, and therefore use the “10% 
algorithm” in response to a fluid challenge.

Arterial waveform analysis is also able to derive dynamic parameters of fluid responsive-
ness, based on cardiopulmonary interactions such as stroke volume variation (SVV) and 
pulse pressure variation (PPV). These dynamic variables are superior to traditional static 
indices such as central venous pressure in predicting volume responsiveness in mechanically 
ventilated patients [36].

The physiology behind SVV and PPV is relatively simple. Positive pressure ventilation 
induces cyclical changes in the loading conditions of the right ventricle, with a reduction in 
preload during mechanical insufflation. This will lead to cyclical changes in stroke volume. If 
the ventricle is operating on the steep part of the Starling curve, the magnitude of the change 
in SV and blood pressure will be greater, and will manifest itself as a characteristic “swing” 
in the arterial line pressure with respiration (see Figure 11.5).

Pulse pressure variation and SVV represent “virtual” preload challenges occuring during 
each respiratory cycle in ventilated patients. There is no need to administer fluid to predict 
responders, with an SVV or PPV > 10% accurately predicting a positive response to a fluid 
challenge [37]. As these metrics predict responders with more accuracy than CVP or pul-
monary artery occlusion pressure (PAOP) there is less need for invasive central lines.

Although the physiology is robust and well validated, there are to date limited out-
come studies with the arterial waveform devices. Targeting a PPV < 10% has been shown 
to improve postoperative outcomes, and reduce length of intensive care and hospital stay in 
high-risk surgical patients [38]. However this study was small, with several limitations and 
the results of larger ongoing studies are awaited.
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Benes et al. recently performed a larger study in 120 high-risk patients undergoing elect-
ive intra-abdominal surgery [39]. The authors used the Flotrac/Vigileo (Edwards, Irving, 
USA) to maintain SVV < 10%, and optimize CI. The primary intervention consisted of col-
loid boluses of 3ml/kg, with dobutamine reserved for patients with a CI < 2.5ml/min/m2. 
Patients in the study group received more colloid, and a lower number of hypotensive epi-
sodes were observed.  Lactate levels at all time points were consistently lower in the study 
group, and fewer patients developed postoperative complications (30% vs. 58%, p = 0.0033). 
However hospital length of stay was not significantly different between the two groups.

Pearse and colleagues used the LiDCOplus system (LiDCO Ltd, Cambridge, UK) to 
optimize high-risk surgical patients postoperatively, using colloid and inotropes to obtain 
Shoemaker’s original DO2I target of 600 ml/(min m2) [40]. There were fewer complications 
(44% vs. 68%) and a shorter length of stay in the GDT group.

The PiCCO system (Pulsion Medical Systems, Munich, Germany) is an alternative device 
that has been shown to be reliable at assessing fluid responsiveness [41]. Recently another 
technology, the respiratory variations in pulse oximeters waveform, has been shown to be 
strongly related to PPV, and may prove useful in assessing fluid status [42].

There are several limitations to the use of SVV and PPV. Firstly, the patient needs to be in 
sinus rhythm.  Secondly, cyclical changes in stroke volume or pulse pressure rely on signifi-
cant variations in intrathoracic pressure. If the patient has small tidal volumes, is breathing 
spontaneously, or has an open chest the changes in intrathoracic pressure are usually too 
small to induce significant changes in venous return. Conversely, high intrathoracic or intra-
abdominal pressure may exaggerate SVV and PPV. These limitations apply to the measure-
ment of SVV/PPV, and not analysis of the waveform to calculate SV and CO.

In the perioperative environment where most high-risk patients are mechanically 
ventilated with “normal” airway pressures, these limitations do not commonly apply, and 
dynamic monitoring appears to be the ideal method to titrate fluid resuscitation.  However 

Figure 11.5. A Starling Curve of left ventricular SV against LVEDP demonstrating the change in stroke volume 
that occurs with positive pressure ventilation. The starting position on the curve determines the magnitude of the 
change in SV, and hence the stroke volume variation. If the patient is hypovolemic, the LVEDP will cycle between 
A and B with respiration causing a cyclical change in SV, and a swing in the arterial line. If the patient is euvolemic 
LVEDP will cycle between C and D causing a much smaller change in SV. FTc, corrected flow time; LVEDP, left ven-
tricular end-diastolic pressure; SV, stroke volume.
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further outcome studies are needed before these waveform-based devices will be universally 
recommended.

Other technologies
There are an increasing number of new technologies that have recently been marketed 
which have the ability to monitor CO noninvasively and, in some cases, assess fluid 
responsiveness.

The NICOM (Cheetah Medical, Israel) is a continuous noninvasive cardiac output moni-
tor based on chest bioreactance that is totally noninvasive and accurate when compared with 
the PAC [43].

The BioZ (Cardiodynamics Intl., San Diego, CA, USA) uses thoracic bioimpedance and 
was not as robust [44].

The Aesculon (Osypka Medical, LA Jolla, CA, USA) uses electrical velocimetry to inter-
pret the maximal change in thoracic bioimpedance to calculate CO, and also has been shown 
to correlate poorly with the PAC [45]. The challenge for manufacturers is to produce not 
only a well-validated, reliable monitor, but also to show an outcome benefit in this increas-
ingly competitive field.

Conclusion
As the population ages, the number of patients requiring high-risk non-cardiac surgery 
is only going to increase. The concept of individualized GDT for these patients seems to 
improve outcomes by ensuring adequate tissue perfusion at all times perioperatively.

The underlying mechanism behind the success of GDT is related to the optimization of 
oxygen delivery to the tissues. This avoids an oxygen debt, which can cause mitochondrial 
damage and organ dysfunction.

Many authors have described how the use of GDT can reduce morbidity and the length 
of hospital stay in high-risk surgical patients, although most of the studies have been per-
formed on small sample sizes from single centers. Two recent meta-analyses focusing on 
renal function [46] and gastrointestinal function [47] have also shown that surgical patients 
receiving perioperative GDT are at decreased risk of renal and gastrointestinal impairment, 
which account for a significant proportion of postoperative morbidity.

Perioperative GDT has not become standard care for a variety of reasons. It remains a 
challenge to implement GDT because of the significant commitment and resources needed. 
However, with an increasing number of studies being published on the clinical utility of non-
invasive hemodynamic monitoring, the use of GDT should continue to gain popularity.
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It is estimated that about 240 million anesthesia procedures are performed each year around 
the world [1]. Among them, 24 million (~10%) are conducted in high-risk patients. If this is 
a small percentage of the whole population, one has to remember that this sample accounts 
for more than 80% of the overall mortality related to surgery [2].

Moderate-risk surgery represents approximately 40% of the whole population (i.e., 96 
million patients a year). Thankfully, most of these patients present with uncomplicated post-
operative course. However, it is estimated that approximately 30% of them (i.e., ~29 mil-
lion patients a year) present with “minor” postoperative complications mainly related to gut 
injury inducing delayed enteral feeding, abdominal distension, nausea, vomiting or wound 
complications such as wound dehiscence or pus from the operation wound [3]. Even if these 
complications are said to be “minor” they induce an increased postoperative medication, 
increased length of stay in hospital and finally an increase in the cost of the medicosurgical 
management. In most of these patients, postoperative complications are related to tissue 
hypoperfusion and inadequate perioperative resuscitation [3,4].

The function of the circulation system is to service the needs of the body tissues, to trans-
port nutrients to the body tissues, to transport waste products away, to conduct hormones 
from one part of the body to another and, in general, to maintain an appropriate environ-
ment in all the tissue fluids of the body for optimal survival and function of the cells.

To be achieved, this goal requires two physiological objectives: adequate perfusion pres-
sure in order to force blood into the capillaries of all organs and adequate cardiac output to 
deliver oxygen and substrates, and to remove carbon dioxide and other metabolic products 
[5,6]. This is so true that several studies have demonstrated that cardiac output maximiza-
tion during high-risk surgery has the ability to improve postoperative patients’ outcome and 
to decrease the cost of surgery [7–10].

It is obvious that optimization of oxygen delivery to the tissues during surgery cannot 
be conducted by monitoring arterial pressure alone. Because arterial pressure and cardiac 
output are both dependent on systemic vascular resistances, a normal or even supra-normal 
arterial pressure does not guarantee that cardiac output is not low. However, flow measure-
ment is technologically not as straightforward as pressure measurements.

Therefore, apart from cardiac output monitoring, new parameters (called functional 
hemodynamic parameters) have recently been developed. These parameters rely on cardio-
pulmonary interactions in patients under general anesthesia and mechanical ventilation and 
can be obtained invasively from the arterial pressure waveform (pulse pressure variation 
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[11] or PPV [12]) or non-invasively from the plethysmographic waveform (ΔPOP [13] or 
PVI for pleth variability index [14]) [15,16].

In this chapter we describe the rationale and the potential applications of these non-
invasive hemodynamic monitoring parameters during surgery and how they can improve 
patients’ outcome by optimizing cardiac output and oxygen delivery during surgery.

Preload dependence
Hypovolemia induces hypotension, oliguria and tachycardia. That’s a fact. But one has to 
be very careful: these signs are not related to hypovolemia, but they are related to severe 
hypovolemia [17]. Moreover, they are not specific and can be present even in the absence of 
hypovolemia. Consequently, they are neither sensitive nor specific and cannot be used for 
assessing a patient’s fluid status with accuracy.

Central venous pressure (CVP) or pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) have 
been used for years for monitoring patients’ volemia. However, this assumption has been 
made because CVP and PCWP were supposed to reflect ventricular preload or preload 
dependence, which is actually wrong. And almost all the studies focusing on the ability of 
CVP and PCWP to predict fluid responsiveness have failed to demonstrate any accuracy of 
these parameters for predicting the effects of volume expansion on cardiac output [18].

The main question anesthesiologists and/or intensivists have to answer before they per-
form volume expansion is: “will my patient increase cardiac output in response to volume 
expansion?” What he or she wants to know is: “is my patient preload dependent or not?”

Preload dependence is defined as the ability of the heart to increase stroke volume in 
response to an increase in preload. To understand this concept, one has to be reminded of the 
Frank–Starling relationship. This relationship links preload to stroke volume and presents 
two distinct parts: a steep portion and a plateau (Figure 12.1). If the patient is on the steep 
portion of the Frank–Starling relationship, then an increase in preload (induced by volume 
expansion) is going to induce an important increase in stroke volume. If the patient is on the 
plateau of this relationship, then increasing preload will have no effect on stroke volume.

The Frank–Starling relationship does not only depend on preload and stroke volume, but 
it also depends on cardiac function. When cardiac function is impaired the Frank–Starling 
relationship is flattened and for the same level of preload the effects of volume expansion on 
stroke volume are going to be less important, explaining why preload parameters such as 
CVP or PCWP are not accurate predictors of fluid responsiveness (Figure 12.1). Instead of 
monitoring a given parameter, functional hemodynamic monitoring assesses the effects of a 
stress on this given parameter [19].

Functional hemodynamic parameters
For the assessment of preload dependence, the stress is a “fluid challenge” and the parameter 
is stroke volume or one of its surrogates (pulse pressure or plethysmographic waveform amp-
litude for instance). In mechanically ventilated patients under general anesthesia, the effects 
of positive-pressure ventilation on preload and stroke volume are used to detect fluid respon-
siveness. If mechanical ventilation induces important respiratory variations in stroke volume 
(SVV) or in PPV it is more likely that the patient is preload dependent [15] (Figure 12.2).

These dynamic parameters (SVV, PPV, passive leg raising [PLR]) have consistently been 
shown to be superior to static parameters (CVP, PCWP) for the prediction of fluid respon-
siveness. Today CVP and PCWP, as well as oliguria, hypotension and tachycardia, should not 
be used anymore for predicting the effects of volume expansion on cardiac output [18,20].
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Theoretically, the main interest of these dynamic parameters is that they can be used as 
a surrogate for cardiac output monitoring. As a matter of fact, if one considers that knowing 
whether the patient is preload dependent (i.e., whether cardiac output can be improved using 
volume expansion) is more important than knowing the absolute cardiac output value, then 
monitoring these parameters could replace cardiac output monitoring itself (Figure 12.2).

Stroke
volume

Preload0
0

Normal

Ventricular failure

Figure 12.1. Frank–Starling relationship between ventricular preload and ventricular stroke volume. The first 
portion of this relationship is called the steep portion and the second portion is called the plateau. If the heart 
is working on the steep portion (low preload), then an increase in preload (induced by volume expansion) will 
induce a significant increase in stroke volume (here the heart is said to be preload dependent). If the heart is work-
ing on the plateau (elevated preload), then an increase in preload (induced by volume expansion) will not induce 
any significant increase in stroke volume (here the heart is said to be preload independent). The Frank–Starling 
relationship does not depend only on preload and stroke volume but it also depends on ventricular function, and 
the Frank–Starling curve is flattened when ventricular function is impaired. Consequently, for a given preload value, 
it is not possible to predict the effects of an increase in preload on stroke volume.

Stroke
volume

0
0 Preload

Figure 12.2. Frank–Starling relationship with associated respiratory variations in the arterial pressure waveform 
signal. Considering that respiratory variations in arterial pulse pressure are studied in adequate conditions, high 
respiratory variations reflect that the heart is working on the steep portion of the relationship (indicating a preload 
dependence), while low respiratory variations reflect that the heart is working on the plateau of the relationship 
(indicating a preload independence).
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However, dynamic parameters of fluid responsiveness based on cardiopulmonary inter-
actions have several limitations that need to be clearly stated before they can be adequately 
used in the clinical setting.

First, these parameters have to be used in mechanically ventilated patients have under 
general anesthesia. Up to now, studies conducted in spontaneously breathing patients failed 
to demonstrate that PPV can predict fluid responsiveness in this setting [21]. Moreover, tidal 
volume has an impact on the predictive value of PPV and a tidal volume of 8 ml/kg of body 
weight is required [22]. Patients have to be in sinus rhythm, the chest must be closed (open 
chest as well as open pericardium strongly modify cardiopulmonary interactions) and the 
intra-abdominal pressure has to be within the normal ranges [24].

These dynamic indicators need to be further explored in children and in the setting of 
left ventricular failure and acute respiratory distress syndrome.

To summarize, the conditions of application of PPV for the purpose of fluid responsive-
ness are:

patient under general anesthesia and mechanical ventilation;•	
tidal volume > 8 ml/kg of ideal body weight;•	
sinus rhythm;•	
no right ventricular failure;•	
closed chest;•	
normal intra-abdominal pressure.•	

Finally, PPV monitoring requires an arterial line and is more likely to be applied in high-
risk surgery patients. In moderate-risk surgery patients, the pulse oximeter waveform can be 
used to assess preload dependence as described below.

Using the pulse oximeter to optimize fluid status
The pulse oximeter waveform is based on a signal proportional to light absorption between 
an emitter and a receptor, which are usually placed on the fingertip, on the forehead or on 
the earlobe. Light absorption increases with the amount of hemoglobin present in the stud-
ied tissue.

The amplitude of the pulse oximeter plethysmographic waveform depends particularly 
on the vessel volume (venous, arterial and microcirculation volume) and on the transmural 
pressure applied on the probe [24]. This waveform presents two components: the first com-
ponent is said to be constant (DC as direct current) and is due to light absorption by bone, 
tissue, pigments, non-pulsatile blood (venous) and skin. The second component is said to be 
pulsatile absorption (AC as alternating current) and is mainly related to arterial pulse.

Venous blood is responsible for a slight pulsatile absorption on the plethysmographic 
waveform recorded at the forehead when the pulse oximetry sensor is not pressed by an 
elastic tensioning headband [25,26] (i.e., when the transmural pressure is low). In this case, 
venous saturation can induce false low-saturation readings. At the finger, the pulsatile com-
ponent is due primarily to arterialized blood and the venous pulse is less frequently seen. 
Low-frequency oscillations due to changes in capillary density (sympathetic tone) have also 
been reported [27] and can alter the waveform quality.

Shamir et al. were the first to describe the respiratory variations in the plethysmographic 
waveform (SPVpleth) and in its Δdownpleth component (by analogy with the arterial 
∆down) in patients presenting with various degrees of hypovolemia [28]. Then, in 2005 our 
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team showed the relationship between the respiratory variations in the ΔPOP and in the 
PPV in mechanically ventilated patients under general anesthesia in the intensive care unit 
[29]. In this study, we showed that both indices were strongly related and that ΔPOP was 
easily measurable at the bedside. Using the PPV formula rather than the variations in the 
peak of the waveform for quantifying the respiratory variations in the plethysmographic 
waveform allowed us to get rid of the fact that this waveform has no unit. By dividing the 
difference in amplitude by the mean of these amplitudes we observe a mathematical simpli-
fication for the unit and then ΔPOP is expressed as a percentage.

Pulse oximeter waveform amplitude was then tested in clinical settings and was shown to 
be sensitive to venous return in mechanically ventilated patients [30] and to be an accurate 
predictor of fluid responsiveness in various settings [13], including in the intensive care unit 
[31] and in the postoperative period following cardiac surgery [32]. In the operating room, a 
ΔPOP greater than 13% before volume expansion allowed discrimination between respond-
ers and nonresponders with 80% sensitivity and 90% specificity [30].

In the intensive care unit, in a septic hypotensive cohort, Feissel et al. showed that a 
ΔPOP value of 14% before volume expansion allowed discrimination between respond-
ers and nonresponders with 94% and 80% specificity, respectively [31]. It is interesting to 
underline that patients were all under vasoactive drugs in this last study and that it did not 
seem to impact the ability of this index to predict fluid responsiveness.

We now have numerous evidences showing that ΔPOP has the ability to predict fluid 
responsiveness in mechanically ventilated patients under general anesthesia despite some 
limitations related to vasomotor tone [27]. The most recently published study comes from 
Pizov et al. and shows that respiratory variations in the plethysmographic waveform are 
early detectors of hypovolemia and that this parameter increases before arterial pressure 
decreases and heart rate increases in patients in whom occult bleeding occurs [33].

Pleth variability index
Most pulse oximeter waveforms displayed by conventional monitor screens are smoothed 
and filtered because it is impossible to accurately eyeball the respiratory variations in this 
waveform and to draw any reliable informations regarding patients’ fluid status from these 
screens [34].

Recently, a new parameter extracted from this waveform allows clinicians to continu-
ously and automatically monitor these respiratory variations. The PVI is continusoulsy dis-
played as a percentage on Radical 7 Masimo Monitors (Masimo Corp., Irvine, CA, USA). 
Pleth variability index is an automatic measure of the dynamic change in perfusion index 
(PI) that occurs during a complete respiratory cycle.

For the measurement of SpO2 via pulse oximetry, red and infrared lights are used. A 
constant amount of light (DC) from the pulse oximeter is absorbed by skin, other tissues 
and non pulsatile blood, while a variable amount of blood (AC) is absorbed by the pulsatile 
arterial inflow. For PI calculation, the infrared pulsatile signal is indexed against the non- 
pulsatile infrared signal and expressed as a percentage (PI = [AC/DC] x 100) reflecting the 
amplitude of the pulse oximeter waveform. Then PVI calculation is accomplished by meas-
uring changes in PI over a time interval sufficient to include one or more complete respira-
tory cycles as PVI = [(PImax – PImin)/PImax] x 100.

Several studies have now validated the ability of PVI to predict fluid responsiveness in 
mechanically ventilated patients undergoing general anesthesia [14,35,36]. A PVI higher 
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than 10–15% is suggestive of preload dependence and indicates that volume expansion is 
more likely to increase cardiac output.

Functional hemodynamic monitoring and clinical outcome
In 2007, the literature regarding the influence of goal-directed therapy based on cardiac out-
put maximization on postoperative outcome was reviewed [37]. The authors concluded that 
individualized goal-directed therapy in the perioperative period improves gut function and 
reduces postoperative nausea and vomiting, morbidity and hospital length of stay.

More recently, a 15-year follow-up study of high-risk surgical patients even found that 
short-term goal-directed therapy based on cardiac output monitoring in the perioperative 
period may improve long-term outcomes, in part due to the ability of such therapy to reduce 
the number of perioperative complications [38].

Growing evidence indicates that goal-directed therapy using appropriate fluid monitor-
ing methods, such as PPV and PVI, is effective in optimizing patient outcomes [15]. For 
example, in a randomized controlled trial published in 2007, monitoring and minimizing 
PPV by volume loading during high-risk surgery improved postoperative outcome and 
decreased hospital length of stay [39]. The median duration of postoperative hospital stay 
was lower in the intervention group than the control group (7 vs. 17 days, p < 0.01), as were 
the number of postoperative complications per patient (1.4 ± 2.1 vs. 3.9 ± 2.8, p < 0.05) and 
the median duration of mechanical ventilation (1 vs. 5 days, p < 0.05) and stay in the inten-
sive care unit (3 vs. 9 days, p < 0.01).

Similarly, in a randomized controlled trial in 60 high-risk patients undergoing major 
abdominal surgery, a goal-directed hemodynamic optimization protocol using the FloTrac/
Vigileo device was associated with a shorter median length of stay: 15 days for the goal-
directed group vs. 19 days for the control group receiving a standard management protocol 
(p = 0.006) [10]. The goal-directed group also had a reduced incidence of perioperative com-
plications (20%) relative to the control group (50%) (p = 0.03). In another study, high-risk 
patients undergoing major abdominal surgery whose fluid management was guided by SVV 
had fewer complications than those receiving routine intraoperative care (p = 0.0066) [40].

PVI may also play a role in optimizing hemodynamic status in patients undergoing major 
abdominal surgery [41]. In a recently published randomized controlled trial, patients sched-
uled for major abdominal surgery (n = 82) were randomized into two groups; a PVI group 
monitored for PVI and a control group receiving standard care. In the PVI group, authors 
aimed at maintaining PVI under 13% by iterative volume expansion. The primary outcome 
measure, the perioperative serum lactate level, was significantly lower in the PVI group, and 
peri- and postoperative volume infused were lower in the PVI group. It was concluded that 
PVI improved perioperative fluid management in abdominal surgery. Other studies focus-
ing on the ability of non-invasive technologies to be used in goal-directed therapy protocols 
are now ongoing and should be published in a near future.

Conclusion
“From flying blind to flying right?” [42]

Hemodynamic optimization is of major importance during surgery. This concept requires 
arterial pressure monitoring and optimization and also cardiac output monitoring and opti-
mization. High-risk surgery has been shown to benefit from cardiac output maximization 
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using semi-invasive technologies. Moderate-risk surgery patients may also benefit from this 
approach using non-invasive technologies. It is more likely that in the future, goal-directed 
therapy using more sophisticated and less invasive monitoring will help clinicians to opti-
mize their patients’ hemodynamic status during surgery (Figure 12.3).

Surgery

Low Risk

No Yes

A Line?

Moderate Risk

High Risk

Discussion with the ICU
- Pulse contour analysis
- ScvO2
- SVV, PPV
- PAC

Cardiac Ouput
Esophageal Doppler

∆POP, PVI

Cardiac Ouput
Pulse contour

analysis SVV, PPV

No Monitoring
 ±∆POP, PVI

±TEE for heart 
failure patients

Figure 12.3. Proposed 
algorithm for hemodynamic 
monitoring during anesthe-
sia depending on the type of 
surgery. ICU, intensive care unit; 
PAC, pulmonary artery catheter; 
ΔPOP, respiratory variations in 
pulse oximeter waveform amp-
litude; PPV, pulse pressure vari-
ation; PVI, pleth variability index; 
ScvO2, mixed venous oxygen 
saturation; SVV, stroke volume 
variation; TEE, transesophageal 
echocardiography.
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Hemodilution

Philippe van der Linden13
Acute normovolemic hemodilution (ANH) was introduced into clinical practice in the 1970s 
to reduce requirements for allogeneic blood products [1]. Acute normovolemic hemodilu-
tion entails the removal of blood either immediately before or shortly after the induction of 
anesthesia and its simultaneous replacement by an appropriate volume of crystalloids and/
or colloids to maintain “isovolemic” conditions [2]. As a result, blood subsequently lost dur-
ing surgery will contain proportionally less red blood cells (RBCs), thus reducing the loss of 
autologous erythrocytes.

Acute normovolemic hemodilution therefore presents all the advantages associated with 
a reduction in allogeneic blood exposure, including a reduction of transfusion reactions 
from exposure to donor’s blood antigens and a decreased exposure to bloodborne patho-
gens, but also offers several advantages in comparison with other blood conservation tech-
niques. It is quite inexpensive and easily available, it improves tissue oxygenation through 
its microcirculatory effects and it provides fresh autologous blood units for later transfusion 
after the achievement of surgical hemostasis. However, the real efficacy of ANH in reducing 
allogeneic blood transfusion remains to be discussed. The aim of this article is to describe 
the physiology, limits and efficacy of ANH.

Physiological compensatory mechanisms
The acute reduction in RBC concentration induced by hemodilution elicits intrinsic com-
pensatory mechanisms, allowing the maintenance of adequate tissue oxygenation [3,4]. The 
development of these mechanisms is closely related to the improvement of whole blood fluid-
ity achieved by the hemodilution process, providing the maintenance of “isovolemic” condi-
tions. Basic determinants of blood fluidity are the red cell concentration, the plasma viscosity, 
the cell-to-cell interactions and the prevailing shear rate (i.e., the mean linear flow velocity). 
The lower the shear rate, the more pronounced the improvement in blood fluidity based on 
changes in hematocrit [5]. The sympathetic nervous system also plays an important role in the 
maintenance of optimal oxygen delivery during ANH [6]. Elicited compensatory mechanisms 
mainly involve an increase in cardiac output and an increase in tissue oxygen extraction.

Increase in cardiac output
At the systemic level, improvement in blood fluidity results in an increase of venous return 
and a reduction of left ventricular afterload. Enhancement of shear rate with subsequent 
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release of nitric oxide may also contribute to systemic vasodilation, while hemodilution-
 induced stimulation of aortic chemoreceptors increases the sympathetic activity of the heart, 
resulting in improved myocardial performance [7]. These entire phenomena are responsible 
for the increase in cardiac output, mainly through a rise in stroke volume, but also to some 
extent through an increase in heart rate.

Increase in tissue oxygen extraction
The second compensatory mechanism aims at a better matching of oxygen delivery to oxy-
gen demand at the tissue level. This mechanism entails physiologic alterations at both the 
systemic and the microcirculatory level. At the systemic level, a redistribution of blood flow 
to areas of high metabolic demand from areas of low demand has been repeatedly demon-
strated during isovolemic ANH [8]. This regional redistribution of blood flow is partly due 
to α-adrenergic stimulation, but seems unaltered in the presence of β-adrenergic blockade.

At the microcirculatory level, several physiologic alterations develop to provide a more 
efficient utilization of the remaining blood oxygen content. Increased RBC velocity appears 
the most important, resulting from increased arteriolar pressure, which, alone, stimulates 
arterial vasomotion [9]. Both phenomena provide a better spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of RBCs within the capillary network, and result in improved tissue oxygen extraction 
capacity [10]. Lastly, a right shift of the oxygen dissociation curve may reduce the affinity of 
hemoglobin for oxygen and therefore improve oxygen availability. This shift, related to a rise 
in RBC 2,3-diphosphoglycerate level, takes some hours to occur and has been demonstrated 
only in chronic anemia [11].

Effects of anesthesia
Anesthesia can alter the physiologic adjustments to isovolemic hemodilution at several 
levels (Table 13.1). The most striking effect of anesthesia appears to be a decreased cardiac 
output response, mainly related to a complete blunting of the increase in heart rate [12,13] 
(Figure 13.1). This reduced cardiac output response resulted in a decreased oxygen deliv-
ery, but oxygen consumption remained unchanged as the oxygen extraction ratio increased 
(Figure 13.2).

Interestingly, ANH appears to be associated with increased oxygen consumption in 
awake patients, which could be related at least in part to an increase in myocardial oxy-
gen demand. In the study of Ickx et al., when the patients undergoing ANH while awake 
were anesthetized, all the measured parameters returned to values similar to those obtained 
in patients undergoing hemodilution while anesthetized [13]. Therefore, performing ANH 
before or after induction of anesthesia did not result in a significant different physiologic 
response at the time of surgery.

Limits of hemodilution
As described above, maintenance of tissue oxygenation during ANH results from an 
increase in cardiac output and oxygen extraction. Several experimental and clinical studies 
have demonstrated the involvement of both mechanisms even in the early stage of ANH 
[14]. The relative contribution of these mechanisms will depend on the ability of the organ-
ism to recruit them. They allow the maintenance of adequate tissue oxygenation until the 
hemoglobin concentration falls to about 3–4 g/dl (hematocrit 10–12%). Below this “critical” 
value, oxygen delivery can no longer match tissue oxygen demand and cellular hypoxia will 
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develop as demonstrated in several experimental studies [15–17]. Van Woerkens et al. stud-
ied a Jehovah’s Witness patient who died from extreme hemodilution, and reported a critical 
hemoglobin concentration of 4 g/dl [18].

The efficacy of the mechanisms maintaining tissue oxygen delivery when the oxygen-
carrying capacity of the blood is reduced depends primarily on the maintenance of an ade-
quate circulating blood volume. Indeed, hypovolemia blunts the effects of decreased blood 

Table 13.1. Effects of anesthesia on the physiologic response to hemodilution.

1. Effects on cardiac output response:

a. alteration in cardiac preload and afterload conditions;

b. negative inotropic effect;

c. depressed autonomic nervous system activity.

2. Effects on O2 extraction response:

a. vasodilation;

b. depressed sympathetic nervous system activity.

3. Effects on gas exchange:

a. decreased functional residual capacity.

4. Effects on tissue oxygen demand:

a. relief of pain, stress, anxiety;

b. decreased muscular activity;

c. decreased myocardial O2 demand (negative chronotropic and inotropic effect).
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Figure 13.1. Effects of anesthesia on the physiologic response to acute normovolemic hemodilution (ANH).  
* p < 0.05 after ANH vs. before ANH; $ p < 0.05 anesthetized vs. awake. Adapted from Ickx et al., 2000 [13].
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viscosity on venous return [19]. Although “normovolemic” conditions are difficult to define, 
replacement of the blood and fluid losses with at least a volume of substitute having the same 
expanding effect on the intravascular volume is required. Only a few studies have compared 
the effects of different plasma substitutes on the hemodynamic response to ANH: colloids 
appeared superior to crystalloids [20,21].

Tolerance to acute isovolemic hemodilution depends, not only on the integrity of the 
compensatory mechanisms described above, but also on the level of tissue oxygen demand. 
For a given cardiac output and oxygen extraction response, any increase in tissue oxygen 
demand will require a higher hemoglobin concentration.

 Acute normovolemic hemodilution and the cardiac patient
Maintenance of myocardial oxygen delivery during ANH depends essentially on the increase 
in the coronary blood flow as oxygen extraction is already nearly maximal at the level of the 
heart under resting conditions [8]. This is achieved by a reduction in coronary vascular 
resistance related to decreased blood viscosity and to specific coronary vasodilation. Heart 
rate and possibly myocardial contractility have been shown to increase during hemodilution 
[22], which results in an augmentation of myocardial oxygen demand. When the hematocrit 
is reduced to about 10%, myocardial oxygen consumption more than doubles, and coronary 
vasodilation is nearly maximal. Below such a hematocrit, coronary blood flow can no longer 
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match myocardial oxygen demand and ischemia develops, ultimately resulting in cardiac 
failure.

The dependency of myocardial oxygen supply on coronary blood flow highlights the 
vulnerability of the heart during ANH, especially in patients with coronary artery disease 
(CAD) in whom coronary blood flow could not increase. The lowest tolerable hemoglobin 
concentration in CAD patients remains unknown and probably depends on several fac-
tors, including the severity of the disease [23]. There is, however, increased evidence that 
tolerance of CAD patients to isovolemic anemia closely depends on the level of myocardial 
oxygen demand.

In anesthetized patients scheduled for coronary surgery, several studies demonstrated 
that moderate ANH (target hematocrit value 27–33%) is well tolerated, and may be even 
cardioprotective if associated with a decreased myocardial oxygen demand [24]. Myocardial 
oxygen balance is profoundly influenced by the level of heart rate, and recent clinical data 
confirm that tolerance of CAD patients to moderate anemia is closely related to the level of 
heart rate [25]. The anesthetic technique may also play a role [26]. The early postoperative 
period is certainly critical in hemodiluted CAD patients, because they have to face an 
increased tissue metabolic demand [27].

Acute normovolemic hemodilution and hemostasis
Hemodilution could affect hemostasis in different ways. First, it will dilute not only plasmatic 
factors, but also cellular coagulation factors, like platelets and, of course, RBCs. Red blood 
cells have been shown to interfere with hemostasis through a mechanical effect and also 
through biological effects related to the release of intracellular adenosine diphosphate and to 
the generation of thrombin [28]. The clinical consequences (i.e., importance of perioperative 
bleeding) of these interactions between RBCs and hemostasis remain to be determined.

Hemodilution could also affect hemostasis through the direct effects of plasma substi-
tution fluids on the platelets and the coagulation mechanisms [29]. These effects are more 
marked with colloids than with crystalloids. Among colloids, they are more marked with 
dextrans than with gelatins and albumin. For hydroxyethyl starches, these effects appear 
closely related to the intrinsic properties of the different solutions, such as a high in vitro 
molecular weight and a high degree of hydroxyethyl substitution [30]. Several in vitro stud-
ies have confirmed these effects in the context of ANH [31,32]. In addition, patients with 
type O blood may demonstrate more coagulation compromise than those with non-O blood 
when undergoing hemodilution with low-molecular weight hydroxyethyl starch [33].

Despite the evidence that ANH may directly interfere with normal hemostasis, there 
is no evidence from the literature that ANH is associated with increased perioperative 
 bleeding [34,35].

Efficacy
Theoretical aspects
The basic concept behind ANH is that patients undergoing such a procedure will lose fewer 
erythrocytes per milliliter of lost blood during surgery and after transfusion of the collected 
autologous blood in the immediate postoperative period [5].

Several equations have been developed to calculate the efficacy of ANH as a function of 
surgical blood loss, initial hematocrit, target post-ANH hematocrit and hematocrit used as 
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the transfusion trigger. Presuming a “usual” surgical patient without preoperative anemia, 
and a transfusion decision based exclusively on a trigger hemoglobin concentration of 
6–7 g/dl, Weiskopf calculated that 55–77% of patient’s total blood volume must be lost 
during surgery in order to achieve savings of about 180 ml of RBCs, which represents one 
standard blood unit [36]. However, the usefulness of the different published equations in 
clinical practice remains limited, as several factors have not been always taken into account 
in the proposed formulas [2].

Results from the literature
Efficacy of ANH as a blood conservation technique remains highly debated [34,35,37]. 
Most of the studies reviewed were performed in the setting of cardiac or orthopedic surgery. 
Adequate evaluation of the published results was hampered by the relatively poor quality of 
the studies and the marked heterogeneity observed between trials, partly explained by study 
factors (patient populations, target hematocrit values, transfusion triggers, ANH techniques, 
etc.). Efficacy of ANH was found to be relatively modest in terms of likelihood of exposure 
to allogeneic blood and units transfused. It closely depends on the use or not of protocols to 
guide transfusion practice. There was no obvious increase in adverse events with ANH, but 
the incidence of complications was poorly reported.

Studies having demonstrated a clear efficacy of ANH in reducing the likelihood of 
patient’s exposure to allogeneic blood in the perioperative period have been performed in 
major liver resection [38,39] or major abdominal surgery [40]. In all of them, a large volume 
of blood was collected. Surgery was associated with significant blood loss and a low hemo-
globin concentration (7–8 g/dl) was used as the transfusion trigger. All these observations 
indicate that efficient ANH requires quite significant expertise in the field from the care 
giving team.

Conclusions
Acute normovolemic hemodilution entails the removal of blood from a patient shortly after 
the beginning of the surgical procedure, and its replacement with crystalloids or colloids to 
maintain the circulating blood volume. It is a relatively simple, cheap and effective tool to 
avoid or reduce allogeneic blood transfusion. Factors that influence the efficacy of the tech-
nique have been clearly identified. This reduces the field of application of ANH to patients 
undergoing high bleeding-risk surgery in whom a large volume of blood can be collected.

Knowledge of the physiologic compensatory mechanisms that occur during normovo-
lemic hemodilution and their limits are essential for the safe use of the technique. In addition, 
the anesthesiologist must be familiar with its practical aspects. Although ANH has a place in 
different types of surgery, it must be regarded as an integral part of a blood conservation strat-
egy tailored to the individual patient’s needs and adapted to specific surgical procedures.
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Microvascular fluid exchange

Per-Olof Grände and Johan Persson14
Fluid and protein exchange from the intravascular space to the extravascular space is a con
tinuous process with a net fluid flow across the capillary membranes and the venules, the 
rate of which is called the transcapillary escape rate (TER) [1].

Under normal circumstances, accumulation of fluid and proteins in the interstitium 
is prevented by recirculation back to the intravascular space via the lymphatic system. The 
entire plasma volume passes the vascular membranes to the extravascular space and back 
to the circulation at least once a day, and even several times a day under pathophysiological 
conditions such as after trauma and during sepsis/systemic inflammatory response syn
drome (SIRS).

This means that accumulation of plasma in the interstitium that results in hypovolemia 
and tissue edema is not only a question of microvascular permeability to fluid and proteins, 
but also a question of the capacity of the lymphatic system. As discussed below, other factors 
may also be involved, such as hydrostatic capillary pressure, types of plasma volume expand
ers and the infusion strategy.

The present chapter is an attempt to explain the mechanisms controlling microvascular 
fluid exchange under physiological and pathophysiological conditions and the relationship 
between the volumes of the intravascular and the extravascular spaces. This knowledge is 
of importance not only for an adequate treatment of hypovolemia, but also to reduce side 
effects of the fluid treatment.

Transvascular fluid exchange outside the brain
Fluid exchange across the capillary membrane has been described by the classical Starling 
fluid equation for transcapillary fluid exchange:

Jv = LpS(ΔP – σΔπ)

where Lp represents hydraulic permeability (fluid conductivity), S is the surface area avail
able for fluid exchange, reflecting the number of perfused capillaries, ΔP is the net trans
capillary hydrostatic force for filtration, σ is the reflection coefficient for macromolecules 
(plasma proteins) and Δπ is the transcapillary oncotic absorbing pressure force.

The reflection coefficient for plasma proteins describes the effective part of the transcap
illary oncotic pressure counteracting fluid filtration and represents the difficulty with which 
proteins pass the exchange vessels relative to water. The reflection coefficient is 1.0 when the 
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membrane is impermeable to molecules and 0 when molecules pass through the membrane 
without any hindrance.

The reflection coefficient for proteins is below 1.0 in all organs of the body except the 
brain. For albumin it is 0.90–0.95 in skeletal muscle, 0.50–0.65 in the lung and 0.80 in the 
intestine and in the subcutis. A reflection coefficient below 1.0 means a continuous leakage 
of proteins to the interstitium. A system with recirculation of proteins between blood ves
sels and tissue and back to the intravascular space is essential to allow access of antibodies, 
proteinbound hormones, cytokines and other macromolecules to the interstitial space. The 
reflection coefficient can be reduced significantly under a state of inflammation, leading 
to increased loss of albumin and other macromolecules to the interstitium. Tissue edema 
is formed when the leakage of plasma fluid is greater than the recirculating capacity of the 
lymphatic system and hypovolemia develops in parallel.

The Starling formula, however, gives no information about the mechanisms respon
sible for protein leakage. There has been a general belief for decades that active (energy
 consuming) trancytosis (vesicle transport) across the endothelial membrane of capillaries is 
responsible for a large part of protein loss to the interstitium [2].

 However, it is unlikely that the relatively small capacity of an active vesicle transporting 
mechanism would be responsible for transport of all the plasma proteins in one day – and 
under inflammatory states, several times a day. The capacity of an energyconsuming pro
cess is also normally reduced by inflammation. Furthermore, blockade of transcytosis by 
cooling or pharmacological inhibition in the rat was not found to reduce TER [3,4]. Most 
likely, transport of proteins across the capillary membrane is therefore mainly a passive pro-
cess independent of energyconsuming activities.

The 2-pore theory
By the 2pore theory for transcapillary fluid and protein exchange [5], the large loss of pro
teins from intravascular to the extravascular space can be explained by passive mechanisms. 
According to this theory, fluid and small solutes pass the capillary membrane through all 
the pores along the entire capillary bed and in venules, whereas proteins pass the membrane 
mainly through the 10–30 x 103 times less common large pores on the venous side of the 
capillary network, and in the venules (Figure 14.1).

While the small pores, with their radius of 40–45 Å, are freely permeable to electrolytes 
and other small molecules and much less permeable to proteins, the large pores with their 
radius of about 250 Å are also freely permeable to proteins. This means that the oncotic 
pressure gradient across the large pore is low. The protein loss to the interstitium can partly 
be explained by diffusion, but the main mechanism is convection when the proteins fol
low the largepore fluid stream with the transcapillary/transvenular hydrostatic pressure 
as the major driving force. This means that protein loss depends on both the number and 
size of large pores (large pore permeability) and the transcapillary/transvenular hydrostatic 
pressure.

The lymphatic system
The capacity of the lymphatic system is of great importance for maintenance of a balance 
between the intravascular and the extravascular space. A normal TER of 5–8% of plasma 
volume per hour, corresponding to 150–200 ml plasma per hour for an adult, is in the range 
of the capacity of the lymphatic system under normal circumstances [1]. The capacity of the 
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lymphatic drainage increases with increase in skeletal muscle activity and it can be reduced 
by inactivity, such as in immobile patients.

If TER is increased, such as after trauma and during sepsis/SIRS, the capacity of the lymph
atic system may be too low to transfer all the leaking plasma fluid back to the circulation, and 
tissue edema in combination with hypovolemia develops. The situation will be aggravated in 
immobile patients by the reduced recirculating capacity of the lymphatic system.

Physiotherapy might improve this capacity and help to counteract tissue edema, hypo
volemia and the need for plasma volume expanders in critically ill patients.

Transvascular fluid exchange in the brain
The volume regulation of the brain is more effective than that of other organs of the body. 
This is important, as there is no room for expansion in volume of the brain as it is tightly 
enclosed in the cranium. The brain also lacks a lymphatic drainage system [6]. The sophis
ticated regulation of brain volume can be ascribed to the low permeability of cerebral capil
laries, which creates the socalled blood–brain barrier (BBB).

The intact BBB means that the cerebral capillaries are impermeable to passive transport 
of all molecules except water. Thus, neither macromolecules such as proteins nor small sol
utes such as sodium or chloride ions can pass the cerebral capillary passively. This means 
that a disturbed balance between the hydrostatic and the oncotic pressures will result in 
transfer of only water across the cerebral capillaries, and the subsequent dilution/concentra
tion of the crystalloid osmotic pressure of brain interstitium will result in immediate stop
page of further fluid exchange [6].

In the injured brain with a disrupted BBB – in the sense that it has been passively per
meable for small solutes – there will be much less dilution during filtration. The filtration 
continues for a longer period of time, creating a vasogenic brain edema, and it will finally be 
balanced by the increase in intracranial pressure [7].

Crystalloids and colloids as plasma volume expanders
While the healthy patient is normovolemic and needs no extra plasma volume expanders, 
most critically ill patients develop hypovolemia due to increased leakage of plasma fluid 
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Figure 14.1. A schematic illustration of the principles used in control of transvascular exchange of fluid and mac-
romolecules. Absence of an oncotic absorbing force across the large pore means that the hydrostatic transcapillary 
force (ΔP) is the main force creating a “jet” stream of protein-rich fluid through each large pore, mainly via convec-
tion from the intravascular space to the extravascular space. An increase in the number and the area of large pores 
and an increase in the hydrostatic transcapillary pressure will increase the loss of proteins.
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that exceeds the capacity of the lymphatic system. However, there is still debate regarding 
which plasma volume expander should be used to maintain or achieve normovolemia. In 
this chapter we attempt to describe the advantages and drawbacks of using crystalloids and 
various colloids as plasma volume expanders.

Due to the small radius of electrolytes (< 2–3 Å) relative to the radius of the small pores 
(40–45 Å), the reflection coefficient of electrolytes is very small. A crystalloid solution is 
therefore distributed relatively quickly over the whole extracellular space after infusion, and 
more or less independently of the prevailing microvascular permeability, also resulting in 
reduction in plasma and interstitial oncotic pressure. Only 20–25% of the infused solution 
can be used for plasma volume expansion and the rest will result in tissue edema. A simul
taneous increase in urine production must be compensated by further infusions to maintain 
normovolemia.

Tissue edema not only has cosmetic consequences, but it can be a real drawback in terms 
of pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress syndrome and increased intercapillary dis
tances. It may also compromise perfusion from an increase in tissue pressure, and there is a 
risk of development of a compartment syndrome. Lowering of the plasma oncotic pressure 
may also result in further filtration according to the Starling formula.

Such a distribution to the interstitium will not occur in the normal brain due to the intact 
BBB, but it may occur to some extent in the injured brain if the cerebral capillaries become 
permeable to small solutes, aggravating a vasogenic brain edema [7,8].

Albumin is the predominant protein in plasma and the only natural colloid solution rec
ommended for plasma volume expansion today, as transfusion with plasma is justified only 
to compensate for coagulation disturbances. The albumin molecule has a molecular weight 
of 69 kDa and solutions are available in various concentrations (3.5%, 4%, 5%, 20% and 
25% solutions). The albumin molecule is negatively charged, which may moderate its distri
bution to the interstitium. It is transported back to the intravascular compartment via the 
lymphatic system. In contrast to synthetic colloids it is degraded very slowly, which can be 
of advantage by acting as a plasma volume expander for a longer time; but this can also be 
a disadvantage when it accumulates in the interstitium. The effectiveness of albumin as a 
plasma volume expander has been questioned, however, as some studies could not demon
strate a better outcome with albumin than with saline [9]. The effectiveness of albumin as a 
plasma volume expander can be improved and side effects reduced by adhering to specific 
rules in its administration, as will be described below. Allergic reactions are rare.

The synthetic colloids available today are dextran, hydroxyethyl starch (HES) and gel
atin – and they are all cheaper than albumin. In contrast to albumin, they are all polydis
perse with molecular weights ranging from low to higher values, and with the majority of 
molecules concentrated in the range of the average molecular weight. They are degraded 
in plasma and in the interstitium. Their recirculation back to the intravascular space via 
the lymphatic system is less effective than for albumin. When degraded to molecules with 
weights below their renal threshold, they are also lost via the kidneys.

Dextran solutions are produced by hydroxylation of polysaccharides. The predominant 
dextran solution is dextran 70, with an average molecular weight of 70 kDa. It is slowly 
degraded to CO2 and water or lost via the kidneys. It improves the microcirculation and has 
the most effective and longlasting plasma volume expanding effect of all synthetic colloids 
available for clinical use today [10,11]. The risk of anaphylaxis is significantly reduced on 
pretreatment with 1 kDa dextran molecules (hapten competitor dextran 1). By its influence 
on platelet function, dextran can exacerbate an underlying coagulopathy, which limits its 
use in larger volumes during surgery or other situations with bleeding. It is of great value 
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preferentially in intensive care for its good and longlasting plasma volume expanding effect, 
for improving microcirculation and through its prophylactic effect against thrombosis.

Due to side effects with HES solutions of higher molecular weights, the third generation 
of HES solutions – with a lower mean molecular weight of 130 kDa and molar substitution 
of approximately 0.4 – now predominate. HES molecules are degraded relatively rapidly by 
amylase to smaller molecules below the renal threshold and cleared from the circulation 
via the kidney. The halflife of the plasma concentration of HES130 after a bolus infusion 
is 1.5–2.0 h, and it is almost totally eliminated after 4 h [12]. This has made the third gen
eration of HES solutions less effective as plasma volume expanders which, however, can be 
compensated for by repeating the infusion. Allergic reactions to modern HES solutions are 
less common. The coagulopathic effect appears to be smaller with HES than with dextran. 
Whether or not modern HES solutions have adverse renal effects is currently debated.

Gelatin solutions are derived from bovine collagen. The mean molecular weight of mol
ecules in gelatin solutions is only 35 kDa. This fact in combination with the relatively fast 
degradation of gelatin molecules and loss via the kidneys explains their relatively poor and 
shortlasting plasma volume expanding effect. Gelatin has no or only moderate effects on 
coagulation, but anaphylactic reactions are more common with gelatin than with other syn
thetic colloids.

How can we reduce the need for colloids?
Maintenance of normovolemia by infusion of plasma volume expanders in critically ill 
patients is always associated with interstitial accumulation of fluid due to the increased TER, 
the reduced capacity of lymphatic recirculation in these patients and the fluid distribution 
to the extracellular space. The accumulation is associated with side effects in terms of tissue 
edema, compromised perfusion and respiratory insufficiency.

Increased amounts of macromolecules in the interstitium reduce the transcapillary 
oncotic pressure, resulting in further tissue edema. Besides maintenance of normovolemia 
by giving plasma volume expanders, an optimal strategy in the treatment of these patients 
must therefore be to simultaneously minimize the accumulation of fluid and proteins in the 
interstitial space.

There are no evidencebased measures to reduce the amount of fluid accumulated in the 
interstitium, and thereby reduce the need for colloids to maintain normovolemia. However, 
based on the 2pore theory and other wellestablished physiological principles of hemo
dynamic vascular control, a few quite simple measures may help to maintain normovolemia 
with a relatively small amount of colloids infused. For example, high concentrations of albu
min may be more effective as plasma volume expanders than low concentrations, as a result 
of their higher oncotic absorbing pressure and the smaller amount of fluid given for the 
same plasmaexpanding effect.

As shown both experimentally in the rat and clinically in patients [13,14], the plasma 
volume is better preserved at a normal arterial pressure than at a high one. Increase in blood 
pressure by vasopressors may therefore increase the plasma volume loss, and avoidance of 
high arterial pressures by avoidance of vasopressors or the use of antihypertensive treatment 
can be an alternative to reduce the need for plasma volume expanders.

Due to the transient increase in arterial pressure by bolus infusions and the fact that a 
bolus infusion may result in an atrial natriuretic peptideinduced increase in microvascu
lar permeability and increase in urine production [15] a more effective longterm plasma 
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expansion may be obtained by giving the colloid slowly rather than using a faster infusion 
rate.

Stimulation of the lymphatic system with physiotherapy may also reduce the interstitial 
fluid accumulation by improving the recirculating capacity of leaking plasma fluid.

There is controversy regarding the lowest acceptable blood hemoglobin concentration 
[16], but arguments can be put forward in favor of the view that maintenance of a relatively 
normal hemoglobin concentration is beneficial. Red blood cells do not pass the capillary 
membrane and remain intravascular for a long time, thus contributing to preservation of 
blood volume. Due to the relatively smaller volume of plasma at a normal compared with a 
low hemoglobin concentration, the leakage and the need of intravascular volume to substi
tute may be smaller – a hypothesis supported from an experimental study in dogs [17] and 
one in rats [18].

Side effects of blood transfusions can be reduced by using leukocytedepleted and 
recently stored blood. Blood cell transfusion has also been shown to be associated with 
improved outcome after subarachnoid hemorrhage, and also increases local cerebral oxy
genation [19,20].

This chapter describes physiological hemodynamic principles of fluid exchange that 
form the basis of normovolemia, hypovolemia, edema formation and are fundamental for 
fluid therapy and for optimization of microcirculation and oxygenation. In view of the lack 
of appropriate evidencebased clinical studies in this field, such principles may be used as a 
guide in the use of colloids, crystalloids and erythrocytes in intensive care.
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Body volumes and fluid kinetics

Robert G. Hahn15
Infusion fluids exert their therapeutic effects primarily by expanding one of the three body 
fluid compartments (spaces), namely the plasma volume and the interstitial and intracellular 
fluid (ICF) volumes. The sum of the plasma and interstitial fluid volumes is called the extra-
cellular fluid (ECF) volume.

  The sizes of these body fluid volumes have been measured under steady state conditions 
by the use of tracer methods. In an adult weighing 70 kg, they average 3 l for the plasma, 11 l 
for the interstitial fluid and 28 l for the ICF volume. Hence, the sum of the plasma and inter-
stitial fluid volumes (the ECF volume) amounts to 14 l or 20% of the body weight.

Tracers
Substances known to distribute solely within one body fluid compartment can be injected 
and the size of the compartment can be calculated by means of dilution of the substance.

The substance is then used as a tracer. The basic equation for such calculations is:

Size of compartment =  
Injected dose of tracer

Plasma concenntration of tracer

Examples of such tracers include bromide and iohexol for measurements of the ECF volume 
and radioiodated albumin for measurement of the plasma volume.

Bromide has a very slow turnover, which means that the measurement might be prob-
lematic to repeat several times. Iohexol has a shorter half-life, only 100 min, but this also 
implies that an estimation of the ECF volume has to be based on several plasma samples 
to account for the elimination during the period of mixing. Sampling cannot start within 
30–40 min because the kinetics shows a clear distribution phase [1].

The total body water (sum of ECF and ICF) can be measured with water isotopes, which 
include tritium (radioactive) and deuterium (not radioactive). One problem is that even dis-
tribution of these molecules in the body requires about 3 h to be completed.

An alternative approach is to use ethanol, but the relatively short half-life requires fre-
quent sampling in blood or in the expired air [2].

The plasma volume has frequently been measured by radioactive iodated albumin. After 
10 min of distribution of the injected substance, 3–4 samples are taken every 10 min to 
account for the exponential elimination. The radioiodated albumin method slightly 
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overestimates the plasma volume and, therefore, the result is usually multiplied with a cor-
rection factor of 0.9.

Evans Blue is a dye that has been used as a substitute for the albumin method because the 
measurement does not involve exposure to radioactivity. The dye binds to albumin, just like 
iodine, and the concentration is measured by light absorption.

There are several possibilities for labeling erythrocytes with radioactive tracers to calcu-
late red cell mass. Such tracers include chromium and technetium.

Carbon monoxide binds to hemoglobin and can also be used to measure red cell mass. 
Drawbacks are mainly safety issues, as carbon monoxide is toxic.

The size of the interstitial fluid space and the ICF volume cannot be measured by tracers. 
They have to be inferred as the difference between body fluid spaces that can be measured, 
i.e., the plasma volume, the ECF volume and the total body water.

These conventional tracer methods of measuring body fluid volumes have limited 
application in perioperative medicine. A comparison with standard values would indicate 
whether the patient is dehydrated or hyperhydrated before or after an operation. However, 
conventional tracers cannot be used to reflect what happens during surgery because the 
situation is too unstable. During the mixing period there must be steady state with regard to 
fluid shifts, a situation that is hardly ever met in the operating room. It might even be hard 
to fully accept that the results can be accurate in the early postoperative period.

If applied during steady state conditions the tracer methods have an accuracy of between 
1% (total body water) and 10% (radioiodinated albumin).

Indocyanine green
Indocyanine green (ICG) is a dye that binds to plasma globulins. The half-life is only 3 min 
due to rapid uptake by the liver. Therefore, ICG can be used both to measure liver blood flow 
and plasma volume.

The method can apparently be applied during surgery, as steady state with regard to the 
fluid balance is required only for a few minutes [3].

Drawbacks include that the circulation time (about 1 min in normal humans) becomes 
crucial. Hence, ICG should be injected via a central venous catheter.

ICG concentration can be measured both in the blood and by pulse oximetry (pulse dye 
densitometry) [4]. The precision is claimed to be a few per cent.

Bioimpedance
Bioimpedance (BIA) means that a series of weak electrical currents of different frequency 
are run through the body, typically running between the arm to the foot [5]. The method is 
based on the fact that currents have more difficulty passing through large amounts of water 
than small. An estimate of both the ICF and ECF volumes can be made as various frequen-
cies pass through and outside cells with varying ease.

Bioimpedance (BIA) is often applied while the patient is in bed before and after surgery, 
but rarely peri operatively due to the risk of mechanical and electrical interference. In the 
author’s experience, BIA can provide useful data only for groups and has a place mainly as an 
adjunct to more precise methods.

Anthropometry
Empirical relationships may be used to estimate the size of the body fluid compartments at 
baseline.
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The simplest ones state that the plasma volume corresponds to 4.5% of the body weight, 
the blood volume is 7% of the body weight and that the ECF volume makes up 20% of the 
body weight [1]. Total body water represents 50% of the body weight in the adult female. 
The percentage is 60% in young adult men and 50% in older men. Children have a higher 
percentage. Such rules are simple but useful for the clinician to remember.

More precise information can be obtained by regression equations. These are typically 
based on tracer measurements of body fluid volumes performed in a large number of humans, 
and usually employ the sex, body weight and height of the subject as predictors. Below is an 
example of such equations for estimation of the blood volume in women and men [6].

BV (L, female) = 0.03308 weight (kg) + 0.3561 height3 (m) + 0.1833
BV (L, male) = 0.03219 weight (kg) + 0.3669 height3 (m) + 0.6041

Sodium method
The distribution of infused fluid between the ICF and ECF may be estimated based on the 
use of serum sodium (SNa) as the marker. Sodium is then used as an endogenous tracer.

If all infused fluid and sodium, as well as all voided amounts are known, the change in 
ICF volume can be estimated based on the assumption that sodium is evenly distributed in 
the ECF volume, which makes up 20% of the body weight. From time 0 to time t, we get:

∆ICF = ECF + (infused – voided) volume – 
SNa( )

(SNa*ECF – (added – voided) Na)
t

This mass balance equation has mostly been used to calculate the intracellular distribu-
tion of electrolyte-free irrigating fluids [7,8] but it can be used to estimate the intracellular 
distribution of any infusion fluid [9]. For example, the sodium method was used to demon-
strate that acetated Ringer’s solution does not expand the ICF volume in volunteers despite 
the fact that the fluid is slightly hypo-osmolar [10].

Translocation of fluid from the ICF space when infusing hypertonic saline can also be 
estimated without measuring serum sodium. This calculation is then based on the osmolar 
balance between the ECF and ICF spaces of which one space gradually becomes expanded 
and the other concentrated as more fluid is infused [11].

Central blood volume
Measurement of the intrathoracic or central blood volume is possible with certain modern 
hemodynamic monitoring systems, such as the PiCCO and LiDCO. These apparatuses are 
used mainly to measure central flow rates and blood pressures, while the central blood vol-
ume is provided as an adjunct output. A central venous pressure line or arterial catheteriza-
tion is needed to obtain the data on body fluid volumes.

Measurement of the central blood volume is of interest because it is more clearly related 
to hypovolemia-related physiological responses than to total circulating blood volume. 
However, little has been published on intrathoracic blood volume in connection with infu-
sion fluids.

Fluid “efficiency”
The volume effect of an infusion fluid implies how much of the infused volume that expands 
the blood volume. The strength and the duration of blood volume expansion are the 
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properties that represent the efficiency of the fluid. One may also talk about potency when 
comparing the efficiency of various fluids.

For this purpose, physiological endpoints may be used. For example, a certain amount 
of blood can be withdrawn and the amount of fluid then required to restore baseline 
physiological parameters (such as cardiac output) can be taken to represent the “effi-
ciency” [12].

Tracer methods (mostly radioiodinated albumin) have also been used to determine the 
efficiency of infusion fluids. This implies that the tracer method is applied twice and that 
the result before and after the infusion is compared. Assessment of colloid fluids is likely to 
work well by this approach, while the precision must be questioned if crystalloid fluids are 
studied. Most data relying on tracers refer to the period when distribution has already been 
completed and voiding has eliminated more than a negligible fraction of the infused crys-
talloid fluid volume.

Blood hemoglobin
A third and more simplistic approach to quantify the volume effect of an infusion fluid is to 
measure the hemoglobin (Hb) concentration before and after the infusion. Hemoglobin can 
be used as an endogenous tracer as it remains completely in the bloodstream and it is rea-
sonable to assume that any dilution of its concentration is due to the infused fluid volume.

Radio-albumin, Evans blue and carbon monoxide may be used to measure the blood vol-
ume (BV) before an infusion is provided. Thereafter, changes in blood volume are calculated 
based on the changes in blood Hb. More frequently, one assumes the BV before the infusion 
based on some anthropometric equation.

The Hb concentration is measured before (Hb) and after (Hb(t)) the infusion [13]:

ΔBV = BV(Hb/Hb(t)) – BV

The amount of fluid retained in the blood is then given by:

Fluid retained (%) = 100*ΔBV /infused volume

The fraction of fluid retained over time is the efficiency.
If the urinary output is known, the difference between the infused volume and the sum 

of the urine and blood volumes represents the change in interstitial fluid volume [14].

Accounting for blood loss
The Hb dilution concept can be developed to account for blood loss, if known. This is (usu-
ally) necessary when calculating fluid shifts based on Hb during surgery. One then calculates 
the total Hb mass and subsequently subtracts all losses (or adds transfused erythrocytes):

 Hb mass = BV * Hb 
Hb mass – loss of Hb mass BV( ) = 

Hb( )
BV( )= BV( ) – BV   

t
t

t t∆

These simple equations can be entered into a pocket calculator and may be helpful for the 
clinician when assessing whether a patient is hypervolemic or hypovolemic. The calculations 
can be applied repeatedly during surgery without loss of accuracy [15].
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These basic relationships shown above can, in turn, be further elaborated upon to quan-
tify the efficiency of infusion fluids during ongoing surgery. Another approach then uses 
a multiple regression equation to separate the effects of various factors that influence the 
blood volume.

ΔBV(t)=A*(infused fluid volume) – B* (blood loss)

Data may be entered for an entire operation or for shorter periods of time. For example, 
this approach was used to show that acetated Ringer’s solution expands the blood volume 
by as much as 60% of the infused amount during transurethral resection of the prostate per-
formed under general anesthesia [16].

The Hb method may be more difficult to apply in animals than in humans because sev-
eral species (such as sheep and dogs) have reservoirs of erythrocytes in the spleen that are 
mobilized in stressful situations, including hemorrhage. In humans, such recruitment is 
very small [17].

Volume kinetics
Drug regimens are commonly based on pharmacokinetic analysis. For this purpose, the 
Hb mathematics presented above have been elaborated upon to create a pharmacokinetic 
system for the analysis and simulation of the distribution and elimination of infusion fluids 
[18]. Serial analyses of the Hb concentration in whole blood are then re-calculated to give 
the dilution of the plasma resulting from an infusion, the reason being that it is the plasma 
rather than whole blood that equilibrates with other body fluids.

From baseline at time 0 to time t, the dilution of the plasma can be expressed as:

Hb Hb( )
Hb( )Plasma dilution( )

(1 hematocrit)

t
tt

−

=
−

The plasma dilution data are then fitted to the solutions of differential equations describ-
ing the situation in a kinetic model that describes (reasonably well) what happens in the 
body. The distribution of fluid between a central and a peripheral compartment (Vc and Vt, 
respectively) is proportional to the difference in dilution between them multiplied by the 
intercompartment clearance, Cld. Elimination is proportional to the dilution of the central 
compartment multiplied by the elimination clearance, Cl (Figure 15.1). If urinary excretion 
is measured, the excreted volume divided by the area under the curve of the plasma dilution 
gives renal clearance. Accumulation of fluid in the body is given by the difference between 
Cl and renal clearance.

A complete volume kinetic analysis yields five parameters; the sizes of Vc and Vt along 
with three clearances (the intercompartmental clearance, elimination clearance and renal 
clearance).

The parameters in the models are estimated by a mathematical procedure called non-
linear-least squares regression. This minimizes the difference between the experimental 
 concentration–time data with theoretical values generated by a computer. When the param-
eters in the kinetic model have been estimated, the effect of various infusion regimens on the 
body fluid compartments can be predicted and compared by computer simulation.

The working process is very similar to drug pharmacokinetics, albeit there are cer-
tain differences with regard to underlying assumptions. One difference is that drugs are 
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not assumed to expand their volume of distribution, while infusion fluids exert their most 
important therapeutic effect by doing just that.

The body fluid spaces expanded by infused fluid are called “functional” as they may 
not correspond exactly to the physiological plasma volume and interstitial fluid volumes. 
However, studies performed in volunteers provide data in which the central body fluid space 
correlates closely with the expected size of the plasma volume, whereas the peripheral body 
fluid space is usually only twice as large as the central one, which is smaller than the intersti-
tial fluid space as measured with tracers. This difference might be explained by the fact that 
volume kinetics only measures the size of spaces that can be expanded, which is not the case 
for all parts of the ECF.

Volunteer studies
Approximately 50 studies of volume kinetics have been performed [18].

Key findings show that distribution of crystalloid fluids, like the Ringer’s solutions, results 
in a 50–75% larger plasma dilution during an infusion of crystalloid fluid than would be 
expected if distribution had been immediate. It is often claimed that only 20–25% of the 
fluids expand the plasma volume, but these figures are valid only some 25–30 min after the 
infusion is turned off.

The distribution effect of crystalloid fluid means that its efficiency is much better during 
an actual infusion than after it is completed.

The efficiency of the fluid is also much better, and the peripheral edema less pronounced, 
if Ringer’s solution is infused slowly (Figure 15.2).

Comparisons between infusion fluids in volunteers have been made to quantify their 
relative efficiency to expand the plasma volume over time. This can be made both by an area 
method and by computer simulation to a target dilution [11].

Acetated and lactated Ringer’s have a potency of 0.9 compared with the reference, which 
was normal saline. This difference is due to the slower elimination of normal saline as com-
pared with Ringer’s. Hypertonic (7.5%) saline is four times more potent, and hypertonic 
saline in 6% dextran (HSD) is seven times more potent, than normal saline [11].

Clo

Cld

Vt

vc vt

Vc
Ro

Cl

Figure 15.1. Schematic drawing of the two-compartment volume kinetic model that is applicable for analysis of 
the distribution and elimination of crystalloid infusion fluids during anesthesia and surgery. Note the expandable 
walls. Cl, elimination clearance; Cld, intercompartment–clearance; Clo, baseline fluid loss; Ro, infusion rate; vc, volume 
expanded state of central compartment; Vc, central compartment; vt, volume–expanded state of peripheral com-
partment; Vt, peripheral compartment.
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Repeated infusions of crystalloid fluid are normally followed by a slightly higher Cl. In 
contrast, hemorrhage of up to 900 ml reduces Cl by 50% although the blood pressure is 
unchanged [19].

Colloid fluids differ from crystalloids in that they lack a marked distribution phase. The 
kinetics then become quite simple. The infused fluid only occupies one body fluid space, 
which has a size fairly similar to the expected plasma volume, from which elimination occurs 
according to a mono-exponential function.

Anesthesia and surgery
Anesthesia and surgery exert several effects on the distribution and elimination of crys-
talloid fluids. The distribution clearance drops by approximately 50% during the onset of 
spinal, epidural and general anesthesia [20], which increases the plasma volume expansion 
resulting from an ongoing infusion.

During surgery a reduction in arterial pressure promotes some additional fluid accu-
mulation in the plasma volume, which is reflected by a small size of the central body fluid 
space.

The most significant finding during surgery is that the renal clearance is very low, which 
has been found during thyroid [9], laparoscopic [21] and open abdominal surgery [22]. One 
can expect that only 5–15% of a volume load would be excreted within 2 h during surgery, 
while this fraction is 40–75% in conscious subjects. Hormonal changes, such as aldosterone 
release, are probably responsible for much of this reduction, half of which can be seen also 
during experimental anesthesia [23]. Vasodilatation caused by the anesthetic drugs may also 
play a role by lowering the baseline for Hb concentration.

Low renal clearance increases plasma volume expansion in response to crystalloid fluid, 
and acts to retain infused fluid during surgery. Hence, it is a delicate balance to provide the 
patient with an optimal dose of crystalloid fluid as the normal mechanisms for elimination 
of excess fluid operate poorly. Low renal clearance also implies that monitoring of the urine 
flow can only indicate hypovolemia but not hypervolemia.

It is unknown whether colloid fluid is excreted more slowly during anesthesia and sur-
gery as compared with the unstressed conscious state.
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Figure 15.2. The effectiveness of Ringer’s solution as a plasma volume expander is greater when given slowly. 
Computer simulation based on volume kinetic data from thyroid surgery [9], showing how much of the infusion 
that resides in the plasma when 1 l of acetated Ringer’s solution is infused over 10 min (left) and 90 min (middle). 
The hatched lower line shows the theoretical percentage of the infused fluid that would remain in the the plasma 
if all fluid had been distributed over the ECF space immediately. Right panel: the expansion of the interstitial fluid 
space. Note the slow elimination of infused Ringer’s during surgery.
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“Nonfunctional” fluid spaces
Volume kinetic studies performed in the perioperative setting indicate that a single clear-
ance parameter is not always sufficient to describe the distribution of fluid between the cen-
tral and the peripheral fluid space. A single constant would suffice if there is free flow of fluid 
between compartments, but fluid seems to accumulate in the periphery during surgery.

Fluid accumulation may be interpreted as allocation of fluid to non-functional spaces, 
a finding with similarities to the third space that was described in the 1960s [24]. In kinetic 
terms, accumulation implies that a fraction of the infused fluid is not available for excre-
tion, at least not within the period of study. In patients undergoing thyroid surgery, such 
allocation to nonfunctional spaces amounted to 2 ml/min or approximately 20% of the 
infused fluid volume, regardless of whether anesthesia was performed with propofol or 
isoflurane [9].

Ongoing kinetic studies, and also other data [25], indicate that catecholamines play a 
role in creating such uneven distribution of crystalloid fluid.

Glucose solutions and hypertonic saline
Glucose and hypertonic saline contain molecules that govern the distribution of the accom-
panying fluid volume by virtue of osmosis. These fluid shifts may be included in volume 
kinetic analysis, and the forces due to osmosis and those due to the fluid volume alone can 
be separated [11,26].

The duration of plasma volume expansion by glucose solution is only partly governed 
by the half-life of infused glucose – renal elimination also operates alongside the osmotic-
 driven translocation of water to the ICF [26]. In contrast, renal capacity to excrete sodium 
strongly governs the rate of restoration of baseline plasma volume after infusion of 7.5% 
saline [27].

Possible clinical use
Volume kinetics can be used to simulate plasma dilution, volume expansion and fluid distribu-
tion resulting from infusion of any fluid. This provides insight about how fluid volume expands 
the body fluid compartments and can be employed for a number of research tasks.

There are two reasons why volume kinetics is not used clinically. The first problem is 
that the ideal volume expansion during surgery is not known. Such an ideal “target volume 
expansion” is likely to be dependent on the degree of preoperative dehydration. Patients 
who have an increase in cardiac output when receiving a crystalloid fluid load when surgery 
begins (“responders”) retain much more of the infused fluid in plasma than those who have 
decreased cardiac output (“non-responders”) [22]. Hence, an optimal Hb baseline is often 
not at hand at this time.

The second problem is that volume kinetic analysis requires a series of 25–40 very precise 
Hb measurements. Clinical utility could be greatly increased by noninvasive Hb monitoring, 
but the devices available for this purpose are not yet accurate enough [28].
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Adverse reactions

Hengo Haljamäe16
Intravenous infusion of any type of fluid (crystalloids as well as colloids) for correction of 
fluid and plasma volume disturbances in connection with surgical procedures includes a 
potential risk of adverse effects [1]. Such effects may be either local responses at the site of 
infusion or more generalized systemic reactions, which, in severe cases, may even be life-
threatening. Safe clinical practice requires proper knowledge of possible iv fluid-associated 
risks so that optimal fluid choices and safe administration routines can be used for each 
individual patient.

In the present survey the iv fluids considered will be those regularly used for rehydra-
tion and plasma volume support in the perioperative period. Such fluids include different 
crystalloid types of solution (glucose solutions, normal saline, Ringer’s type of solutions, 
hypertonic saline) and artificial/synthetic colloids (hydroxyethyl starches – HES, gelatins – 
GEL, dextrans – DEX). Specific concerns associated with transfusion/infusion of blood, 
plasma and plasma protein fractions (including human serum albumin, HSA) will not be 
discussed.

Local adverse effects
Isotonic crystalloid and colloid solutions are mainly non-toxic and do not adversely affect 
the vessel wall at the site of infusion, unless the fluid is extremely cold or warm, or the osmo-
lality of the fluid is grossly non-physiological. Therefore, local concerns at the site of infusion 
are due to direct effects of improper fluid temperature or osmolality on the vessel wall caus-
ing pain and sometimes the occurrence of thrombophlebitis or thrombosis.

Intravenous infusion of glucose solutions with a glucose concentration of more than 
10%, i.e., osmolality of more than 600 mOsm/kg H2O, are considered to include a potential 
risk of local inflammatory reactions which may lead to the development of painful thrombo-
phlebitis in the vessel. Solutions with such a high osmolality (> 600 mOsm/kg H2O) should 
therefore preferably be infused via a central venous line so that the local osmolar load will 
be moderated by the rather high blood flow in the central vein.

Hypertonic (7.5%) saline (HS), used for acute fluid resuscitation in trauma situations or 
perioperatively in the management of patients undergoing major surgical procedures, has 
an osmolality of about 2400 mOsm/kg H2O and may consequently induce local inflamma-
tory responses. Therefore, it is not surprising that this type of hyperosmolar fluid has been 
reported to cause sensations of heat and compression around the arm at the site of infusion 
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[2]. These sensations seem to last during the ongoing infusion of the fluid and will dis-
appear after completion of the infusion. Since usually a small volume (about 4 ml/kg) of HS 
is infused, it appears that these local adverse effects of HS fluid therapy are rather mild and 
well tolerated [2].

Temperature- and osmolality-associated sensations
Systemic adverse effects of perioperatively used infusion fluids are much more common and 
may, depending on the causative factors, be classified according to Table 16.1.

Infusion of cold fluid may sometimes cause shivering in response to the temperature 
change, while fluid of body temperature may cause an unpleasant feeling of “heaviness” in the 
chest [3]. Rather rapid iv infusion of hyperosmolar HS (7.5% NaCl + 6% dextran 70, HSD), at 
a dosage of 4 ml/kg within 10 min, has, in addition to previously mentioned local sensations 
[2], been reported also to cause a feeling of heat, starting in the upper part of the thorax and 
spreading upwards to the throat, face and head [4]. These sensations following infusion of 
HSD seem more pronounced in normovolemic than in hypovolemic individuals [4].

Hypervolemia/hypertension
The plasma volume-expanding capacity of colloid-containing iv plasma replacement solu-
tions is dependent on the molecular size and concentration of the colloid and the extent to 
which the macromolecules remain in the intravascular compartment.

Colloids with a colloid osmotic pressure (COP) equal to or lower than that of plasma will, 
even at a rather high infusion rate, result in a mainly isovolemic plasma volume expansion.

Colloids with a COP higher than that of plasma will, in addition to the intravascular 
volume expansion, mobilize extravascular fluid from the interstitial compartment into the 
intravascular compartment. Therefore, the initial intravascular plasma volume-expanding 
capacity of such solutions will exceed the actual infused volume.

The COP of commonly used plasma replacement fluids varies from half that of normal 
human serum (4% HSA – about 14 mm Hg) up to a level about eight times higher (20% 
HSA – about 195 mm Hg) [1,5].

Dextran 70 (6%) has a COP more than twice that of serum and thereby it has a poten-
tial to increase plasma volume by about 1.4 times the infused volume. The corresponding 
plasma volume-expanding capacity of DEX 40 (10%) is about 1.8.

Table 16.1. Systemic adverse effects caused by crystalloids 
and colloids commonly used perioperatively.

Temperature-and osmolality-associated sensations

Hypervolemia/hypertension

Excessive tissue hydration/edema formation

Hypothermia

Acid–base balance derangements

Hemostatic disturbances

Hypersensitivity/anaphylactoid /anaphylactic reactions

Tissue deposition/pruritus

Colloid-associated interference with organ function
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Colloid osmotic pressure variations between half and three times that of normal human 
serum, depending on molecular weight and concentration of colloid, have been observed for 
hydroxyethyl starch (HES). This indicates that 10% HES 200/0.5 solutions have the potential 
to expand the plasma volume considerably while the volume effect of 6% HES is about 1.1. 
The medium molecular weight HES 130/0.4 with a colloid concentration of 6% has a rather 
ideal volume effect of about 1.0, whereas that of GEL solutions (usually about 3.5%) is less 
pronounced and more difficult to assess due to a rather rapid leakage of the small GEL mol-
ecules out of the intravascular compartment [1,5].

Considering the rather high plasma volume-supporting efficacy of several of the clin-
ically routinely used colloids, it is obvious that for the euvolemic or only moderately hypo-
volemic patient there is a potential risk of plasma volume overload and increased blood 
pressure. Consequently, rapid infusion of a colloid with a good plasma volume-supporting 
capacity may in a high-risk patient with latent or manifest cardiac failure cause intravascular 
volume overload resulting in circulatory deterioration. Proper measurement of the hemo-
dynamic and cardiac functional consequences of iv volume load is consequently clinically 
indicated, especially in high-risk patients [1].

Infusion of HS (7.5% NaCl) is considered of value in the early resuscitation of shock and 
trauma patients, in connection with the perioperative management of surgical patients and 
in some specific intensive care unit situations [1]. The high osmolality (about 2400 mosm/
kg H2O) of HS will induce an efficient mobilization of fluid from extravascular sources into 
the intravascular compartment. Infusion of HS therefore includes a potential risk of transi-
ently increased intravascular volume load and hypertension. Such a response pattern may 
be hazardous for a patient with critical cardiovascular disease and could include a risk of 
myocardial ischemia and cardiac failure. Therefore, it is of importance to have strict blood 
pressure criteria (documented hypotension due to hypovolemia) and proper monitoring of 
the hemodynamic response when HS fluid therapy is given [1].

Similar osmotic fluid mobilization from extravascular sources may be expected at the 
infusion of other types of hyperosmolar solutions (urea, mannitol, glucose). Infusion of 
hyperosmolar glucose solutions may in addition be associated with a risk of hyperglycemia 
and glycosuria, which in case of pronounced glycosuria may result in fluid losses leading to 
dehydration [1]. In order to avoid severe adverse responses proper monitoring of the patient 
during the infusion of hyperosmolar solutions is always indicated.

Excessive tissue hydration/edema formation
The choice of crystalloid solutions for plasma volume support in the hypovolemic patient 
necessitates infusion of a relatively large volume of fluid, about three to four or even up to 
five times the estimated intravascular volume deficit, in order to achieve normovolemia and 
hemodynamic stability [6]. This is explained by the rather rapid redistribution of crystal-
loid from the intravascular space throughout the whole extracellular fluid compartment. 
Most (60–80%) of the infused fluid will, within 20 to 40 min, lodge in the interstitial space. 
At the same time plasma COP will be reduced, and a new Starling equilibrium for trans-
capillary fluid exchange will be established between the intravascular and the interstitial 
compartments.

The leaking crystalloid fluid accumulates mainly in tissues with a high compliance, such 
as skin and connective tissue, but at the same time there is also an increased fluid content 
in vital organs, e.g., in the lungs and the gastrointestinal tract [1,5,6]. Therefore, it may be 
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assumed that excessive crystalloid resuscitation could not only include a rather harmless 
cosmetic problem but also affect vital organ function.

Clinical experience indicates that a significant weight gain from fluid resuscitation 
includes a risk of impaired clinical outcome. A perioperative fluid overload may be more 
critical for elderly patients with reduced functional capacity of vital organs and therefore 
negatively affect the recovery process after surgery. Even late adverse effects on cardio-
respiratory function after massive crystalloid fluid resuscitation may occur as a “third day” 
transient circulatory overload. This phenomenon may be explained by a redistribution of 
tissue edema back into the intravascular compartment [1,5,6]. Perioperative monitoring of 
body weight changes may be a valuable tool whereby crystalloid overload causing tissue 
edema can be assessed and monitored.

It is obvious that formation of tissue edema and overhydration-related problems can 
be moderated if a decrease of COP is avoided by early addition of a colloid with a good 
plasma volume-supporting capacity [7,8]. Consequently, a combination of fixed crystalloid 
administration to replace extravascular fluid losses and individualized goal-directed colloid 
administration to support intravascular volume and COP seems an advantageous approach 
to perioperative fluid therapy [9].

Hypothermia
The importance of warming of iv administered fluids in case of massive volume therapy has 
been recognized for many years. The deleterious effects caused by infusion of cold fluids and 
the development of hypothermia are risks of cardiac arrhythmias, impaired tissue perfusion, 
metabolic disturbances and coagulopathy [10].

Many of the coagulation reactions occur insufficiently at a temperature below 37 °C, and at 
reduced temperature platelet function is also impaired. Hypothermia will furthermore reduce 
the hepatic synthesis of coagulation factors. Therefore, in case of hypothermia induced by 
 liberal perioperative infusion of cold fluids, there is an obvious risk of coagulopathy due to the 
temperature effect on the coagulation cascade.

Coagulopathy is further aggravated by the dilution of coagulation factors caused by the 
fluid infusion. These factors may consequently affect perioperative blood loss and thereby 
the need for blood transfusion.

The general clinical concept to be favored is that iv-administered fluids should be 
warmed, especially if massive volume therapy is needed, unless body temperature of the 
fluid recipient is increased in response to infectious complications/septic states.

Acid–base balance derangements
Perioperatively used crystalloid solutions may be acidotic due to a high chloride con-
tent. Infusion of such a fluid, e.g., physiological saline (0.9% NaCl; 154 mmol/l of Na and 
154 mmol/l of Cl) may cause hyperchloremic acidosis and thereby worsen any prevailing 
acidosis due to tissue hypoperfusion prior to the fluid administration.

Prolonged surgery (≥ 4 h) has for instance been shown to result in increased chloride 
levels and negative effects on acid–base balance when perioperative fluid therapy is based 
on normal saline infusion [11]. It seems that the increase in the chloride concentration will 
cause a decrease in plasma strong ion difference (SID = [Na+] + [K+] + [Ca2+] + [Mg2+] – 
[Cl–] – [other strong anions]) and thereby induce acidosis. Hyperchloremic metabolic acid-
osis may cause hemostatic defects and impair renal function and urine output [12].
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It should furthermore be remembered that in addition to saline administration the infu-
sion fluid of several of the available colloids is based on 0.9% NaCl. Infusion of such a colloid 
will further increase the chloride load.

The use of Ringer’s types of solution, having a lower chloride concentration (usually 
about 110 mmol/l), prevents the occurrence of the metabolic acidosis resulting from hyper-
chloremia. Ringer’s solutions have, in addition, a buffering capacity of their own due to the 
content of either lactate or acetate [1,6]. In the metabolic breakdown of these substances 
bicarbonate will be formed. Therefore, new colloid (HES) preparations are also based on 
balanced electrolyte composition [13]. Such balanced colloid preparations seem to have 
fewer adverse effects on acid-base balance than saline based ones.

Hemostatic disturbances
Hemostatic disturbances may be caused by all types of available infusion fluids, i.e., crystal-
loids as well as colloids (Table 16.2). Basic mechanisms involved are dilution of endogenous 
circulating coagulation factors, hypothermia and acidosis (as considered above), and spe-
cific interactions of fluid components (usually colloid associated) with normal hemostatic 
mechanisms.

Crystalloid-associated
Crystalloid fluid therapy exerts only minor effects on coagulation and hemostasis. The 
plasma volume expansion achieved with crystalloids is rather small and balanced physio-
logical Ringer’s types of solution do not themselves exert any specific effects on hemostatic 
mechanisms. Therefore, crystalloid resuscitation does not significantly affect hemostatic 
competence unless extensive volume of fluid is infused.

The hemodilution achieved at more extensive plasma volume expansion will lower 
the concentration of coagulation factors and, in case of excessive chloride load (infusion 
of physiological saline), hemostatic defects may be caused by the ensuing hyperchlor-
emic metabolic acidosis as discussed above [1]. Therefore, Ringer’s types of fluid with 
a lower chloride content and a buffering capacity (lactate or acetate content) should be 
preferred to minimize the risk of hemostatic disturbances. The fluid should furthermore 
be warmed so that hypothermia-induced negative effects on hemostatic competence are 
prevented.

Colloid-associated
All colloidal plasma substitutes interfere with the physiological mechanisms of hemostasis 
either through a non-specific effect correlated to the degree of hemodilution or through 
specific actions of the macromolecules on platelet function, coagulation proteins and/or the 
fibrinolytic system [14,15]. The risk of coagulopathy associated with infusion of colloid dif-
fers between the different available artificial/synthetic colloids (Table 16.2).

Perioperative use of dextran and some of the older HES preparations has been recog-
nized as more problematic than that of more recent HES preparations (tetrastarch) and gel-
atin [1,5,15,16].

Hydroxyethyl starches are widely used plasma substitutes for correcting perioperative 
hypovolemia. Hydroxyethyl starch preparations are defined by concentration, molar substi-
tution (MS), mean molecular weight (M[w]), the C(2)/C(6) ratio of substitution, the solvent 
and the origin of the product (amylopectin from waxy maize or potato) [16].
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The first generation of HES preparation (hetastarch) showing a high M(w) (> 450 kD) 
and a high MS (> 0.7) exerted negative effects on hemostasis. Bleeding complications 
associated with infusion of such high molecular HES were therefore all too uncommon 
[1,14,15,16]. A von Willebrand-like syndrome is induced by hetastarch, seen as decreased 
factor VIII coagulant activity and von Willebrand factor (vWF) antigen, and affecting factor 
VIII-related ristocetin cofactor [16]. Hydroxyethyl starch preparations also exert inhibiting 
effects on platelet function by reducing the availability of the functional receptor for fibrino-
gen on the platelet surface [16–18].

The effects of HES on coagulation are dose dependent. Infusion of moderate doses pro-
duces rather trivial and transient effects on blood clotting while the higher the initial dose, 
the molecular weight, the C2/C6 hydroxyethyl ratio and the degree of hydroxyethyl substitu-
tion, the more pronounced the effects are on factor VIII/von Willebrand complex.

The third generation of HES preparations (tetrastarch) are more rapidly degradable due 
to a lower M(w) (130 kD) and a lower MS (< 0.5) [14–16]. These HES 130/0.4 products are 
much safer to use and exert only negligibly negative effects on hemostasis [16].

The latest type of HES preparations are furthermore dissolved in balanced, plasma-
adapted solutions that no longer contain nonphysiological amounts of sodium chloride 
[13,16,19]. These plasma-adapted HES solutions exert minor effects on clot formation, 
clot strength and platelet aggregation [16]. Additional beneficial effects of this type of HES 

Table 16.2. Influences of infusion fluids on blood coagulation and hemostasis.

Type of fluid Factors influencing hemostatic mechanisms

Crystalloids excessive dilution of coagulation factors

hypothermia

hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis following NaCl infusion

Colloids General effects

dilution of plasma-clotting proteins

hypothermia

Colloid-specific impairment of hemostatic competence

Dose dependent but – DEX > HES > GEL

•  HES (high MW > medium or low MW)

–  decrease factor VIII/von Willebrand complex

– inhibition of platelet function

– accelerated fibrin clot formation

•  DEX (a general “antithrombotic” potency)

–  decrease in factor VIII/von Willebrand complex

– enhanced fibrinolytic activity

– moderation of molecular structure and tensile behaviour of fibrin

•  GEL (minor intrinsic effects)

–  a von Willebrand-like syndrome

– impaired ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation

DEX, dextran; GEL, gelatin; HES, hydroxyethyl starch
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include moderation of surgery-associated inflammatory reaction. Therefore, these new 
third- generation HES preparations seem much safer and more suitable for perioperative 
plasma volume support than the older heta- or pentastarch HES solutions [13,16]. An add-
itional advantage is that a safe daily dosage as high as 50 ml/kg of HES 130/0.4 (6%) can be 
given routinely without risk of adverse effects on hemostasis.

Dextran (DEX) is known to exert antithrombotic effects by inducing hemodilution, 
enhancing microvascular blood flow and modulating the hemostatic system) [1,5,6]. 
Combined effects of dextran on the concentration of coagulation factors, red blood cell 
aggregation, platelet activity, plasma levels of von Willebrand factor (vWF) and associated 
factor VIII (VIII:c), plasminogen activation and plasma fibrinogen levels are all factors con-
tributing to the reduced hemostatic competence induced by dextran [1,5]. The molecular 
structure and tensile behavior of fibrin is modulated by dextran so that clots formed in the 
presence of dextran are more fragile, which, together with the enhanced fibrinolytic activity, 
results in increased lysis of already formed clots.

Since dextran counteracts the hypercoagulable state induced by surgery and other types 
of trauma it has been considered a plasma substitute that may significantly reduce the risk of 
perioperative pulmonary embolism and adult respiratory distress syndrome [1]. However, 
interference with hemostatic mechanisms includes an increased risk of disturbed hemosta-
sis and increased blood loss. Therefore, perioperative use of dextran has, to a large extent, 
been discontinued in most countries since safer colloids for plasma volume support are now 
available.

Gelatin solutions seem to affect hemostasis, in addition to direct dilutional effects, only to 
a limited extent. Binding of vWF to gelatin has been suggested to induce a von Willebrand-
like syndrome with lengthening of bleeding time, impaired ristocetin-induced platelet 
aggregation and decreased levels of plasma vWF [16,20].

The clinical experience of volume replacement with gelatin in connection with major 
surgery is that platelet function usually remains within the normal range and, therefore, gel-
atin appears to be relatively safe from of hemostatic point of view [21]. This is also evident 
by the fact that no maximum dose is prescribed for gelatin preparations.

Hypersensitivity/anaphylactoid/anaphylactic reactions
All intravenous colloids can induce the anaphylactoid type of reactions but the available 
incidence numbers vary to a considerable extent between different countries depending on 
efficacy of official reporting systems, true local variations in predisposition or endemic anti-
body titers and use of prophylactic measures.

Hydroxyethyl starches
An extensive prospective study by Laxenaire et al. in 1994 reported a low frequency of ana-
phylactoid reactions to HES [22]. At this time the old types of HES products were used, but 
it is obvious that the antigenicity of new third-generation HES preparations is very low [16]. 
Therefore, the general concept is that the safety profile of modern HES preparations is rather 
optimal since it carries a very low risk for occurrence of anaphylactoid reactions.

Dextrans are associated with a potential risk of anaphylactoid/anaphylactic reactions 
(DIARs) that can range from mild skin manifestations to circulatory and respiratory deteri-
oration, sometimes with fatal outcome [1,22]. Mild reactions were assumed to be either 
antibody dependent or unspecific. Patients reacting at the infusion of dextran have rather 
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high titers of preformed, circulating dextran-reactive antibodies, predominately of IgG class. 
Infusion of dextran to such patients results in generation of large immune complexes lead-
ing to release of vasoactive mediators and clinical symptoms.

Safe use of dextran should include preinjection of low-molecular dextran-1 (1 kDa) prior 
to infusion of the plasma volume expander. By this hapten inhibition principle any anti-
dextran antibodies present in the recipient will be inactivated since complexes too small to 
be reactive will be formed between the antibodies and dextran-1 [1,23].

Gelatin-based plasma substitutes consist of polydispersed polypeptides produced by deg-
radation of bovine collagen. Three types of modified gelatin products are available: cross-
linked or oxypolygelatins, urea-crosslinked and succinylated or modified fluid gelatin. 
Anaphylactic or anaphylactoid reactions to gelatin solutions may occur but are relatively 
uncommon.

The allergic/anaphylactoid potential of gelatin solutions probably differs considerably 
between the different gelatin preparations. The urea cross-linked polygeline preparation 
has been reported rather commonly to induce histamine release that may influence cardio-
respiratory stability [25]. Although the modern gelofucine type of gelatin products is con-
sidered to be more safe, caution should still be practiced when used for patients with known 
allergic tendency.

Tissue deposition and pruritus
Dextran and gelatin seem to be fully metabolized to CO2 and H2O while high-molecular 
HES is not completely degraded or metabolized [1].

Insufficient metabolic breakdown and tissue deposition is a problem associated more 
commonly with older types of high-molecular weight variants of HES (450/0.7) than with 
medium-molecular weight HES preparations with a lower degree of substitution (130–
200/0.4–0.5), which are more rapidly metabolized and eliminated. Some concern has been 
raised that HES residues may also irreversibly block the reticuloendothelial system (RES), 
but no concrete evidence of severe immunosuppression has emerged to date.

Pentastarch (HES 200/0.5) might persist in human lymph nodes and muscle biopsies for 
at least 10 months after a dose of only 1 g/kg, and HES residues can be found in human skin 
macrophages up to 19 months after HES administration [1,25].

The pathophysiological basis for HES-associated pruritus is considered to be a wide-
spread tissue deposition of HES, prominently in macrophages, perineural cells, keratino-
cytes and Langerhans cells. Usually several weeks elapse between HES exposure and the 
onset of pruritus. This HES-associated pruritus is frequently severe and protracted with a 
serious negative impact on patient quality of life, including sleep disturbance, disruption of 
daily routine and mental distress, since it can persist for 12–24 months.

It is obvious that a rather large dose of HES is needed to induce pruritus. When relatively 
small volumes of HES are infused, it seems that the incidence of itching 8 weeks after sur-
gery is similar to that seen after infusion of Ringer´s solution [1]. Since there is an obvious 
dose–response relationship, the patient at risk is the one receiving repeated HES infusions 
for several days, often infused for otological and neurological reasons in order to achieve 
hemodilution, improved microvascular blood flow and enhanced organ perfusion.

The chemical improvement of starch colloids that has taken place in recent years has 
affected metabolic degradation and tissue storage. The newer 130/0.4 HES preparations 
do not accumulate in plasma, not even in case of repeated application, and tissue storage 
is reduced by approximately 75%. Therefore, it may be assumed that the more efficient 
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metabolic degradation in the body and reduced tissue deposition will influence the safety 
profile and considerably reduce the incidence of HES-induced pruritus previously seen after 
large-dose administration of older types of HES preparations.

Only a few reports on pruritus caused by HES 130/0.4 after high or repeated doses are 
available [16].

Colloid-associated interference with organ function
Renal failure has been reported following infusion of dextran 40 (10%) and HES, as well as 
gelatin [27]. There is an increased risk of renal failure developing in dehydrated patients with 
latent renal failure who receive repeated high doses of hyperoncotic colloid causing hyper-
viscosity of the urine and tubular obstruction in the kidney [27].

The patient at risk for renal failure after HES infusion is the critically ill trauma patient, 
or septic patient with severely disturbed hemodynamics and fluid imbalance [16]. For such 
high-risk patients administration of adequate amounts of crystalloid is essential to avoid the 
risk of hyperoncotic renal failure.

Effects of HES on organs are not only dose dependent and time related, but also depend-
ent on the molecular characteristics of the HES infusion fluid administered. The medium-
molecular type of HES with a lower degree of hydroxyethyl substitution, e.g., HES 130/0.4, 
seems to be much safer than high-molecular weight HES with a high degree of hydroxyethyl 
substitution.

In the perioperative period there is no evidence for HES-induced negative effects on 
renal function, not even in patients undergoing major surgical procedures. Compared 
with gelatin, volume expansion with HES during abdominal aortic aneurism surgery has 
been shown rather to improve renal function and reduce the risk of renal injury [28]. In 
patients undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery 6% HES 130/0.4 is a safe alterna-
tive colloid for priming the cardiopulmonary bypass circuit and for perioperative volume 
replacement [29].

Conclusions
All types of intravenous fluids, crystalloids as well as colloids, may induce adverse reactions 
in case of improper use or presence of patient-associated specific risk factors.

− Local adverse effects at the site of infusion can be avoided by appropriate control of 
fluid temperature and osmolarity.

− Systemic adverse responses to fluid therapy caused by too rapid infusion or excessive 
fluid administration resulting in hypervolemia, circulatory overload or, in case of 
fluid therapy with mainly crystalloids, formation of tissue edema or development of 
hyperchloremic acidosis, should be avoided by proper choice of a balanced type of fluid 
(Ringer’s rather than saline) and by adequate monitoring of the physiological responses 
to the fluid therapy.

− Adverse effects of colloids on hemostasis can mainly be avoided if the choice of colloid 
for plasma volume support is based on a proper knowledge of the specific molecular 
characteristics of each available colloid, and the way in which and at what dosage 
the colloid compromises the hemostatic competence. Use of HES (preferably HES 
in balanced electrolyte solution) or gelatin rather than dextran will prevent negative 
effects on hemostasis.
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− Colloid-associated problems due to tissue deposition resulting in adverse effects on 
organ function (renal failure, itching) seem to have reduced since newer types of 
colloids have been introduced that are more rapidly metabolized and eliminated.

− A key factor for the safe use of iv fluids is that the fluid therapy is always based on a 
proper knowledge of the specific needs of the individual patient and that the potential 
hazards associated with the infusion of the various available fluids are known so that 
safe practice can always be provided.
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Irrigating fluids

Robert G. Hahn17
A number of different sterile water solutions are employed for irrigation in connection with 
various operative procedures. Medical aspects of these are primarily of interest when used 
during endoscopy. Here, these solutions dilate the operating field and wash away debris and 
blood. A potential complication of such irrigation is absorption of the fluid by the patient, 
even to the extent that symptoms ensue. The rate and volume of fluid absorbed, as well as the 
type of fluid used, are of importance to the appearance of this iatrogenic complication.

Patients developing overt symptoms due to absorption of irrigating fluid were first 
described in connection with transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP). The compli-
cation was named “transurethral resection (TUR) syndrome” and was proved during the 
1940s to be due to uptake of more than 3 l of sterile water used for irrigation. An intense 
effort started to add various non-electrolyte solutes to the sterile water for the purpose 
of preventing fluid absorption from causing hemolysis-induced renal failure. In the mid-
1950s the hemolysis problem had disappeared but other types of adverse effects continued 
to appear. Since then, several hundred life-threatening and even fatal TUR syndromes have 
been reported [1].

The TUR syndrome might also develop in other operations, including transcervical 
resection of the endometrium (TCRE), transurethral resection of bladder tumors, cyst-
oscopy, arthroscopy, rectal tumor surgery, vesical ultrasonic lithotripsy and percutaneous 
nephrolithotripsy.

The most common irrigating fluids used today contain one or two solutes, such as glycine, 
sorbitol or mannitol, to prevent hemolysis in case of absorption. These fluids are intended 
for monopolar electrocautery, i.e., when current travels between the tip of the resectoscope 
to an electrode placed on the patient’s hip or back.

With bipolar electrocautery the current only travels cross the tip of the resectoscope, and 
electrolyte-containing solutions (most often normal saline) can then be used.

Sterile water is still often used during cystoscopy as it provides superior vision for the 
urologist.

Mechanisms
Irrigating fluid is most often absorbed directly into the vascular system during TURP and 
TCRE and implies that a vein has been severed by the electrosurgery. The event usually starts 
in the middle or at the end of the surgery, and continues until it is completed [2].
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Extravasation occurs after perforations of anatomic structures with the resectoscope. The 
perforated tissue is the prostatic capsule in TURP, the uterine wall in TCRE and the bladder 
wall during cystoscopy and transurethral resection of bladder tumors. Extravasation is the 
predominant route of absorption during renal stone surgery [3].

Smoking is the only constitutional patient factor associated with large-scale fluid absorp-
tion during TURP [4], which is probably due to anoxia-induced enlargement of the prostate 
vessels. Transurethral resection in prostate cancer is associated with the same incidence of 
fluid absorption as those with benign tissue [2].

Fluid absorption increases with the extent of the resection since the exposure to the fluid 
then becomes prolonged [2].

During TCRE, fluid absorption occurs more often when fibroids are resected [5]. Some 
extravasation via the Fallopian tubes can be expected to occur as the fluid pressure used is 
much higher than during TURP [6].

Incidence and clinical presentation
Symptoms of fluid absorption occur in between 1% and 8% of TURPs performed [1]. 
Absorption in excess of 1 l of glycine solution is associated with a statistically increased risk 
of symptoms [7]. This has been reported in between 5% and 20% of TURPs performed [2,8]. 
Extravasation is the cause in about 20% of these patients [7].

Fluid absorption seems to be slightly more common during TCRE and percutaneous 
stone surgery than during TURP [9, 10].

The incidence and severity of symptoms for increasing amounts of absorbed fluid have 
been best established for glycine solution during TURP. Olsson et al. [7] recorded an average 
of 1.3 symptoms from the circulatory and nervous systems in each TURP during which very 
little or no fluid was absorbed (0–300 ml). This figure increased to 2.3 symptoms per oper-
ation when between 1 and 2 l of glycine 1.5% was taken up, while 5.8 symptoms developed 
when the absorption exceeded 3 l. The dose-dependent increase in the number of symptoms 
has been confirmed in later prospective studies [8,11].

During surgery, the patient may experience transient prickling and burning sensations 
in the face and neck, chest pain, become restless and complain of headache. Bradycardia and 
arterial hypotension are very common signs of volume overload, which occasionally pro-
gress to pulmonary edema.

Nausea and arterial hypotension followed by vomiting and low urinary output are typical 
symptoms in the postoperative period [7,8,11]. Absorption of a few hundred milliliters is 
associated with transient cognitive dysfunction [12], while apparent confusion might occur 
after absorption of 1–2 l [13], which, with larger absorption volumes, eventually results in 
coma [14].

Abdominal pain is a common first sign of extravasation, which is further associated with 
a higher incidence of arterial hypotension and poor urinary output [15].

Mild TUR syndromes are incomplete and easily overlooked. A drop in arterial pressure 
at the end of surgery and postoperative nausea is the most common presentation. The severe 
TUR syndrome is rare and occurs perhaps in 0.1–0.5% of operations. A French review of 24 
severe TUR syndromes showed neurological (92%) and cardiovascular symptoms (54%), 
visual disturbances (42%), digestive symptoms (25%) and renal failure (21%). The mortality 
rate was 25% [16].
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The irrigating solutions
Glycine is an amino acid with a dose-dependent half-life of between 40 min and several 
hours [17]. Glycine is an inhibitory neurotransmittor in the retina and absorption some-
times causes visual disturbances or transient blindness, which always resolve within 24 h.

 Elimination occurs by direct cleavage in the liver, which is a process that yields ammo-
nia. Those who absorb glycine may develop hyperammonemic encephalopathy, which is 
associated with blood ammonia concentrations > 100 µmol/l (normal range 10–35) [18]. A 
genetic disposition seems to be involved since only 15–20% of a group of volunteers had a 
rise in blood ammonia when challenged by glycine overload [19].

Absorption of glycine solution induces osmotic diuresis, whereby 5–10% of an excess 
dose becomes excreted along with electrolytes, including sodium. This creates an absolute 
loss of sodium from the body which undoubtedly prolongs the hyponatremia that always 
results from dilution of the extracellular fluid (ECF) with electrolyte-free irrigating fluid. 
Glycine is usually marketed in a 1.5% solution, which is slightly hypo-osmotic.

Mannitol is an isomer of glucose that is marketed as a 3% or 5% solution, of which the 
latter is iso-osmotic. The elimination half-life is 100–130 min but is markedly longer in 
patients with a raised serum creatinine concentration. Mannitol cannot be metabolized and 
is excreted unchanged in the urine. The lack of reabsorption causes osmotic diuresis.

Circulatory symptoms following absorption of mannitol 3% are as common as for gly-
cine 1.5%, but neurological symptoms are rare [8].

Sorbitol is metabolized to fructose and glucose in the liver with a half-life of 30 min. 
Overload with sorbitol may be complicated by lactic acidosis [20], and intolerance to a 
metabolite, fructose, can be life-threatening. In commercial solutions sorbitol is often com-
bined with mannitol in a 5:1 or 2:1 ratio.

A comparison between glycine 1.5% and a combination of sorbitol–mannitol solutions 
did not reveal any difference in symptomatology [21].

Sterile water causes hemolysis and renal damage if absorbed into the blood. Therefore this 
irrigating solution should only be used without electrocautery, i.e., for visual inspections.

These hypo-osmotic irrigating fluids hydrate the ECF space but also add water to the 
intracellular fluid (ICF). Volume expansion of the ICF becomes more apparent with time 
when glycine and sorbitol are used as solutes as they undergo intracellular metabolism [22].

Normal saline is used for irrigation with the bipolar resection technique. Infusion of 2 l 
of normal saline in volunteers was followed by mental changes and discomfort from swell-
ing [23]. Normal saline also gives rise to hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis due to its high 
amount of chloride [24]. However, the classical symptoms of “TUR syndrome” seem to be 
absent [25].

Pathophysiology
The TUR syndrome induced by an electrolyte-free irrigating fluid has a complex pathophysi-
ology [1]. Key elements comprise a two-stage cardiovascular disturbance, hyponatremia and 
cerebral edema.

The cardiovascular response to fluid absorption consists of transient hypervolemia with 
increased central hemodynamic pressures, which level off within 15 min. This phase might 
involve chest pain, dyspnea and acute pulmonary edema on the operating table.

Hypervolemia is followed by a hypokinetic phase with low cardiac output, hypovol-
emia and low arterial pressure [26]. Disturbances of heart function include bradycardia and 
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depression of the ST segment and the T wave. The Frank–Starling mechanism of the heart is 
probably overwhelmed by the large amount of fluid, but cardiac function is also impaired by 
fluid-induced damage to the myocardium [22, 26–29]. Glycine causes more damage to the 
myocardium than other fluids [27].

Hyponatremia (< 120 mmol/l) is a feared but invariable consequence of absorption of 
electrolyte-free irrigating fluid [14]. Hyponatremia is aggravated by osmotic diuresis, which 
attracts sodium ions despite the presence of hyponatremia [22].

Hyponatremia is typically accompanied by hypo-osmolality (reduction by 10–25 mos-
mol/kg) since most irrigating fluids are hypo-osmolar. These changes promote brain edema, 
which lowers consciousness a few hours after the surgery.

Serum potassium often increases transiently by 15–25% and a moderately severe meta-
bolic acidosis develops. The risk of urosepsis is increased [8].

The kidneys ultimately swell in response to large amounts of irrigating fluid, which is 
followed by poor urinary output and ultimately by renal damage and anuria. Absorption 
of sterile water exerts a more direct toxic effect on the kidneys due to the accompanying 
hemolysis.

Death from the TUR syndrome is caused by cardiovascular collapse and shock during 
the hypokinetic hemodynamic phase, or else by cerebral herniation resulting from brain 
edema.

Comparisons between the different irrigating fluids show that mannitol solution appears 
to be better than glycine with respect to tissue damage [27] and mortality [30] (animals) and 
symptoms (volunteers [31] and patients [8]).

Normal saline does not cause brain edema, but the experience of this fluid with regard to 
other symptoms is limited. Besides abdominal discomfort and nausea [23], large amounts of 
normal saline promote the development of pulmonary edema.

Animal experiments show that replacing electrolyte-free irrigating fluids with normal 
saline reduces, but does not eliminate, tissue damage [29] and mortality [32]. In any event, 
symptoms of the TUR syndrome are a smaller issue when using normal saline as the irrig-
ant as compared with glycine 1.5% [25], which usually rates worst in comparison with other 
fluids [27,30,31].

Measuring fluid absorption
Absorption of electrolyte-free irrigating fluid can be estimated by measuring serum sodium 
at the very end of surgery. The correlation between the decrease in serum sodium from the 
preoperative value and volume of irrigant absorbed is somewhat dependent on the period of 
time during which absorption has occurred. However, a good estimate can be obtained by 
taking a decrease of 5–6 mmol/l to represent absorption of 1 l of fluid during TURP, and that 
10–12 mmol/l corresponds to absorption of twice as much volume [31,33].

The hyponatremic response to fluid absorption in females undergoing TCRE is stronger, 
and 1 l of fluid corresponds to a reduction of approximately 10 mmol/l in serum sodium. In 
both groups of patients, the drop in serum sodium is only 1/3 as large at the end of surgery 
in response to fluid that has been absorbed by extravasation [33] (Figure 17.1a).

The possibility to assess fluid absorption by serum sodium does not exist when using 
normal saline, although the addition of glucose to a concentration of 0.5% in the saline solu-
tion can serve as replacement [34].

The volumetric fluid balance is based on a calculation of the difference between the 
amount of irrigating fluid used and the volume recovered. Positive values are regarded as 
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absorption. The accuracy is moderately good, and errors up to 1 l can be made due to varia-
tions in bag-to-bag content, spillage on the floor and the addition of blood and urine to the 
irrigating fluid returns. The volumetric fluid balance is less prone to error during TCRE.

Ethanol has been added to the irrigating fluid to a concentration of 1% and the body con-
centration measured used an index of fluid absorption. Measurements of the ethanol level 
in exhaled breath can be made during surgery with relatively little effort. The sensitivity is 
superior to the other two methods (approximately 100 ml is detected) and has the benefit of 
being non-invasive (Figure 17.1b). Ethanol monitoring has been well evaluated worldwide 
and is an excellent educational tool for urologists-in-training [33]. The method might also 
be used during TCRE [9].
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Figure 17.1. Expected course of serum sodium 
(a) and blood ethanol concentration (b) (the latter 
measured in the expired breath) during and after 
TURP during which absorption of 2 l of irrigating 
fluid containing glycine 1.5% and ethanol 1% has 
occurred over 30 min depending on the route of 
absorption. (c) Nomogram correlating blood ethanol 
and serum sodium cocentrations with the volume 
of irrigant absorbed during TURP. For intravascular 
absorption, the nomogram is valid at any time dur-
ing the operation. For extravasation, the correlation 
with fluid absorption relates to the steady state etha-
nol level, which usually occurs after the surgery has 
ended. TURP, transurethral resection of the prostate.
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Measuring serum sodium has the purpose of confirming that fluid absorption is the 
cause of the symptoms. On the other hand, non-invasive methods that can be repeated peri-
operatively, like volumetric balance and the ethanol method, open up the possibility to pre-
vent large-scale fluid absorption from occurring. Once data indicate that 1 l of fluid has been 
absorbed it is suggested that the operation should be concluded earlier than planned, and 
after 2 l it becomes even more important to stop surgery. An early indication that irrigating 
fluid has been absorbed allows the optimal level of postoperative care to be chosen and also 
that earliest possible treatment can be initiated.

Prevention
Fluid absorption and blood loss is reduced, but not eliminated, by vaporizing rather than 
resecting tissue.

The irrigating fluid used during TURP might be evacuated through a suprapubic tro-
car. This allows the use of continuous irrigation at a low fluid pressure, which speeds up the 
operation but increases the use of irrigating fluid. Low-pressure irrigation limits or prevents 
fluid absorption as long as the outflow is not obstructed by debris and blood clots.

Fluid absorption varies between surgeons and depends on their skill in avoiding pros-
tatic capsule perforations and the opening up of venous sinuses.

There is a belief among urologists that dangerous fluid absorption during TURP can be 
prevented by limiting the operating time to 1 h. However, the odds for having absorption 
involve a similar likelihood over time, which accumulates to a gradually increased total risk 
[2]. Hence, massive fluid absorption might already be at hand after 20 min of surgery.

Placing the irrigating fluid bag at low height above the operating table is of little help 
because urologists tend to operate at a much lower fluid pressure than made possible by the 
bag height [35,36].

The bipolar resection technique allows the use of normal saline for irrigation, and is 
often claimed to prevent the TUR syndrome. Experience with fluid overload during bipolar 
resection is still limited. There is no reason to believe that fluid absorption will be less fre-
quent, but the TUR syndrome is likely to have a different appearance.

Treatment
The TUR syndrome requires general supportive measures if breathing and/or consciousness 
is affected. Severe hypotension should be treated promptly with colloid volume loading, 
intravenous calcium and adrenergic drugs.

Hypertonic saline should be infused when the hemodynamics is under control. The indi-
cation requires either that symptoms have developed or that the serum sodium concentra-
tion has fallen to below 120 mmol/l, which corresponds to absorption of approximately 3.5 l 
of fluid (Figure 17.1c).

Hypertonic saline combats cerebral edema and expands plasma volume, reduces cellular 
swelling and increases urinary excretion.

Both experimental [37] and clinical [14,38] studies support the usefulness of treating the 
TUR syndrome with hypertonic saline. Above all, raising the serum sodium level is most 
essential in menstruating women because they are more prone to develop brain damage 
from hyponatremia than other patients.

Rapid correction of chronic hyponatremia might induce pontine myelinolysis but this 
is not the experience with acute hyponatremia. An infusion of 250 ml of 7.5% NaCl can be 
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started slowly and another bag added later if necessary. Raising the serum sodium level by 
1 mmol/l per hour has been suggested as a safe rate [39], but hypertonic saline has not been 
reported to induce pontine myelinolysis when given faster. Treatment should stop when 
serum sodium has reached 130 mmol/l as there is a risk of over-correction.

Diuretic treatment is imperative in case pulmonary edema or renal failure develops. 
However, such drugs aggravate hypotension and hyponatremia and should therefore be 
withheld until the hemodynamic situation is under control and a drip of hypertonic saline 
is ongoing. The value of diuretics has not been evaluated in randomized clinical studies, 
but without diuretics absorbed electrolyte-free irrigating fluid in excess of 1 l is strongly 
associated with a positive fluid balance 24 h after TURP [40]. Hypertonic mannitol might be 
superior to furosemide if used early on after the surgery [41].

Massive extravasation to the periprostatic or intraperitoneal spaces can be treated with 
surgical drainage. Here, electrolytes from the ECF enter the pool of irrigating fluid more 
quickly than the pool is absorbed by the circulation [42]. Hence, surgical drainage removes 
electrolytes from the body and they need to be replaced. Special attention should be given to 
the high risk of arterial hypotension and associated oliguria [15].

Large-scale fluid absorption with normal saline is a possibility during bipolar resec-
tion. Treatment should probably be limited to general supportive measures and diuretics. 
Hypertonic saline is not indicated.
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Severe sepsis and septic shock

Palle Toft and Else Tønnesen18
Patients subjected to infections, trauma, burns or surgery are characterized by systemic 
inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) or sepsis in cases with suspected or documented 
infection. These complex syndromes are defined as the presence of at least two of the follow-
ing criteria:

Temperature < 36°C or > 38°C•	
Heart rate > 90 beats/min•	
Respiratory rate > 20 breaths/min or PaCO•	 2 < 4.3 kPa (32 mmHg)
White blood cell count > 12 000 mm•	 –3 or < 4000/mm3 or 10% immature (band) forms

Severe sepsis is defined as sepsis associated with hypoperfusion or dysfunction of at least one 
organ system, and septic shock is associated with acute circulatory failure defined as persist-
ent hypotension despite “adequate” volume resuscitation [1]. Severe sepsis and septic shock 
carry mortality rates of 30% and 40–70%, respectively.

Sepsis is a systemic disorder with a protean clinical picture and a complex pathogenesis 
characterized by the release of both pro- and anti-inflammatory elements. The organ dys-
function and organ failure occurring in the early phase of severe sepsis is believed to result 
from an excessive inflammatory response.

The critically ill patient
The development of septic complications is usually prolonged, taking days to develop into 
organ dysfunction and, in the worst cases, multi-organ dysfunction and septic shock. The 
acute phase is different from the prolonged phase with respect to the inflammatory and 
hemodynamic response.

In severe sepsis and septic shock, all organ systems are affected, although acute kidney 
injury is especially frequent. The etiology of organ dysfunction in response to critical illness 
is multifactorial and may include hypoperfusion, ischemia-reperfusion injuries, a dysfunc-
tional immune system and coagulopathies. The microcirculation is compromised by mas-
sive vasodilatation, making the clinical picture of the patient with septic shock (warm shock) 
quite different from the patient with cardiogenic or hemorrhagic shock (cold shock).

Central in the pathogenesis of sepsis is capillary leakage, i.e., transudation of fluid from 
the vascular space into extravascular tissue. The capillary leakage contributes to a generalized 
edema in the lungs, heart, gut, brain and other tissues, and it contributes to the  impairment 
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of organ function and sometimes to excessive weight gain. Capillary leakage may also make 
the patient hypovolemic.

Critically ill patients are often elderly with significant comorbidity, with the presence of 
disorders such as ischemic heart disease, diabetes, cancer and alcohol-related organ dys-
function in addition to the acute illness.

Another complicating factor that influences fluid and electrolyte therapy is acute renal 
dysfunction/failure, meaning that fluid therapy must be restricted until renal replacement 
therapy has been initiated. Ongoing intravenous treatments in the intensive care unit com-
prise nutrition, sedatives, analgesics, vasoactive drugs and insulin infusion – all contributing 
to a considerable fluid administration, which must be included in the calculation of intra-
operative fluid management.

The principles of perioperative fluid therapy have traditionally been based on the 
assumption that preoperative deficit, maintenance, third-space losses and blood loss require 
replacement by crystalloids or colloids. However, the principles of fluid therapy used for 
patients undergoing elective surgery are not applicable in critically ill patients.

Anesthesia for septic patients
Surgery performed on critically ill septic patients is often acute, and fluid therapy is funda-
mentally different from fluid treatment in relation to elective surgery [2]. Perioperative fluid 
therapy in patients with severe sepsis and septic shock must follow the principles applied for 
critically ill patients in general.

Deep general anesthesia should also be avoided in patients with severe sepsis or septic 
shock. Patients are often more or less sedated to tolerate ventilator therapy, and even with-
out sedation, they may not be fully awake due to septic encephalopathy. Even a smaller 
amount of anesthetic agents may have a detrimental effect on their hemodynamic stabil-
ity. Postoperative patient-controlled analgesia may be an approach in some septic patients. 
Reducing the amount of postoperative sedation improves fluid balance, increases diuresis 
and improves renal function [4].

Early vs. late septic shock
The fluid therapy used in septic patients undergoing surgery depends on where in the course 
of the septic disease the patient is. Moreover, fluid management in the early course of sepsis 
or septic shock should be modified if organ failure has already developed.

As described by Cuthbertson nearly 60 years ago, the inflammatory response in the 
very early ebb-phase is characterized by low cardiac output, reduced tissue perfusion and 
profound peripheral vasoconstriction. According to Cuthbertson, this phase is followed 
by a flow phase characterized by increased cardiac output and normalization of tissue 
perfusion.

Early fluid resuscitation
During the initial phase of sepsis or inflammation, adequate volume replacement is a corner-
stone in management as restoration of flow is a key component in avoiding tissue ischemia 
or reperfusion injury. In 2001, Rivers et al. [5] performed a randomised study and described 
the beneficial effect of early, aggressive, goal-directed therapy (EGDT) in the acute treatment 
of severe sepsis and septic shock.
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The Principles of EGDT
Within the first 6 h after admission to hospital, patients with severe sepsis or septic •	
shock were hemodynamically optimized. All the patients were intubated, mechanically 
ventilated and had a central venous line and arterial catheter.
When the central venous pressure (CVP) was < 8 mmHg, crystalloids and colloids were •	
infused to achieve CVP between 8 and 12 mmHg (The “Surviving Sepsis Campaign” 
recommends an even higher target CVP of 12–15 mmHg).
If the mean arterial pressure (MAP) was > 65 mmHg, fluid resuscitation alone would be •	
enough while patients with MAP < 65 mmHg were also treated with vasoactive agents 
to obtain MAP > 65 mmHg.
The central venous oxygen saturation (ScvO•	 2) was monitored. If ScvO2 was < 70%, 
a blood transfusion was initiated until a hematocrit > 30% was achieved. In case the 
ScvO2 was below 70%, inotropic agents were given.

A clinically important finding was that the beneficial effect of EGDT was not related to 
the total amount of fluid given. It was the speed with which the septic patients were fluid 
resuscitated that made the difference. The importance of rapid and early fluid resuscitation 
has also been confirmed in pediatric septic shock cases. Hence, early fluid optimization, 
before organ failure is manifested, is of major importance.

The goal-directed approach to stabilization of the hemodynamics resulted in a mortality 
of only 30.5% in the intervention group compared with 46% in the control group receiving 
“standard therapy.” The EGDT also resulted in a lower serum lactate concentration, a smaller 
base deficit, higher pH and a significantly lower APACHE II score.

Rivers’ study has been the subject of much discussion, but there is no doubt that imple-
mentation of the principles of EGDT have improved and optimized the acute treatment of 
patients with severe sepsis and septic shock. Later work has confirmed the beneficial effects 
[6] (Figure 18.1).

Fluid resuscitation of a patient with severe sepsis and septic shock must start as early as 
possible. The tissue perfusion will suffer for every minute or hour that the resuscitation is 
delayed, and cellular dysfunction and cell death will develop. It is unclear when the tran-
sition from reversible to irreversible cell dysfunction occurs, but it might be different in 
various tissues.

Other studies of EGDT
In 2002, Kern & Shoemaker reviewed 21 randomized clinical trials that described hemo-
dynamic optimization in acutely ill patients [7]. They included different types of high-risk 
patients: those undergoing elective surgery and trauma and septic patients. Early opti-
mization was defined as that occurring 8–12 h postoperatively or before organ failure, and 
late was defined as later than 12 h after surgery, 24 h after injury or after organ failure had 
developed.

There was a significantly lower mortality in those cases where early optimization was 
completed before organ failure occurred.

Survival did not improve significantly in six of the studies where optimization was insti-
tuted after organ failure was manifested. A confidential inquiry was made concerning the 
quality of care before admission to intensive care in the group of patients where care was 
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assessed as suboptimal. This inquiry showed that circulatory support and monitoring most 
often were suboptimal.

Results from animal studies show that, in early septic shock, autoregulation of the micro-
circulatory blood flow is largely intact [8]. Videomicroscopy of the sublingual microcircu-
lation of humans has shown that increased microcirculatory flow during resuscitation is 
associated with reduced organ failure without substantial differences in global hemodynam-
ics [9].

While aggressive fluid resuscitation is beneficial early in the course of sepsis, it is of minor 
importance when organ dysfunction has occurred. It has been demonstrated that early fluid 
resuscitation in septic patients reduces the secretion of pro- and anti- inflammatory cytokines 
and the amount of apophtotic biomarker [10].

Later course of sepsis
The EGDT principles focus on the initial fluid resuscitation within the first six hours. Severe 
sepsis and septic shock are, however, characterized by venous dilation and ongoing capil-
lary leakage. Therefore, most patients require continuous aggressive fluid resuscitation dur-
ing the first 24 h of management. In most septic patients, early resuscitation transforms a 
hypovolemic and hypodynamic circulation into a hyperdynamic, low-resistance circulation 
where oxygen delivery/transport is normal or high, at least in the macrocirculation.

In the course of sepsis, unnecessary fluid might aggravate edema due to capillary leakage 
and not enhance perfusion. A continuous positive fluid balance lasting for days is a signifi-
cant predictor of mortality [11]. However, it is possible that a positive fluid balance is only a 
marker of the severity of illness.

Yes

Fluid Therapy in Septic Shock

Titrale iv fluids
20 ml/kg/30 min crystalloids
Maybe faster (or equivalent colloids)

MAP ≥ 65

Noradrenaline
+ dopamine

No

Consider
reducing Na
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Stop dopamine

Yes No

Yes Lactate↑
–BE↑

Lactate↓
–BE↓

Cl↑
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No

Titrate
Dobutrex

CVP, MAP
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–BE, lactate
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Figure 18.1. Fluid therapy in septic shock. BE, base excess; CI, cardiac index; CVP, central venous pressure; MAP, 
mean arterial pressure; NA, noradrenaline; ScVO2, central venous oxygen saturation; SVRI, systemic vascular resist-
ance index.
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In “fluids and catheter treatment trial,” 1000 patients with acute lung injury or acute 
respiratory distress syndrome were randomized to a conservative fluid administration 
strategy compared with a more liberal strategy [12]. The trial lasted for 7 days, and the lib-
eral group was brought into a positive fluid balance of 1 l/day. In the conservative group, 
the fluid balance was nearly 0. The conservative strategy improved oxygenation, increased 
the number of ventilator-free days and reduced the length of stay in the intensive care 
unit (ICU). Patients were relatively young (approximately 50 years old), and those with 
overt renal failure were excluded from the trial. However, fluid therapy in this trial was 
started on average 43 h after admission to the ICU and 24 h after the establishment of 
acute lung injury. These patients were, in other words, already optimized with early fluid 
administration.

This study underlines that what is beneficial in the early course of sepsis might not be 
beneficial later. In the later course of the disease, between 2 and 7 days, a more restricted fluid 
management strategy should be instituted. Thus, it is prudent to treat patients with severe 
sepsis or septic shock with EGDT during the first 6–24 h only.

Crystalloids vs. colloids
Overall, there is no evidence to support using one type of fluid over another. The “Surviving 
Sepsis Campaign” recommends administering either crystalloids or colloids as the initial 
fluid [13]. Subgroup analysis of meta-analyses has demonstrated that crystalloid resuscita-
tion was associated with a lower mortality in trauma patients. In contrast, colloid resuscita-
tion in some subgroup analysis has been associated with a better outcome in septic patients 
[14]. The same tendency was observed in a large prospective randomized trial, the SAFE 
study [15].

Fluid resuscitation with colloids results in a greater and faster increase in cardiac filling 
and cardiac output than crystalloid resuscitation in septic hypovolemia. Colloids remain in 
circulation for a longer time than the crystalloids, and crystalloids require that more fluid is 
used in a patient to attain the same goals, whereby more edema might develop [16]. As an 
initial resuscitation in septic patients, colloids as well as crystalloids can be used. In clinical 
practice, crystalloids and colloids are often used simultaneously.

Blood transfusions
Anemia is a common problem in critically ill patients. Harmful effects of anemia include 
increased risk of cardiac-related morbidity and mortality as well as a general decrease in 
oxygen-carrying capacity [17].

The consequences of anemia may be deleterious in this population because critical ill-
ness is often associated with increased metabolic demands. A surgical procedure will accen-
tuate metabolic demands and intraoperative blood loss reduces oxygen delivery. Therefore, 
an optimal hemoglobin level must be maintained. However, the criteria for an optimal 
hemoglobin level in critical illness are not clearly defined. A Canadian study indicated that 
a liberal use of transfusions (10–12 g/dl) may result in increased hospital mortality rates 
compared with a more restrictive transfusion regime (7–9 g/dl) [18]. A later observational 
multicenter study confirmed that there is an association between transfusions and dimin-
ished organ function as well as between transfusions and mortality [19].

The use of blood transfusions for the treatment of anemia in critically ill patients war-
rants further evaluation. There seems to be a very delicate balance between the harmful 
effects of anemia on organ function and the harmful effects of transfusion.
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Fluid responsiveness in septic shock
It is important that the critically ill patient is hemodynamically stable and  normovolemic 
before being transported from the ICU or emergency room to the operation theatre. 
This is not always possible in, for example, patients with ongoing and uncontrolled 
bleeding.

Patients with severe sepsis or septic shock are often resuscitated with fluid challenges. 
In this process, a large amount of fluid is administered under close monitoring to evaluate 
the hemodynamic response. The “Surviving Sepsis Campaign” recommends an initial fluid 
challenge of 20 ml/kg of crystalloids or an equivalent amount of colloids administered over 
30 min. If the patient is in severe shock, a more rapid infusion might be necessary. Repeated 
fluid challenges are performed as long as the patient improves hemodynamically. Clinical 
signs of hemodynamic improvement might be increasing arterial pressure, decreasing heart 
rate, increasing urine output or improvement in capillary refill time.

Adequate fluid resuscitation cannot, however, be based only on normalization of vital 
signs. Traditionally, physicians have used static hemodynamic values such as CVP or the 
pulmonary artery occlusion pressure (PAOP) to evaluate whether the patient would bene-
fit from further fluid challenge. There is increasing evidence that estimates of intravascular 
volume based on CVP or PAOP do not reliably predict the patient’s response to a fluid chal-
lenge [11,20].

In addition to the Swan–Ganz (SG) catheter, cardiac output can be measured by pulse 
contour analysis. This method also estimates the global end-diastolic volume and intra-
 thoracic blood volume. These new static preload parameters correlate better with cardiac 
index than the traditionally measured CVP. However, static preload measurements are 
inaccurate and must be supplemented with more dynamic measures.

Functional hemodynamic parameters, such as systolic pressure variation (SPV) and 
pulse pressure variation (PPV), are more sensitive indices of fluid responsiveness. SPV and 
PPV can be used only in sedated, mechanically ventilated patients with rather large tidal 
volumes. With more invasive monitoring, cardiac output can be measured and used as an 
adjunct when evaluating the response to a fluid challenge. Cardiac output measurement may 
also help to identify the minority of patients who have a low cardiac output despite adequate 
fluid resuscitation.

After fluid resuscitation, septic shock is often hyperdynamic with high cardiac output, low 
systemic vascular resistance (SVR) and reduced MAP. This hyperdynamic state is, however, 
often confined to the large vessels, whereas the regional microcirculation is compromised.

As there is no perfect hemodynamic parameter, the patient’s response to fluid adminis-
tration must be evaluated together with other parameters, such as the ScvO2. A multimodal 
monitoring approach has to be instituted. The goal of fluid resuscitation in the study by 
Rivers et al. [5] was a ScvO2 greater than 70%. If a SG catheter was used, a mixed venous 
oxygen saturation (SvO2) greater than 65% could be the goal.

SvO2 has been considered to be the gold standard to monitor whole-body perfusion. 
This might be true in hemorrhagic shock, but in septic shock the SvO2 is often normal 
or even supernormal owing to reduced oxygen extraction at the microvascular level. In 
contrast, serum lactate is a useful measure of anaerobic metabolism, and base excess is 
often negative if the organs are not adequately perfused [21]. Monitoring serum lactate 
as well as the base excess improves the overall evaluation of the patient’s response to fluid 
challenge.
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Treatment with vasopressors and inotropic agents
The “Surviving Sepsis Campaign” recommends that noradrenaline or dopamine are used as 
the initial vasopressor agents [13]. There has been some concern that dopamine is associ-
ated with increased mortality. However, a new, large multicenter study was not able to show 
any significant difference in mortality in septic patients treated with noradrenaline com-
pared with dopamine, although those treated with dopamine had more arrhythmic events 
[22]. There has also been some concern that the use of noradrenaline in patients who are 
inadequately fluid resuscitated would increase blood pressure due to vasoconstriction, and 
thereby reduce the blood flow to the organs.

It might be necessary to use noradrenaline to restore MAP during the early course of sep-
tic shock, before the patient is adequately fluid resuscitated. Animal studies have shown that 
noradrenaline-masked hypovolemia is associated not only with renal failure but also with 
cardiomyocyte necrosis [23]. To avoid this complication, the “Surviving Sepsis Campaign” 
recommends the combined use of noradrenaline and dopamine while the patient is not 
adequately monitored. In this way noradrenaline increases MAP and dopamine ensures car-
diac output.

When the patient is monitored with a SG catheter or pulse contour analysis, cardiac out-
put can be measured and SVR calculated. When this monitoring is instituted, the vasocon-
strictor noradrenalin should be used to increase MAP guided by SVR, whereas dobutamine 
can be used to increase cardiac output, if necessary. When adequately fluid-resuscitated, the 
septic patient most often has hyperdynamic shock with high cardiac output and low SVR. 
Only in a minority of fluid-resuscitated septic patients is it necessary to administer dob-
utamine to increase cardiac output. In the study by Rivers et al. 15.4% of the patients who 
received EGDT were treated with dobutamine [5].

Epinephrine is not used very often in septic patients as it can impair the splanchnic cir-
culation in septic shock. Compared with noradrenaline there was no difference in mortality, 
but epinephrine was associated with more adverse effects [24].

Key messages
Surgery performed on critically ill septic patients is often acute, and fluid therapy is funda-
mentally different from fluid treatment in relation to elective surgery.

Perioperative fluid therapy in patients with severe sepsis and septic shock must follow 
the principles applied for critically ill patients in general.

In septic patients, the institution of fluid therapy at an early stage is of vital importance 
to the outcome.

Early resuscitation might transform a hypovolemic and hypodynamic circulation into 
a hyperdynamic, low-resistance circulation where oxygen delivery/transport is normal or 
high.

The “Surviving Sepsis Campaign” recommends the combined use of noradrenaline and 
dopamine while the patient is not adequately monitored.

When full monitoring is instituted, noradrenaline can be used to increase MAP guided 
by SVR whereas dobutamine can be used to increase cardiac output, if necessary.

If the patient is anesthetized, the anesthetic agents will nearly always induce some vaso-
dilatation, and it might be necessary to increase an ongoing noradrenaline infusion during 
the anesthesia, but the anesthetist should always be aware of the danger of noradrenaline-
masked hypovolemia.
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Hypovolemic shock

Niels H. Secher and Johannes J. van Lieshout19
Second only to control of ventilation, intravenous volume administration is the cornerstone 
physiological treatment modality for anesthesia and intensive care medicine. Providing 
fluid to patients supports their blood volume but, as revealed 65 years ago by Barcroft et al. 
[1] and Gordh [2], in regard to anesthesia, cardiovascular integrity depends on the central 
(CBV) rather than on the total blood volume.

Hypovolemic shock is characterized by a critically reduced CBV, as illustrated when CBV 
is restrained by actual or simulated gravitational pooling of blood during head-up tilt (HUT) 
and lower body negative pressure (LBNP), respectively, or by limiting venous return by pres-
sure breathing. Such interventions evaluate the influence of CBV on various physiological 
variables but they are also relevant to surgery. For example, surgery on the shoulder is car-
ried out with the patient sitting up and during upper laparoscopic procedures, the anesthe-
tized patient is tilted at the same time as the caval vein is compressed by inflation of CO2 and 
venous return further limited by positive pressure ventilation. Notably, pressure breathing is 
a lung recruitment manoeuver following thoracic surgery.

For surgical patients volume treatment corrects a preoperative volume deficit and atten-
uates negative influences on CBV caused by, e.g., hemorrhage, positioning of the patient, 
anesthesia and ventilation [3,4]. Volume treatment is most often planned according to an 
albeit somewhat arbitrary fixed volume regime [5] and to compensate for an eventual blood 
loss. The treatment is further adjusted by recordings of heart rate and arterial pressure, as 
introduced for surgery by Cushing in 1903 [6].

Heart rate and arterial pressure
Interpretation of the heart rate (HR) and arterial pressure responses to a reduced CBV is 
complex. Cardiovascular variables are regulated and affected by influences other than CBV, 
including surgical stress and anesthesia [7]. It is unlikely that accurate volume treatment can 
be based on HR and blood pressure alone, and the most accurate recording of fluid balance 
is probably obtained by physical rather than by physiological variables. For example, thor-
acic electrical impedance changes in close relation to hemorrhage, and subsequent adminis-
tration of the withdrawn amount of blood [8] and thoracic electrical impedance is similarly 
accurate for monitoring fluid balance during and after cardiac surgery [9].

To identify hypovolemic shock and to specify volume treatment to patients in shock, as 
well as to surgical patients in general, we address the cardiovascular responses to a reduced 
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CBV followed by a definition of normovolemia as reference for volume treatment. Finally, 
considerations on the fluid administered to restore the blood volume are mentioned. For 
an historical account of hypovolemic shock the texts by Beecher [10] and Wiggers [11] or a 
more recent summary [12] should be consulted.

Pre-shock
The cardiovascular response to a reduced CBV is illustrated during tilt table experiments 
(Figure 19.1). In response to a progressively reduced CBV, cardiovascular variables vary with 
activation of the autonomic nervous system and, accordingly, are divided into three stages 
among which regulation follows the textbook description only in the first stage [13].

With a moderate reduction of the CBV (< 30%), mean arterial pressure (MAP) is main-
tained by total peripheral resistance compensating for an approximate 20% reduction in car-
diac output (CO) [1]. As demonstrated during gravitational stress, MAP is stable at the level 
of the carotid baroreceptors and reduced distension of the carotid sinus elicits sympathetic 
excitation. In support, and as an extreme example, the approximately two fold elevated blood 
pressure of the giraffe [14] is related to the height of the animal making its cerebral perfusion 
pressure similar to that of humans.

In addition, volume and/or pressure receptors within the central circulation that trans-
mit through myelinated nerve fibres respond to a reduced CBV and initiate sympathetic 
activation. Enhanced sympathetic activity results not only in a relatively stable MAP but also 
in an elevated HR [15], albeit the increase is modest with values typically being lower than 
100 bpm (Figure 19.1). Values above 100 bpm can occasionally be seen (Figure 19.2) and 
yet the HR response to (central) hypovolemia depends on age and does not always reach a 
statistical significant level [16].
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Figure 19.1. Circulatory 
dynamics in seven subjects at 
rest and during passive head-up 
tilt until the onset of (pre)synco-
pal symptoms, and return to the 
horizontal position. Values are 
mean and SE * Different from 
rest. (Reproduced from Sander-
Jensen et al., 1986 [18], with 
permission from the American 
Physiological Society.)
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Stage II of hypovolemic shock
For volume treatment it is important to recognize that the second stage of hypovolemic shock 
represents a reversal of the autonomic response (Figure 19.1). While sympathetic activa-
tion dominates the first stage, parasympathetic activity is prevalent during the second stage, 
which is entered when CBV is reduced by 30% [17].

Only sympathetic activity to the adrenal gland is maintained, as identified by a progres-
sive increase in plasma adrenaline [18]. In contrast, plasma noradrenaline reaches a plateau 
or decreases when central hypovolemia progresses to provoke cerebral hypoperfusion with 
loss of consciousness. Reduced sympathetic activity, as indicated by plasma noradrenaline, 
explains the fall in total peripheral resistance that lowers MAP, and the rise in plasma adren-
aline is not important in regard to loss of vascular tone [19]. During central hypovolemia, 
elevated peripheral resistance is replaced by a decrease since muscle sympathetic activity is 
eliminated [20].

Bradycardia
With the decrease in HR provoked by a significant reduction in CBV, there is usually a con-
comitant decrease in HR in consequence of parasympathetic activity as identified by an 
elevated plasma pancreatic polypeptide level [18,21] and confirmed by blocking the brady-
cardic response by glycopyrron [15]. The bradycardia developed during central hypovolemia 
may be so profound that no ECG is detected on a monitor and, accordingly, hypovolemia 
should be suspected whenever “cardiac arrest” manifests in trauma patients, as in patients 
within the perioperative period. Conversely, initiation of cardiac resuscitation, including 
external cardiac compression by applying pressure to the chest besides positive pressure 
ventilation, to patients in hypovolemic shock further reduces their CBV and could provoke 
an irreversible stage of shock.

Immediate restoration of CBV leads to recovery of both cardiovascular and ventilatory 
functions, within seconds, as exemplified in the cardiovascular laboratory by the termination 
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of HUT (Figure. 19.1), LBNP or pressure breathing, and indeed by providing ample volume 
to the patient in shock [21](Figure 19.2). For surgical patients, therefore, cardiac resuscita-
tion procedures are counterproductive until it is verified that rapid infusion of at least one 
liter is proven without an effect. If it is not possible to administer such a volume immediately 
when the patient becomes ill, CBV can, at least partly, be restored by elevating the legs and/
or placing the patient head-down (Trendenenburg’s position) and only after such measures 
are found futile; a failing circulation should be considered of cardiac origin and appropriate 
resuscitation initiated.

Accordingly, it remains questionable why the bradycardic response to hemorrhage is not 
included in textbook descriptions (see, for example, Mair [22]), but the texts seem in gen-
eral to be based on observations derived from acute animal experiments rather than from 
observations in chronically instrumented conscious animals [7] or in awake humans [23]. 
Also it may be that vagal activity in response to a reduced CBV is not considered theologic-
ally rational, although there is evidence for a beneficial effect of vagal activity during hem-
orrhage. It has been demonstrated that vagal activity promotes hemostasis to an extent that 
it limits blood loss and, conversely, that administration of atropine to block vagal activity 
maintains bleeding and can, eventually, be fatal [24]! Accordingly, the second stage of hypo-
volemic shock may be seen as an attempt by the body to stop bleeding by lowering blood 
pressure, at the same time as coagulation competence is enhanced by combined increase in 
both vagal activity and plasma adrenaline.

Yet it is has to be accepted, obviously, that not all patients in hypovolemic shock present 
with a low HR. The bradycardic response to a significantly reduced CBV carries the pre-
requisite that vagal activity is intact and that may not be the case for all patients, as exempli-
fied by those suffering from atrial fibrillation or autonomic dysfunction, e.g., in consequence 
of diabetes mellitus. Of more general relevance to the patient in hypovolemic shock is the 
observation that vagal tone to the heart is overruled by pain-related sympathetic activity 
[25], and many trauma patients are in pain due to crushed tissue and similarly, e.g., ileus is 
associated with pain and an elevated HR during hemorrhage [26].

Pale skin and sympathetic activity
Besides the bradycardic response to stage II hypovolemic shock, it is also a characteristic 
for the manifestations associated with significant hemorrhage that the skin is pale, as can be 
observed during a vasovagal syncope, a condition that shares most (if not all) of the patho-
physiology of stage II of hypovolemic shock. Perhaps the pale skin has inspired the notion 
that total peripheral resistance is elevated in response to enhanced baroreceptor activity as 
the arterial pressure becomes low although it, as mentioned, decreases in reflection of ceased 
sympathetic activity.

Ceased sympathetic activity reflects that baroreceptor control of blood pressure and HR 
is eliminated at this stage of shock [27]. Rather than being caused by sympathetic activity, 
during (central) hypovolemia, pale skin is a result of a marked (about 25-fold) increase in 
the plasma vasopressin level [28], while a similar reduction in cutaneous blood flow by the 
increase in plasma angiotensin II is irrelevant to the colour of the patient [29]. The marked 
increase in plasma vasopressin, together with lowering of the plasma atrial natiuretic peptide 
(ANP) level, also explains the prolonged low urine production following hypovolemic shock 
and, conversely, conforms to maintained CO during surgery promoting diuresis. Similarly, 
cardiac afferent nerves provoke vomiting and inhibit gastric mobility [30], which explains 
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why maintained stroke volume of the heart (SV) during surgery reduces postoperative nau-
sea and vomiting (PONV) [31].

The Bezold–Jarish reflex
Collectively, the appearance of bradycardia, low vascular resistance, increase in plasma vaso-
pressin, etc., during hemorrhage conforms to a critically reduced CBV being characterized 
by responses that are similar to those described in the pharmacologic literature as a Bezold–
Jarish reflex, but it remains somewhat controversial why the reflex is elicited. Öberg & White 
[32] demonstrated in 1970 that the Bezold–Jarish-like reflex in response to hemorrhage 
appears by activation of unmyelinated nerve fibres from the left ventricle, and suggested that 
it is provoked when the heart is emptied of blood. The second stage of hypovolemic shock is 
associated with only a 10%–25% reduction in the diastolic filling of the heart [33] and yet, it 
remains possible that the most densely innervated apical part of the left ventricle is emptied 
by a significant reduction in CBV.

A concomitant reduction in HR and blood pressure can, however, also be provoked by 
hemorrhage following cardiac denervation [34]. Therefore, the specific trigger for the reflex 
in response to hemorrhage remains in some doubt, or it might vary depending on circum-
stances. The common and clinically relevant finding is however that the reflex originates 
from the central circulation.

Stage III of hypovolemic shock
Although stage II of hypovolemic shock may be fatal, there is also a third stage. If the reduc-
tion in HR in response to a low CBV is not a terminal event, HR increases again, typically 
to 120–130 bpm (Figure 19.2) [35], conforming to the tachycardia most textbooks hold as 
a key feature of hypovolemic shock [22]. As demonstrated in animals, sympathetic activ-
ity is resumed during severe hemorrhage as indicated by the plasma catecholamine level 
[26]. Maybe cerebral ischemia, in consequence of prolonged hypotension and a low CO, is 
important for reactivation of sympathetic activity, and a critically reduced cerebral perfu-
sion could perhaps indicate that the third stage may represent a transition to an irreversible 
stage of shock [12]. However, in contrast to the common description indicating an increase 
in total peripheral resistance during severe hemorrhage, total peripheral resistance in fact 
decreases or does not change [26].

Central vascular pressures during hypovolemic shock
Cardiovascular monitoring of critically ill patients is supplemented by recording of central 
vascular pressures. In experimental studies, central venous pressure decreases (Figure 19.1) 
together with mean pulmonary artery and wedge pressures with increasing levels of HUT 
or LBNP [17,18].

Yet, for clinical evaluation of the circulation during progressive hypovolemia, it is a prob-
lem that the reduction in central vascular pressures relates to the intervention rather than 
to the subject’s well-being. Central vascular pressures are similar when the level of HUT 
or LBNP is established as when the subject faints. During sustained HUT or LBNP, the 
reduction in CBV progresses with accumulation of fluid in the legs [36] and, consequently, 
CO also decreases although there is a tendency for the pulmonary artery wedge pressure to 
increase [37].
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Stable “filling pressures” of the heart do not secure that CO is sufficient to maintain cere-
bral blood flow and oxygenation, and there are no clinical data to support volume treatment 
based on central vascular pressure [38]. In fact, for patients CO is not related to the filling 
pressures of the heart, although there exists a relationship between CO and the diastolic fill-
ing of the heart [39].

Normovolemia
It is agreed that patients need volume supplementation during anesthesia and intensive care 
medicine, but the strategy remains debated both in regard to the amount that should be pro-
vided and to the preferred solutions. What seems established is that for surgery not associated 
with a significant blood loss, patients should be administered 1 l of crystalloid [5]. Otherwise, 
it can be stated only that it, intuitively, is difficult to defend a volume treatment regime that 
keeps the patient hypovolemic or one that provides the patient with a volume overload and 
yet, there is no agreement in regard to the volume load that defines “normovolemia.”

With the importance of a limited CBV for circulatory shock, a definition of normovol-
emia may be derived from individualized goal-directed volume therapy, not only to the 
patient in shock but also to patients throughout the perioperative period, and to patients in 
general. It appears important that monitoring of the circulation allows for intervention well 
before cerebral blood flow and oxygenation become affected, and evidence is provided for a 
volume administration strategy that is accurate within 100 and 200 ml.

Cerebral blood flow and oxygenation become affected with a blood loss corresponding 
to 30% of the (central) blood volume [40] or a blood loss of 1.0–1.5 l. The proposed volume 
administration strategy thereby allows volume administration within approximately one 
tenth of the volume loss that is significant for brain function.

CBV is important for filling the heart. The impact of a reduced CBV for SV, CO and 
thus central and mixed (from the pulmonary artery) venous oxygen saturation (SvO2) offers 
monitoring modalities for evaluating the functional consequence of a reduced CBV.

Tilt table experiments
The influence of CBV on flow-related variables is readily illustrated during tilt table experi-
ments. As mentioned, SV, CO and thus SvO2 decrease during HUT, while maximal values 
are obtained during supine rest. Furthermore, with the increase in central pressures and 
also filling of the heart during head-down tilt, there is no further increase in SV, CO or SvO2 
[37,41] and SV decreases only during extreme (90°) head-down tilt [42].

Similarly, healthy non-fastening healthy supine subjects are not volume responsive with 
regard to SV [43] and together these observations indicate that for supine humans, maximal 
flow-related variables define normovolemia.

The surgical patient
In contrast to supine healthy subjects, the preoperative patient [3,4] and many patients 
under intensive care are volume responsive. To supplement volume is important since any 
limitation to CO has consequences for all vascular beds, independent of an eventually large 
metabolic demand as exemplified by muscle blood flow during exercise [44], and cerebral 
blood flow and oxygenation become affected already with the moderate reduction of CO 
that is associated with standing up [40]. Even more so skin, muscle and notably splanchnic 
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and renal blood flow decrease in response to the elevated sympathetic activity provoked by 
a limited CBV and thereby CO. Conversely, a volume strategy that secures CO preserves not 
only splanchnic and renal flows of relevance for surgical healing and diuresis, respectively, 
but also for cerebral oxygenation, which is widely independent of MAP (Figure 19.3) [45].

Thus, it seems evident that the primary focus of volume therapy is to prevent episodes of 
hypovolemia, and on line monitoring of flow-related variables makes that a possible conse-
quence of postoperative complications [31].

For individual patients, maintenance of cerebral oxygenation may require a MAP of  
90 mmHg, probably because of arteriosclerosis in the vessels that serve the cerebral circula-
tion. Monitoring of cerebral blood flow and/or oxygenation is advocated for older and vas-
cular surgical patients, also considering that cerebral autoregulation might be compromised 
by the inhalation agents used for general anesthesia (Figure 19.3).

Evaluation of cerebral oxygenation is relevant especially to cardiac surgery during which 
the heart–lung machine determines CO. Maintaining cerebral oxygenation, e.g., by increasing 
the pump speed of the machine, reduces postoperative complications and secures the men-
tal well-being of the patient [46]. Similarly, maintained cerebral oxygenation is important for 
reducing complications following other types of surgery, and maintained cerebral oxygenation 
may be taken as an index for whether handling of the circulation has been adequate [47].

Titration to establish normovolemia
A problem with directing volume treatment by flow-related variables is their individual vari-
ability. For example, the trained athlete has a low resting HR and a compensating large SV 
that makes it difficult to evaluate whether a given filling of the heart is sufficient to secure a 
maximal SV.

For CO and SvO2 the inter-individual variation is smaller, but there remain significant dif-
ferences among subjects/patients, and only some of the variation can be explained. Notably, 
there are inter-individual differences in CO according to beta-adrenergic polymorphism 
with the “Gly-Gly” carrying an approximate one liter per minute larger CO than the “Arg-
Arg” phenotype [48]. In other words, there is a genetic background for why accurate volume 
administration based on flow-related variables should be individualized [31]. More import-
antly, however, is the fact that CO (and thereby SvO2) varies depending on circumstances 
including type of anesthesia, temperature and notably disease.

Choice of volume treatment
Volume treatment is usually with a crystalloid, eventually supplemented by a (typically syn-
thetic) colloid, considering that administration of blood is an independent risk factor for 
the surgical patient. Accordingly, initial volume treatment is associated with hemodilution 
that itself increases CO because of the inverse relationship between CO and hematocrit [49]. 
Volume treatment, thereby, becomes a self-promoting strategy that leaves little indication 
for when it should be terminated. To circumvent that limitation to flow-directed volume 
therapy, a common algorithm requires that SV be increased by 10% in response to a 200 ml 
bolus of colloid to justify further administration of volume [31].

An alternative approach to individualized goal-directed fluid therapy is to take advan-
tage of the observation that SvO2 rather than CO is the regulated variable [50]. Thus variation 
in SvO2 is independent of the fluid used for volume administration (a crystalloid, a colloid 
or blood products) (Figure 19.4).
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Clinical outcome
For patients in hypovolemic shock the chosen transfusion strategy may be decisive. An 
attempt may be made to stop bleeding by administration of a pro-hemostatic agent [51], but 
the chosen fluid is also important. Synthetic colloid suspensions possess a high intravascu-
lar volume expansion effect, but also attenuate coagulation competence and that may lead 
to uncontrollable hemorrhage [52]. Alternatively, crystalloids enhance, when administered 
in a moderate amount, coagulation competence and are recommended for trauma patients. 
It remains that patients exposed to a massive blood loss require administration of plasma 
and platelets in addition to red blood cells in order to maintain coagulation competence 
and, if such balanced administration of blood products is established, survival of the trauma 
patient is enhanced.
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Uncontrolled hemorrhage

Richard P. Dutton20
Fluid therapy in the face of ongoing hemorrhage is a challenging clinical situation, because 
the strategy and tactics of resuscitation can strongly influence the patient’s outcome. While 
anatomic control of open blood vessels is critical (i.e., the surgeon’s part of the job), the 
choice of resuscitation fluid and the rate and timing of administration can mean the diffe-
rence between uneventful recovery and death from the “lethal triad” of acidosis, hypother-
mia and coagulopathy. Improved understanding of the pathophysiology of uncontrolled 
hemorrhage has led to significant changes in resuscitation in the past two decades. This 
chapter will review those developments and present the author’s recommendations for clin-
ical management.

The pathophysiology of uncontrolled hemorrhage
Cardiac output, and thus organ perfusion, is a function of the quantity of intravascular fluid 
and the size (capacity) of the intravascular fluid compartment. This relationship is shown in 
Figure 20.1.

Hemorrhage causes an immediate reduction in circulating blood volume. While the 
majority of fluid in the body is extravascular, only a limited quantity is available for recruit-
ment into the blood stream. In the unanesthetized trauma patient, in whom bleeding occurs 
prior to medical intervention, reduced blood volume leads to collapse of small vessels and 
arteriolar closure of less essential vascular beds. Cardiac contractility would be reduced in 
accordance with the Frank–Starling relationship, although this effect is initially offset by 
increased sympathetic stimulation leading to elevated heart rate and increased inotropic 
state.

The body acts to preserve blood flow to essential organs: the heart and the brain. 
Peripheral vasoconstriction and increased sympathetic tone lead to the signs and symptoms 
of hemorrhagic shock: pallor, diaphoresis, agitation, oliguria, tachycardia and narrowed 
pulse pressure. In young healthy adults, core perfusion and systolic blood pressure can be 
temporarily maintained despite loss of up to 50% of blood volume (Figure 20.1, point 1).

As the limits of physiologic compensation are reached cardiac output will fall, and the 
late and ominous signs of shock will develop: hypotension, anuria, lethargy and then vascu-
lar system failure [1] (Figure 20.1, point 2). Death from hemorrhagic shock is characterized 
by profound acidosis, complete loss of vascular tone, irreversible coagulopathy and coma.
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In the perioperative setting, bleeding can also occur in patients who are already under 
general anesthesia. This is the normal state of affairs during major surgery or when unex-
pected hemorrhage occurs during a routine case. It is important to note that anesthesia will 
block some of the normal compensatory mechanisms described above, but that hypoten-
sion is typically offset by ongoing fluid administration (Figure 20.1, point 3). In particular, 
vasoconstriction is inhibited. This means that blood pressure will fall earlier, and in a more 
linear relationship to blood volume (Figure 20.1, point 4). On the one hand, this prevents the 
development of shock because tissue perfusion is preserved for a given blood pressure (low 
pressure but high flow), but on the other hand it removes some of the signs and symptoms 
of impending hemodynamic collapse.

Maintenance of hypotension
Clot formation early after injury occurs on the outside of damaged vessels [2]. The effect-
iveness of early clotting is determined by the size of the injury, but also by blood pressure, 
platelet and clotting factor concentration, temperature, acidosis and preexisting patient fac-
tors such as genetic abnormalities (factor deficiency diseases) and the use of anticoagulant 
medications such as aspirin, warfarin or thienopyridines (e.g., clopidogrel). Of these factors, 
the easiest to manage is blood pressure.

Deliberate hypotension – usually achieved by increasing the concentration of volatile 
anesthetic – has been in use for many decades as a strategy for reducing blood loss in elect-
ive surgeries where transfusion is a risk [3]. This includes hip and spine surgery, major facial 
surgery and prostate resections. A lower blood pressure directly reduces blood lost from 
open vessels and is typically associated with lower transfusion requirements, more rapid 
surgery and no demonstrable increase in postoperative complications.

One caveat to this approach is a reduced margin for error should uncontrolled hem-
orrhage occur, a risk that is managed by obtaining abundant intravenous access ahead of 
time, increasing the intensity of monitoring (e.g., using continuous arterial pressure meas-
urement) and keeping a ready supply of blood products available for immediate transfusion 
if deterioration occurs. In this way an unexpected increase in bleeding can be immediately 
met with an increase in fluid administration, allowing for continued perfusion and prevent-
ing the onset of shock.

Vascular
capacity

Blood volume

Hypotension

Hypertension

4 3

2 1

Figure 20.1. The physiologic relationship between 
vascular (bloodstream) capacity and the quantity 
of blood that fills it. In the normal state (the center 
dot) volume and capacity are matched. Hemorrhage 
reduces blood volume and compensatory vasocon-
striction preserves blood pressure (point 1). Bleeding 
in excess of compensation leads to hypotension 
(point 2). Anesthesia increases vascular capacity 
through vasodilation, compensated by fluid admin-
istration (point 3). Bleeding while under anesthesia 
leads to hypotension (point 4).
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In contrast, the trauma patient begins hemorrhaging before induction of anesthesia, and 
is thus fully vasoconstricted and deeply in shock before therapy begins. This makes rapid 
infusion of fluid much more dangerous. The benefit of deliberate hypotensive resuscitation 
during uncontrolled hemorrhage has been demonstrated in numerous laboratory studies of 
mammals ranging from mice to swine [4,5].

Clinically, the danger of rapid fluid administration to bleeding casualties has been noted 
since World War I in the military medicine literature [6]. The efficacy of this approach in 
civilian trauma patients was demonstrated in one large clinical trial in the early 1990s [7] 
and its safety was further addressed in a smaller study published in 2002 [8]. Targeting a 
lower than normal blood pressure during early resuscitation is the standard of care today in 
most major trauma centers.

One barrier to deliberate hypotensive management during early resuscitation, even in 
centers that desire to do so, is the patient’s brittle hemodynamic state. As illustrated in Figure 
20.1 above, compensatory vasoconstriction may allow a hemorrhaging patient to preserve 
a near normal blood pressure even in the face of substantial blood loss. When the potential 
for physiologic compensation is exceeded the patient will become hypotensive very rapidly, 
because each further drop of blood lost represents a much greater per cent of blood in the 
remaining blood volume. The same is true in reverse: a 500ml fluid bolus represents 10% 
of the blood volume of a euvolemic patient, but 20% or more of the circulating volume of a 
patient in severe hemorrhagic shock.

In the uncontrolled situation of prehospital and Emergency Department care it is com-
mon for the blood pressure of trauma patients to oscillate wildly as they bleed, receive 
fluids and re-bleed. Blood pressure over the course of resuscitation is often oscillatory 
(Figure 20.2), with variability not damping out until hemostasis is achieved, and both blood 
volume and bloodstream capacity are restored to normal through administration of fluids 
and anesthesia.

The choice of resuscitation fluid
As important as managing the rate and timing of resuscitation is the choice of fluid. In the 
long run – after hemostasis is achieved – fluid administration will be required to make up 
the deficit produced by hemorrhage and by extravasation of fluids into the physiologically 
non-functioning “third space” [9].

Isotonic crystalloid solutions (lactated Ringer’s solution and Plasma-Lyte A) are adequate 
to restore total body fluids over time, are inexpensive and logistically easy to work with and 
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do not produce or exacerbate metabolic derangements. Laboratory evidence of ill effects 
from crystalloid administration is present, but the clinical significance appears to be rela-
tively mild: rapid administration of normal saline (which is mildly hypertonic) will cause a 
subsequent hyperchloremic acidosis which must be managed [10], while various isotonic 
solutions have been associated with changes in inflammatory state [11]. The significance of 
this finding, especially in patients with major trauma or surgical wounds, is not yet clear.

Hypertonic and/or colloidal solutions have been advocated for resuscitation from hem-
orrhagic shock for several decades. By drawing free fluid in from the extravascular space, 
these solutions will increase intravascular volume more rapidly than isotonic crystalloid 
solutions, and will require a significantly lower volume of administration to produce a simi-
lar improvement in cardiac output.

The other side of this coin, however, is the potential to raise the blood pressure prema-
turely in patients still at risk for hemorrhage, thus disrupting early coagulation and con-
tributing to ongoing or recurrent blood loss. Colloids have also been associated with more 
and more varied, negative effects on inflammatory state and coagulation than crystalloid 
solutions [12,13]. The largest prospective evaluation of crystalloids vs. colloids was the SAFE 
trial, conducted in Australia and New Zealand, which demonstrated absolutely no difference 
in outcome between albumin and lactated Ringer’s solution as the primary resuscitative flu-
ids used for intensive care patients [14].

Given this lack of clinical support for either type of solution, as well as the realities of 
clinical management during active hemorrhage, the author’s preferred answer to the crystal-
loid vs. colloid question is: “Blood!”

Uncontrolled hemorrhage is a dynamic process with the potential for rapid and fatal 
deterioration at any moment. Clinical decision making cannot wait for laboratory assays 
or sophisticated monitoring (although these diagnostic steps should be undertaken as time 
and personnel allow). Empiric therapy is often required, and the most sensible approach is 
to emphasize fluids that either carry oxygen (red blood cells [RBC]) or promote coagulation 
(plasma or platelets). The ideal resuscitative fluid would be ABO- and HLA-matched fresh 
whole blood, and this is why preoperative autologous donation is a useful option when con-
templating major elective surgery.

In the vast majority of uncontrolled hemorrhage cases, however, this option is not avail-
able. Random-donor fresh whole blood has been used successfully in trauma patients in 
Israel [15] and in selected military hospitals [16], but is not available in civilian hospitals 
in the US and Europe. This is due to stringent requirements for antiviral testing (which can 
take up to 72 h to complete – meaning that the blood product is no longer “fresh”) and to the 
economic realities of transfusion medicine, which must fractionate units in order to match 
a precarious supply with an ever-increasing demand.

Most major trauma centers have made uncrossmatched Type-O RBC available for rapid 
administration to hemorrhaging patients, and this procedure is both safe and effective 
[17]. Transfusion with RBC will improve hemodynamics rapidly (potentially too rapidly, 
as above) and will support both perfusion and coagulation. Whereas banked blood has its 
own potential negatives, especially as it approaches the allowable limit of 42 days old, RBC 
are the first fluid that should be administered to any hemodynamically unstable patient with 
ongoing hemorrhage.

Recent clinical studies have demonstrated that the combination of shock and tissue 
injury will impair the clotting system even prior to any dilutional effects from resuscitation 
[18]. Indeed, abnormal admission prothrombin time is one of the most sensitive predictors 
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of mortality in trauma patients [19]. Early administration of plasma, in equal proportion to 
RBC, has been postulated as a management strategy for trauma patients in the past, and has 
now been retrospectively studied in both civilian and military practice [20,21].

Raw data show a strong association between survival and the early administration of 
plasma in trauma patients receiving a massive transfusion, although part of this effect is due 
to the confounding bias of patients with very rapid bleeding who die before plasma is avail-
able from the Blood Bank [22]. Prospective studies are now under way in centers that can 
supply plasma quickly to trauma patients, in an effort to more rigorously assess the potential 
benefit of this strategy.

In the meanwhile, it is reasonable, based on what is currently known about hemorrhagic 
shock and the pathophysiology of uncontrolled bleeding, to use RBC, plasma and platelet 
units in a 1:1:1 ratio as the primary resuscitative fluid prior to achieving hemostasis.

Because of the well-documented negative impact of transfusion on outcomes in critically 
ill patients [23], it is also reasonable to stop this empiric approach as soon as anatomic con-
trol of the source of uncontrolled bleeding is achieved. At that point, resuscitation should 
be continued in a more evidence-driven fashion based on laboratory assessment and hemo-
dynamic and organ-function monitoring.

Clinical guidance for resuscitation
Table 20.1 shows the author’s recommendations for management of the patient with uncon-
trolled hemorrhage. The overall strategic goal should be to facilitate and maintain hemosta-
sis while simultaneously providing the best possible tissue perfusion.

Physiologically, the goal is to achieve the high-flow, low-pressure state that characterizes 
the use of deliberate hypotension in elective surgical cases and is associated with decreased 
blood loss without development of metabolic acidosis or coagulopathy.

If the patient is already anesthetized when hemorrhage occurs this will require fluid 
administration to keep up with blood loss, while maintaining a constant depth of anesthe-
sia. The temptation to reduce the anesthetic dose because “the patient is not tolerating it” 
is a trap which should be avoided if at all possible, especially in a patient who has shown a 
normal response to anesthesia earlier in the case.

Table 20.1. Recommendations for management of resuscitation during active, uncontrolled hemorrhage in 
trauma patients or those with unexpected surgical bleeding.

Expedite anatomic control of bleeding (e.g., surgery or angiographic embolization), if not already in 
the operating room

Limit crystalloid infusion

Maintain systolic blood pressure at 80–90 mmHg

Administer fluid in titrated, small increments (100–200 ml per dose)

Resuscitate primarily with units of RBC, plasma and platelets in a 1:1:1 ratio

Monitor ionized calcium and lactate levels

Maintain normothermia

Achieve or maintain a deep anesthetic level, using titrated small increments of medication

When hemostasis is achieved, assess all laboratory and hemodynamic variables and complete 
resuscitation as needed
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Fluids or blood products?

Oliver Habler21
The transfusion dilemma
Although safer than ever, allogeneic transfusion is still associated with risks for the recipi-
ent (clerical error, hemolysis, infection, immunomodulation, transfusion-related acute lung 
injury [TRALI]) [1]. Unnecessary transfusion has been repeatedly demonstrated to increase 
mortality of intensive care and cardiac risk patients [2]. Moreover, the costs for allogen-
eic blood products are expected to rise in the future [3] due to an increasing imbalance 
between blood donors and potential recipients – particularly elder patients undergoing 
major surgery.

To control both the imminent risks as well as the increasing costs, allogeneic transfusion 
should either be completely avoided or at least minimized during surgical procedures. This 
can be achieved by:
1. the intraoperative transfusion of autologous blood collected preoperatively (autologous 

blood donation, acute normovolemic hemodilution) or intraoperatively (red blood cell 
salvage);

2. the reduction of the amount of blood loss; and
3. the tolerance of low perioperative hemoglobin (Hb) concentrations (anemia 

tolerance).

Management of intraoperative blood losses
An acute surgical blood loss will not immediately be compensated by the transfusion of red 
blood cells (RBC) and/or plasma. More likely the shed blood will initially be replaced by 
infusion of RBC-free crystalloidal and/or colloidal solutions.

This procedure is intended to maintain a normal circulating intravascular volume (i.e., 
normovolemia) while, at the same time, the dilution of all circulating blood components 
(normovolemic hemodilution) is tolerated.

Tolerance of dilutional anemia
Under general anesthesia “normovolemic hemodilution“ is tolerated down to very low Hb 
concentrations and hematocrit (Hct) values, without any risk for tissue perfusion, tissue 
oxygenation and organ function. This reflects the large natural anemia tolerance of the 
human body.
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The physiologic mechanisms enabling this anemia tolerance consist in [4]:
1. the increase of cardiac output (CO) – initially via the increase of ventricular stroke 

volume and, later on, via additional tachycardia – depending on the degree of 
hemodilution;

2. an increase of total body oxygen (O2) extraction;
3. the physiologic difference between macro- and microvascular (capillary) Hct (“luxury 

Hct”). The microvascular Hct falls below its normal value only after a 30–50% 
reduction of the macrovascular Hct;

4. the physiologic over supply of organ tissues with O2 (“luxury DO2”). Under normal 
conditions, DO2 exceeds tissue O2 requirements by a factor of three to four (Figure 
21.1, segment 1). Thus DO2 can be reduced over a wide range without impairment of 
tissue oxygenation. Tissue O2 demand is satisfied and tissue O2 consumption (VO2) 
remains constant (so called O2 supply-independency of VO2) (Figure 21.1, segment 2).

The compensatory mechanisms described above are decisive for the extent of anemia toler-
ance and likewise exist in infants [5], children [6,7], elderly patients [8], patients with car-
diopulmonary disease [9] and patients under pharmacologic beta receptor blockade [10].

Limits of the natural anemia tolerance – concept of  
the “critical DO2”(DO2crit)
At an extreme degree of hemodilution, O2 demand will finally equal DO2 (Figure 21.1, seg-
ment 3). The corresponding DO2 is called “critical” (DO2crit).

With ongoing hemodilution DO2 falls below DO2crit and the amount of O2 delivered to 
the tissues becomes insufficient to further meet their O2 demand. As a consequence VO2 – 
stable by then – starts to decline (so-called O2 supply-dependency of VO2) (Figure 21.1, seg-
ment 4) [11]. This sudden decrease of VO2 indirectly reflects the limit of anemia tolerance 
and the onset of tissue hypoxia. Energy needs of the body are now mainly met by anaerobic 
glycolysis and as a consequence the serum lactate concentration starts to rise.

In analogy to DO2crit, the Hb or Hct values corresponding to the inflection point of VO2 
are called the “critical” Hb, Hbcrit and “critical” Hct, Hctcrit, respectively. Without treatment 
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Figure 21.1. Schematic depicting the course of whole body O2 delivery (DO2) and O2 consumption (VO2) during 
normovolemic hemodilution (e.g., replacement of intraoperative blood loss with red blood cell-free infusion solu-
tions); modified according to Cain, 1977 [11]). The graphic has to be read from the right side (starting with normal 
DO2) to the left side (increasing dilutional anemia). Explanations in text.
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(transfusion, hyperoxic ventilation) the persistence of the “critical” DO2, Hb or Hct finally 
leads to death within a short period of time [12,13].

The whole body’s anemia tolerance may assume impressive proportions: in healthy 
awake volonteers DO2crit was not met even after hemodilution to Hb 4.8 g/dl [14]. In healthy 
anesthetized animals and patients the limit of dilutional anemia was reported at Hct values 
between 12% and 3% (Hb 3.3 and 1.1 g/dl, respectively) (Table 21.1). Infants (1–7 months) 
[5] and children (12.5 years) [7] tolerated Hb of 3 g/dl and lower without falling below their 
DO2crit. In pregnant sheep fetal tissue oxygenation was preserved down to a maternal Hct of 
15% (Hb 5 g/dl) [15].

Unfortunately it is impossible to provide clinicians with universal numerical values for 
the aforementioned critical O2 transport parameters.

DO2crit, Hbcrit and Hctcrit vary inter- and intra-individually, and depend on a variety of 
determining factors: anesthesia in adequate depth, hyperoxemia, muscular relaxation and 
mild hypothermia increase anemia tolerance (see below); hypovolemia, restricted coron-
ary reserve, heart failure, profound anesthesia, multiple trauma and sepsis reduce anemia 
tolerance.

Moreover it cannot be excluded that single organs meet their DO2crit at a higher Hb 
(Hct) than the whole organism and develop tissue hypoxia prior to the drop of global VO2. 
This would challenge whole body global VO2 as a global monitoring parameter for tissue 
oxygenation.

In anesthetized subjects the anemia tolerance of the whole body and the brain [16], the 
myocardium with intact coronary perfusion [17,18] or the splanchnic system [16] could 
be demonstrated equal. However, the situation is different for the compromised heart with 
restricted coronary reserve. In anesthetized dogs with an experimental 50–80% coronary 
artery stenosis, signs of myocardial ischemia and/or functional deterioration appeared at 
Hb 7–10 g/dl [19].

In a retrospective cohort analysis of cardiac risk patients undergoing non-cardiac surgery 
and refusing allogeneic transfusion for religious reasons (affiliation to Jehovah’s Witnesses), 
a significantly higher 30-day mortality was found if the postoperative Hb fell below 8 g/dl 
[20]. In otherwise healthy anesthetized rats the limit of renal anemia tolerance was iden-
tified to be between Hb 4 and 7 g/dl [21] and in patients undergoing cardiac surgery at 
between 7 and 8 g/dl [22,23].

In clinical practice it is difficult to identify the limit of the individual anemia tolerance 
of a single patient. Continuous measurement of VO2 is technologically complex, costly 
and therefore restricted to scientific questions. Indirect clinical signs reflecting DO2crit are 
uncertain but may consist in ECG-changes (ST-segment deviation, arrhythmia), echocar-
diographic regional myocardial wall motion disturbance, lactacidosis and a decrease of 
mixed-venous or central-venous O2 saturation.

Support in estimating the significance of perioperative dilutional anemia quoad vitam 
is provided with the results of large clinical studies (generally performed in Jehovah’s 
Witnesses) investigating the relation between postoperative anemia and mortality. Until 
a postoperative Hb of 8 g/dl no statistical relation between anemia and mortality could 
be detected even in elderly patients with preexisting cardiopulmonary disease [20,24] and 
intensive care patients with multiple morbidity [25–27]. In anemic patients (Hb < 8 g/dl), 
whose death was causally related to anemia, the Hb was always found to be below 5 g/dl 
[28]. Nevertheless, individual cases with much lower Hb level (1.5 g/dl and lower) could 
survive without transfusion.
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Therapeutic increase of anemia tolerance
In case of unexpected massive blood losses and/or logistic difficulties impeding an imme-
diate start of transfusion, the anemia tolerance of the patient can be effectively increased by 
the following measures [29].
1. Restoration and/or maintenance of normovolemia: the basic prerequisite for the 

effective compensation of dilutional anemia is normovolemia. In case of “hypovolemic 
hemodilution” the whole body’s O2 demand increases – mediated by catecholamines. 
Under hypovolemic conditions DO2crit is met at higher values than under 
normovolemia and anemia tolerance is reduced.

2. Myocardial function: another basic prerequisite for optimal cardiac compensation of 
dilutional anemia is the increase of myocardial blood flow realized by maximal coronary 
dilation as well as by the maintenance of an adequate coronary perfusion pressure 
(CPP). Situations accompanied by an increase of myocardial O2 demand (tachycardia, 
increase of ventricular wall tension, increase of myocardial contractility) have to be 
avoided. The same applies for a decrease of diastolic aortic pressure due to reduction of 
systemic vascular resistance. Continuous application of norepinephrine increases whole 
body anemia tolerance. Sympathicolysis via betareceptor blockade or thoracic epidural 
anesthesia leaves anemia tolerance unaffected (author’s unpublished data).

3. Inspiratory oxygen fraction (FiO2): ventilation with supranormal FiO2 (hyperoxic 
ventilation) increases the physically dissolved part of arterial O2 content. Physically 
dissolved plasma O2 is biologically highly available and covers up to 75% of the whole 
body’s O2 demand in conditions of extreme dilutional anemia. Experimental and 
clinical studies clearly demonstrate that hyperoxic ventilation effectively increases 
anemia tolerance and creates an important margin of safety for global, myocardial, 
gastrointestinal and cerebral tissue oxygenation.

4. Muscular relaxation: striated skeletal muscles amounts to about 30% of the total body 
mass. Muscular relaxation significantly reduces the whole body’s O2 demand and 
increases anemia tolerance.

5. Body temperature: hypothermia reduces the whole body’s O2 demand. In an animal 
experiment anesthetized hypothermic pigs died at lower Hb than normothermic 
control animals. Due to the negative impact of hypothermia on coagulation, however, 
the intentional induction of hypothermia in bleeding patients in order to increase 
anemia tolerance can not be recommended.

6. Choice of the anesthetic drugs and depth of anesthesia: almost all anesthetic drugs 
investigated suppress the CO response to dilutional anemia. In animal experiments 
a dose-related reduction of anemia tolerance could be demonstrated for halothane, 
enflurane, isoflurane, ketamine, propofol, etomidate and pentobarbital. Inadequately 
profound anesthesia has to be avoided to the same extent as inadequately flat anesthesia 
(increased sympathetic tone and O2 consumption).

7. Choice of the infusion solution: the choice of the solution infused to compensate 
blood losses seems to influence anemia tolerance. While 3% gelatine and 6% 
hydroxyethylstarch (HES) 200.000/0.5 did not affect anemia tolerance in animals, 
an advantage of 6% HES 130.000/0.4 could be demonstrated over 3.5% gelatine, 
6% HES 450.000/0.7 and lactated Ringer’s. Application of infusion solutions with 
intrinsic O2 transport capacity (artificial O2 carriers based on human or bovine 
Hb; perfluorocarbons) increased anemia tolerance in animals and patients [30]. 
Unfortunately no artificial O2 carrier is actually approved in USA or Europe.
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Coagulation management
In analogy to dilutional anemia, the replacement of blood losses with crystalloid and/or 
colloid infusion fluids dilutes all components of the coagulatory and fibrinolytic systems. 
Finally, this results in “dilutional coagulopathy.”

It could be demonstrated in animal experiments and patients that the first pro-coagula-
tory factor decreasing below a level requiring substitution is fibrinogen (i.e., < 150 mg/dl), 
followed by the activity of coagulation factors of the prothrombin complex and finally the 
platelet count [31,32]. Fibrinogen and fibrin are elementary for clot formation at the site of 
the vessel damage.

The lack of fibrinogen results in the formation of unstable clots unable to resist blood 
flow and to stop bleeding [33]. The plasma fibrinogen concentration is further reduced 
by infusion of HES-based colloidal infusion solutions [34]. Due to problems related to its 
processing fresh frozen plasma (FFP) contains factors of the coagulation system only in 
a reduced concentration. This implicates that FFP has to be infused in large quantities to 
stabilize or improve coagulation, often resulting in transfusion-related cardiac overload 
(TACO).

In the situation of the massively bleeding patient it is difficult, or even impossible, to 
monitor and detect the “critical” reduction of the different components of the coagulation 
system. While moderate dynamics of blood losses allow a differentiated coagulation man-
agement on the basis of the results obtained with thrombelastography [35], the lack of this 
analytic measure and/or the presence of more severe blood losses require the early and cal-
culated administration of fibrinogen concentrate [36], prothrombin complex concentrate 
(PCC) [37], fresh frozen plasma and antifibrinolytic drugs (e.g., tranexamic acid) [38].

The administration of desmopressin [39] mobilizes stocks of factor VIII, increases the 
activity of von Willebrand factor and stimulates aggregatory platelet function. Clot stability 
may be additionally increased by application of factor XIII concentrate [40]. In case of mas-
sive bleeding the early administration of recombinant human factor VIIa (“off-label-use”) 
may be taken into consideration [41] (Table 21.2). However, the maximum effectiveness of 
this substance depends on stable general conditions for coagulation, in particular on nor-
mothermia, normal pH and an adequate platelet count.

Summary
Thanks to the impressive anemia tolerance of the human body RBC transfusion may 
be often avoided despite even important blood losses – provided that normovolemia is 
maintained. While a Hb of 6–7 g/dl can be considered safe in young, healthy patients, 
elderly patients with pre existing cardiopulmonary morbidity should be transfused at Hb 
8–10 g/dl.

Physiologic transfusion triggers (e.g., decrease of VO2, ST-segment-depression in the 
ECG, arrhythmia, continuous increase in catecholamine needs, echocardiographic wall 
motion disturbances, lactacidosis) appearing prior to the aforementioned Hb necessitate 
immediate RBC transfusion.

In case of dilutional coagulopathy – often reflected by an intraoperatively upcoming dif-
fuse bleeding tendency – a differentiated coagulation therapy can either be directed on the 
basis of thrombelastography or empirically replacing the different components in the order 
of their developing deficiency (i.e., starting with fibrinogen followed by factors of the pro-
thrombin complex and platelets).
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AAA – abdominal aortic aneurysm
ANH – acute normovolemic hemodilution
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184–5

hemorrhage, and anesthesia, 
178

continuous cardiac output, 
83–4

coronary artery disease (CAD), 
116

coronary blood flow, 115, 116
corrected flow time (FTc), 88, 

94, 96
creatinine, 14
critically ill patients, 157–8

anemia in, 161
HES and renal failure risk, 

145

severe sepsis and septic 
shock, 157–8

see also sepsis; septic shock
crystalloid fluids (crystalloids), 

1–10
advantages, 4
adverse reactions, 137, 138

acid–base imbalance, 140
edema and excess tissue 

hydration, 139–40
hemostatic disturbances, 

141, 142
local, 137

for children, 67, 69
colloid fluids vs., 15–16

gastrointestinal surgery, 
23, 24

GDT, 96–7, 98
hemostasis affected by, 

116
hypovolemic shock, 172, 

173
response to ANH, 115
severe sepsis/septic shock, 

161
spinal anesthesia, 46–7
in uncontrolled 

hemorrhage, 180
coload in spinal anesthesia, 

48
composition, comparisons, 2
definition, 1
distribution, 97, 123, 139
elimination, 15
fixed administration with 

GDT of colloids, 140
fluid kinetics modeling, 47
gastrointestinal surgery, 23
glucose solutions, 5–8
in hypovolemic shock, 172, 

173
indication, 97
for infants, 69
isotonic, in uncontrolled 

hemorrhage, 179–80
mannitol, 8
massive fluid resuscitation, 

adverse effects, 139–40
normal saline see normal 

saline
overhydration with, adverse 

effects, 29
plasma volume expansion, 

122–4, 133, 139, 171
preload, in spinal anesthesia, 

46, 47, 48, 54

coagulation (cont.)
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obstetric, 45–6, 47
preoperative, geriatric 

surgery, 52–3
in severe sepsis/septic shock, 

161
volume kinetics, 132–3
volume needed, 139

over estimated, 97
weight gain in elderly, 52, 

140
see also glucose solutions; 

Ringer’s solution
cystoscopy, 148

D5W fluid, 5
daily fluid requirements, 18–19
day surgery, 56–64

adverse events, 61
benefits, 56
discharge criteria, 61
drugs impact on fluid 

balance, 61
elderly patients, 56–7
intermediate, clinical trials of 

fluid therapy, 58
key messages, 62
outcomes and safety, 56, 

61–2
perioperative fluids, 58–61
postoperative fluids, 61
preoperative fasting, 57
preoperative nutrition 

correction of deficits, 57–8
energy loading, 58

dehydration, 52
abdominal surgery, 29
children, 67
iatrogenic, gastrointestinal 

surgery, 29
desmopressin, 189
dextran (DEX), 12–13

anaphylaxis risk, 13, 123, 
143–4

clinical use, 13, 123–4
hemostatic disturbances due 

to, 141, 142, 143
hypertonic solution with, in 

hemorrhagic shock, 74
low-molecular weight 

dextran-1, 144
metabolism, 144
pharmacokinetics, 13, 123
plasma volume expansion, 

123–4
rheological effect, 15
safe use, 144

solutions commercially 
available, 13

Dextran 40, 138
Dextran 70, 123, 138
dextrose 

intraoperative, children, 
67, 68

postoperative fluids for 
children, 70

diuresis 
osmotic see osmotic diuresis
promoting/monitoring, 21

diuretics, TUR syndrome 
 treatment, 154

DO2 
critical, 185–6
“luxury” (over-supply of 

oxygen), 185
dobutamine, 163
dopamine, 163
Doppler-guided monitoring 

see esophageal Doppler 
monitoring (EDM)

drugs 
impact on fluid balance, day 

surgery, 61
pharmacokinetics, 131

early, aggressive goal-directed 
therapy (EGDT), 158

clinical trials, 158, 159–60
importance of speed/timing, 

159
principles and benefits, 159

echocardiography, 
 transesophageal, 86–8

costs, advantages and 
contraindications, 87

multiplane probe, 87
pulmonary artery catheter 

use vs., 87
edema, 120

adverse effects of infusion 
fluids, 139–40

cerebral see cerebral edema
crystalloids in plasma 

volume expansion, 123
fluid replacement in sepsis, 

160
mechanisms, 121, 122
perioperative fluid excess, 92
pitting, 4
prevention, colloid osmotic 

pressure, 20
sequelae, 123

elderly patients 

cardiac output in spinal 
anesthesia, 46–7

colonic surgery, liberal vs. 
restricted fluids, 53

critically ill patients, 158
day surgery, 56–7

restrictive vs. liberal 
fluids, 58

definition, for trials, 52
fluid retention, 52
orthopedic surgery, 

restrictive vs. liberal 
fluids, 53

perioperative cardiovascular 
events, 57

spinal anesthesia in, 46–7, 48
hypotension, 45, 46

weight gain and fluid 
overload, 52, 140

see also geriatric surgery
elective surgery 

fluid status assessment, 51
fluid types to administer,  

51
see also specific surgery types

electrocautery, irrigating fluids, 
148

electrolytes 
glucose solutions with, 2, 

5, 6, 7
isotonic hydrating solutions 

for children, 68
requirements by children, 66

encephalopathy, 
hyperammonemic, 150

endothelial cell edema, 73
energy loading, preoperative 

nutrition, 58
Enhanced Recovery after 

 Surgery (ERAS) 
 programs, 96

ephedrine, 54
epidural anesthesia see spinal 

anesthesia
epinephrine (adrenaline), 163

stage II of hypovolemic 
shock, 168

esophageal Doppler  monitoring 
(EDM), 51, 86, 87–8

cardiac output calculation, 
88

contraindication, 40
corrected flow time (FTc), 

88, 94, 96
in GDT see goal-directed 

therapy (GDT)
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intraoperative fluid 
management, 51

intra-abdominal surgery, 
37, 39

limitations, 88
principles/methods, 93
protocols, 88
volume status assessment, 

86, 87–8
ethanol, 1, 127

irrigating fluid absorption 
measurement, 152, 153

Evans blue, 128, 130
evaporative loss, 23
extracellular fluid (ECF) 

expansion 
mannitol, 8
Ringer’s solutions, 4

hypo-osmotic irrigating 
fluids effect, 150

volume, 127
body weight relationship, 

129
children, 65
measurement, 129
normal adult, 127
tracers, for measuring, 127

extracellular fluid (ECF) space, 1
extravascular space, 120

factor XIII concentrate, 189
“fast-track surgery,” 52, 53
fasting, preoperative routines, 

57
fluid deficits in children, 67
revised guidelines, 57, 62

children, 66
fatigue reduction, day surgery, 

61
fibrinogen, 189
FiO2 (inspiratory oxygen 

fraction), 188
Flotrac/Vigileo, 38, 85, 98, 108
fluid challenge 

Frank–Starling, 93, 104
in severe sepsis/septic shock, 

162
fluid compartments, 127, 132
fluid “efficiency,” 129–31

measurement, 130
hemoglobin dilution 

concept, 130
hemoglobin levels, 130
tracers, 130

fluid exchange 
see microvascular fluid 
exchange

fluid intake (oral) 
postoperative, in children,  

70
preoperatively, 57

fluid kinetics see volume 
kinetics

fluid losses 
children, 67, 68
see also hypovolemia

fluid overload 
adverse effects, 29
avoidance strategy, 140
colloids, 139
crystalloids, 139–40
perioperative 

complications, 92
in elderly, 53

postoperative, 51, 54
pulmonary surgery, 54
see also hypervolemia

fluid retention, 51
elderly, 52

fluid status assessment, 51
fluid volumes 

calculation, using tracers, 
127

kinetics see volume kinetics
measurement 

anthropometry, 128–9
bioimpedance, 128
sodium method, 129
tracers, 127–9

sizes, normal, 127
“fluids and catheter treatment 

trial,” 161
Frank–Starling fluid challenge, 

93, 104
Frank–Starling relationship/

curve, 85, 93, 97, 98
absorption of irrigating 

fluids, 151
cardiac function affecting, 

104, 105
description, 105
in hemorrhage, 177
preload dependence, 104, 

105
respiratory variations in 

arterial pulse pressure, 
105

fresh frozen plasma (FFP), 189, 
190

frusemide, 154

FTc (corrected flow time), 88, 
94, 96

functional body fluid spaces, 
132

functional hemodynamic 
parameters, 103–6

algorithm for monitoring in 
surgery, 109

fluid responsiveness in septic 
shock, 162

monitoring, clinical outcome 
and, 108

see also arterial pressure 
waveform analysis; 
pleth variability index 
(PVI); pulse pressure 
variation (PPV); stroke 
volume variation (SVV)

gas exchange, hemodilution 
and anesthesia effects, 
114

gastrointestinal surgery 
accelerated care protocols, 29
laparoscopic, 24–5
liberal vs. restrictive fluids in 

elderly, 53
open abdominal, fluid 

therapy, 23–4
“rules-of-thumb” for 

perioperative fluids, 
23–5

laparoscopic surgery, 25
open abdominal surgery, 

24
gelatin (GEL), 15, 124

anaphylactoid/allergic 
reactions, 144

hemostatic disturbances due 
to, 142, 143

HES comparison, 143
metabolism, 144
plasma volume expansion, 

124
preloading, in spinal 

anesthesia, 47
products and types, 144
volume replacement in 

infants, 69
general anesthesia, “rules of 

thumb” for fluids, 21
geriatric surgery, 52–3

perioperative fluid 
management, 53

postoperative fluid 
management, 53

esophageal Doppler  monitoring 
(EDM) (cont.)
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preoperative fluid 
management, 52–3

see also elderly patients
Glasgow Coma Scale, 

hypertonic fluid 
administration, 75–8

glucose 
isotonic hydrating solution 

effect (pediatric), 68
renal threshold, 7

glucose-free solutions, for 
children, 68

“glucose loading,” 6
glucose solutions, 5–8

adverse reactions 
cerebral damage, 6
local, 137
volume overload and 

hypertension, 139
clinical use, 6
composition, 2
contraindications, 6
dosing and requirements, 7
electrolytes with, 2, 5, 6, 7
hyperosmolar, adverse 

effects, 139
hypertonic, 6
hyponatremia due to, 7
insulin with, 6
intraoperative fluids for 

children, 67–8
“nitrogen-sparing effect,”  

6, 7
osmolality, 137
perioperative, in day surgery, 

61
pharmacokinetics, 5–6
rebound hypoglycemia, 7–8
volume kinetics, 134

glycine solution, 150
elimination and absorption, 

150
in TURP, 149

glycosuria, 139
“Gly-Gly” phenotype, 172
goal-directed therapy (GDT), 

37, 51, 91–102
in abdominal surgery 

see intra-abdominal 
surgery

background to, 91
benefits, 92, 99, 108
colloids, with fixed 

crystalloid 
administration, 140

definition/description, 91

early aggressive see early, 
aggressive goal-directed 
therapy (EGDT)

early, supranormal oxygen 
delivery, 91–2, 93, 99

mechanisms, 92
esophageal Doppler for, 93–6

guidelines, 95
improved outcome, 

studies, 96
inotropes and vasodilators 

with, 96
limitations, 96
recommendations, 96

hypovolemic shock, 172
limitations, 92, 99
modern, individualized 

volume optimization, 
92–9

arterial pressure waveform 
analysis, 97–8, 108

crystalloids vs. colloids, 
96–7, 98

technologies (other), 98–9
see also pulse pressure 

variation (PPV); stroke 
volume variation (SVV)

monitors for volume status, 
93

guidelines, fluid management, 
21–2

esophageal Doppler for 
GDT, 95

intraoperative fluids for 
children, 68

postoperative fluids for 
children, 70

see also “rules-of-thumb”

Haemaccel™, 69
Hartmann’s solution see lactated 

Ringer’s solution
head injury, albumin-related 

mortality, 12
head-up tilt (HUT), 166, 167, 

170
heart rate 

AAA surgery, 168
hypovolemic shock, 166, 167

stage II, 168–9, 170
stage III, 170

hematocrit (Hct) 
critical, 185
in dilutional anemia 

tolerance, 185
hemodilution, 112–19, 172

acute normovolemic 
see acute normovolemic 
hemodilution (ANH)

anesthesia effects, 113, 114, 
115, 188

compensatory mechanisms, 
112–13, 117, 184–5

crystalloids, effect on 
coagulation, 141

hemostasis affected by, 116, 
141, 189

hypovolemic, 188
limits, 113–16

cardiac conditions, 
115–16, 186

DO2crit, 185–6
hemostasis and, 116, 141, 

189
normovolemic, 184, 185

limits, 187
tolerance to, 115, 185
see also anemia, dilutional

hemodynamic instability, 19
hemodynamic monitoring, 108

invasive see invasive 
hemodynamic 
monitoring

non-invasive see non-
invasive guidance, fluid 
therapy

hemodynamic parameters 
fluid administration in intra-

abdominal surgery, 38
functional see functional 

hemodynamic 
parameters

hemoglobin 
critical value, tissue 

oxygenation, 113, 125, 
185, 187, 189

critically ill patients, 161
postoperative, mortality, 

186
dilution concept, 130
fluid “efficiency” 

measurement by, 130
measurements, volume 

kinetic analysis, 131, 
134

normal, plasma volume 
expansion and, 125

recommended levels, 20
restrictive vs. liberal 

transfusion strategies, 20
hemolysis-induced renal 

failure, 148
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hemorrhage 
cerebral blood flow and 

oxygenation, 171
massive, procoagulatory 

drugs, 190
pale skin and sympathetic 

activity, 169–70
perioperative setting, 178
uncontrolled, 177–83

adjuvant therapies, 182
blood transfusions, 180
choice of resuscitation 

fluid, 179–81
coagulation management, 

189
deliberate hypotensive 

see under hypotension
goal of resuscitation, 181
guidance on resuscitation, 

181–2
normothermia vs. 

hypothermia, 182
oscillation of blood 

pressure, 179
pathophysiology, 177–8
plasma administration, 

181
primary resuscitative 

fluid, 181
recommended 

management, 181–2
in surgery, anesthesia and, 

178, 179, 181
in trauma, 179, 181, 182
Type-O red blood cells, 

180
hemorrhagic shock, 157, 177, 

178
hypertonic fluid effects, 73, 

74–5, 180
summary of trials, 76

isotonic crystalloid fluids, 
179–80

late signs, 177
see also hemorrhage, 

uncontrolled
hemostasis, 178

ANH and, 116, 141
in shock and injury, 180–1
see also coagulation

hemostatic disturbances, fluid-
associated, 141–3

colloid-associated, 141–3
crystalloid-associated, 141, 

142
mechanisms, 141

see also coagulopathy
hepatic surgery, 39

hypertonic fluids in, 78
Hetastarch, 13, 73, 142
high-flow, low-pressure state, 

181
hip surgery, “rules of thumb” for 

perioperative fluids, 22
HSD (hypertonic saline 

dextran), effect on 
ARDS, 74

hydroxyethyl starch (HES), 13, 
14, 124

130/0.4 preparations, 144
safety aspects, 145

anaphylactoid reaction rate 
low, 143

anti-inflammatory effects, 
20, 26

bleeding association, 142
clinical use, 14, 124, 141
colloid osmotic pressure,  

139
first generation, hemostatic 

effects, 142
gelatin comparison, 143
in hemorrhage, 188
hemostatic disturbances due 

to, 116, 141–3
hyperoncotic, 14
in hypertonic saline, 14
metabolism, 144

incomplete, tissue 
deposition, 144

in neonates, 69
pharmacokinetics, 14, 124
in plasma-adapted solutions, 

142, 145
plasma volume expansion, 

124
preloading, in spinal 

anesthesia, 47
preparations, characteristics, 

141
pruritus due to, 144–5
renal failure risk after, 145
third generation, hemostatic 

disturbances, 142–3
volume replacement in 

infants/children, 69
coagulation, effect on, 69
quantity and types, 69

hyperchloremic metabolic 
 acidosis, 46, 140

normal saline causing, 1, 46, 
150, 180

hypercoagulable state, dextran 
counteracting, 143

hyperdynamic state, 160, 162, 
163

hyperglycemia, 139
perioperative, in children, 

67–8
hyperosmolar solutions, 

volume overload and 
hypertension, 139

hypersensitivity, reaction to iv 
fluids, 143–4

hypertension, adverse effect of 
iv fluids, 138–9

hypertonic fluids, 73–81
in aortic surgery, 78
benefits, 73
in brain injury, 73, 74

prehospital 
administration, 
outcomes, 75–8

in cardiopulmonary bypass 
surgery, 78

clinical trials, 74–8
hemorrhagic shock, 74–5, 

76
traumatic brain injury, 

75–8
in hemorrhagic shock, 73, 

74–5, 76
in hepatic surgery, 78
intraoperative studies, 78–9
intracranial pressure 

reduction, 74, 75
mechanism of action, 73–4
in spinal surgery, 78
types, 73
in uncontrolled hemorrhage, 

180
see also hypertonic saline

hypertonic saline, 3, 73
adverse reactions 

local, 137–8
volume overload and 

hypertension, 139
in aortic reconstruction, 78
in aortic surgery, 78
in hyponatremia, 7
for increased intracranial 

pressure, 75
osmolality, 137–8
prehospital administration, 

outcome in brain injury, 
75–8

TUR syndrome treatment, 
153
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volume kinetics, 132, 134
hypertonic saline dextran 

(HSD), effect on ARDS, 
74

hypervolemia 
absorption of irrigating 

fluids, 150–1
adverse effect of iv fluids, 

138–9
see also fluid overload

hypo-osmolality, 151
hypoalbuminemia, 12
hypocalcemia, 182
hypoglycemia 

glucose solutions, 6
preoperative, in children, 67
rebound, 7–8

hyponatremia, 150
absorption of irrigating 

fluids, 151
treatment, 153–4

acute, management in 
children, 70

brain damage, 153
glucose solutions inducing, 7
postoperative, in children, 70

hypotension 
anesthesia-induced, 21, 22
deliberate, in resuscitation, 

178, 179, 181
barriers/problems, 179

drug-induced, 4
hemorrhage in trauma 

patients and, 179
maintenance, in hemorrhage, 

178–9
in spinal anesthesia 

see spinal anesthesia
hypothermia, 140, 141

benefits in resuscitation, 182
dilutional anemia tolerance, 

188
hypovolemia, 120

central, 168
consequences, 92
fluid status assessment and, 

51
increased transcapillary 

escape rate, 122
plasma volume expanders 

see plasma volume 
expansion

prevention, perioperative 
fluids, 19

reversal, Ringer’s solutions, 4
signs, 104

Starling curve, LV stroke 
volume, 98

tissue oxygenation and 
hemodilution effect, 
114

hypovolemic shock, 166–76
AAA surgery, 168
“cardiac arrest” in, 168
cardiac output, 170, 171–2
central blood volume 

see central blood 
volume (CBV)

central venous pressures, 
170–2

normovolemia definition, 
171

characteristics, 166
heart rate and arterial 

pressure, 166
hypertonic fluid benefits, 73
pre-shock, 167
stage II, 168–70

Bezold–Jarish reflex, 170
bradycardia, 168–9
pale skin and sympathetic 

activity, 169–70
to stop bleeding, 169

stage III, 168, 170
volume treatment, 166, 

171–2
aim, 172
choice, 172–3, 174
titration for 

normovolemia, 172
hypoxia, tissue, 185
hysterectomy, hypertonic 

 saline, 78

immunosuppressive response, 
hypertonic fluids, 73–4

indications and challenges, of 
fluid therapy, 18–21

basal fluid requirement 
provision, 18–19

microvascular blood flow 
enhancement, 19–20

oxygen transport adequacy, 
20

promoting/monitoring of 
diuresis, 21

tissue edema prevention, 20
indocyanine green (ICG), 128
infants 

fasting guidelines, 66
guidelines for intraoperative 

fluid therapy, 68

volume replacement, 69
albumin, 69
crystalloids, 69
gelatins, 69
hydroxyethylstarch 

preparations, 69
lactated Ringer’s solution, 

69
see also children; neonates; 

premature infants
inflammation 

early vs. late septic shock, 
158

prevention in trauma, 20
inflammatory cytokines, 

hypertonic fluid effects, 
73

infusion fluids 
dilutional anemia tolerance, 

188
as drugs, ix, 131
warming, importance, 140, 

141
see also colloid fluids 

(colloids); crystalloid 
fluids (crystalloids)

inotropic agents, 82, 159, 163
inspiratory oxygen fraction 

(FiO2), 188
insulin, glucose solutions with, 6
interstitial fluid space, 3, 4, 11
interstitial fluid volume, 1, 127

measurement, 128
normal adult, 127

intra-abdominal surgery, 29–44
clinical trials, “fixed” fluid 

volumes, outcome, 
30–7, 39

improved outcome with 
liberal fluids, 36–7

improved outcome with 
restricted fluids, 30–6

outcome differences 
lacking, 36

PVI monitoring, 108
summary of trials, 31

clinical trials, goal-directed 
fluid volume, outcome, 
37–9, 108

benefits, 39
colloid boluses, 40
Doppler-guided fluid 

management, 37, 39
hepatic surgery, 39
optimization protocol, 38
restricted fluids vs., 38–9
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summary of trials, 33
duration, effect on fluid 

balance, 37
inadequacy of predefined 

strategy, 40
“rules of thumb” for fluids, 29

criticisms of, 29–30
summary of findings,  

39–40
timing of fluid 

administration, 40
see also gastrointestinal 

surgery
intracellular fluid (ICF) 

hypo-osmotic irrigating 
fluids effect, 150

volume, 127
measurement, 128, 129
normal adult, 127

intracellular fluid (ICF) space, 
1, 6

intracranial pressure 
increase, causes, 122
reduction by hypertonic 

fluids, 74, 75
reduction by mannitol, 8, 75

intraoperative period 
fluids for children 

see children
hypertonic fluids, 78–9
“rules of thumb” for 

perioperative fluids, 21
intra-abdominal surgery, 

29
laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy, 24
open gastrointestinal 

surgery, 24
orthopedic surgery, 22
vascular surgery, 26

intrathoracic blood volume 
(IBV) see central blood 
volume (CBV)

intravascular volume, 18, 51,  
85

deficit, before surgery, 19
overload, colloid infusions, 

139
replacement, in children, 67

invasive hemodynamic 
monitoring, 82–90, 92, 
103

arterial waveform pulse 
contour cardiac output 
see pulse contour 
analysis

dynamic indices see arterial 
pressure waveform 
analysis

echocardiography, 86–8
esophageal Doppler 

see esophageal Doppler 
monitoring (EDM)

pulmonary artery 
catheterization 
see pulmonary artery 
catheterization (PAC)

transpulmonary 
thermodilution cardiac 
output, 84

iodinated albumin, 127–8, 130
iohexol, 127
irrigating fluids, 148–56

absorption, 148
fluid comparisons, 151
incidence and 

presentation, 149
measurement, 151–3
mechanisms, 148–9
pathophysiology, 150–1
prevention, 153
treatment, 153–4
types of fluids used, 150
see also transurethral 

resection (TUR) 
syndrome

complications, 148
composition, 148
extravasation, 149

massive, management, 
154

hemolysis-induced renal 
failure, 148

types, 150
iso-osmotic fluid, 1
isotonic solution, 1

intraoperative, for children, 
68

normal saline, 1–3
perioperative, 58
postoperative fluids for 

children, 70

Jehovah’s Witnesses, 114, 186

knee surgery 
perioperative restrictive vs. 

liberal fluids, 53
“rules of thumb” for 

perioperative fluids, 23

labor, 8
lactate 

in resuscitation in 
hemorrhage, 182

in Ringer’s solution, 3
serum levels, intra-

abdominal surgery, 
38–9

lactated Ringer’s solution, 3
composition, 2
perioperative, in day surgery, 

58, 62
in uncontrolled hemorrhage, 

179–80
volume kinetics, 132
volume loading, 5
volume replacement in 

infancy, 69
laparoscopic cholecystectomy 

see cholecystectomy
laparoscopic gastrointestinal 

surgery, 25
“rules of thumb” for fluids, 

25
left ventricular end-diastolic 

area, 87
assessment by 

transesophageal 
echocardiography, 87

left ventricular end-diastolic 
pressure (LVEDP), 98

left ventricular end-diastolic 
volume (LVEDV), 82, 
87

esophageal Doppler 
monitoring, 88

left ventricular preload, 82–3, 
85

liberal fluid regimens 
day surgery, 58
description, 52
in elderly, restrictive fluids vs.

colonic surgery, 53
orthopedic surgery, 53

laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy 
outcome, 37

LiDCO, 84–5, 98
lithium dilution, calibrated 

pulse contour analysis 
by, 84–5

liver transplantation, 39, 78
lower body negative pressure 

(LBNP), 166, 170
lower limb surgery, “rules-of-

thumb” for fluids, 25
lymphatic system, 120,  

121–2
stimulation, 125

intra-abdominal surgery (cont.)
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malnutrition, preoperative 
management, 57–8

mannitol, 8, 75, 150
elimination and absorption 

effects, 150
hypertonic, 154

mass balance equation, 129
mean arterial pressure (MAP), 

167
in EGDT, 159
noradrenaline use, 163
reduced central blood 

volume, 167
reduced, stage II of 

hypovolemic shock, 
168, 173

in uncontrolled hemorrhage, 
179

see also arterial pressure
mechanical ventilation, 104, 

106
metabolic acidosis 

hyperchloremic 
see hyperchloremic 
metabolic acidosis

hypochloremic, 1
normal saline inducing, 1, 

11, 46, 150, 180
microvascular blood flow 

see blood flow
microvascular fluid exchange, 

120–6
inside brain, 122
lymphatic system, 121–2
outside brain, 120–1, 122

2-pore theory, 121, 124
see also hypovolemia; 

plasma volume 
expansion

moderate-risk surgery, 103
pulse oximeter waveforms, 

106
morbidity, perioperative, 92
mortality, high-risk surgery, 91
muscular relaxation, dilutional 

anemia tolerance, 188
myocardial function, 

dilutional anemia 
tolerance, 188

neonates 
albumin use for volume 

expansion, 69
HES use, 69
see also infants

neutrophil action, 73
NICOM, 99

nitric oxide, 112
non-invasive guidance, fluid 

therapy, 103–11
functional hemodynamic 

parameters, 104–6
see also pulse pressure 

variation (PPV)
pleth variability index 

see pleth variability 
index (PVI)

plethysmographic waveform 
(ΔPOP), 103, 106,  
107

preload dependence 
determination, 104

pulse oximeter waveforms, 
106–7

static parameters, 104
static vs. dynamic 

parameters, 104
see also pulse oximeter 

waveforms
nonlinear least squares 

regression, 131
non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) 

day surgery, 61, 62
impact on fluid balance, 61

noradrenaline 
(norepinephrine),  
163

stage II of hypovolemic 
shock, 168

normal saline, 1–3
adverse effects, 3, 180
composition, 2
hyperchloremic metabolic 

acidosis due to, 1, 46, 
150, 180

for infants, 69
irrigating solution, 150

adverse effects, 151
postoperative fluids for 

children, 70
normovolemia 

hemodilution 
see hemodilution

maintenance, in anemia 
tolerance, 188

plasma volume expanders 
for see plasma volume 
expansion

“rules-of-thumb,” 19, 26
in vascular surgery, 26

nutrition, preoperative 
day surgery and, 57–8

energy loading, 58

obstetric spinal anesthesia 
see spinal anesthesia, 
obstetric

obstetric surgery, fluid 
 management, 54

oedema see edema
oncotic pressure, plasma,  

124
reduced, 70, 123

oozing, 13
optimal fluid strategy, 18

gastrointestinal surgery, 
23–4

see also under goal-directed 
therapy (GDT)

orthopedic surgery 
GDT using esophageal 

Doppler, 96
restrictive vs. liberal fluids in 

elderly, 53
“rules of thumb” for 

perioperative fluids, 
22–3

osmolality, 1
osmolality-associated adverse 

effects, 137–8
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glycine solution absorption 
causing, 150
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overhydration 
adverse effects, 29
see also fluid overload

oxygen consumption 
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oxygen supply-
dependency, 185

oxygen delivery, 103, 185
critical DO2, 185–6

factors affecting, 186
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optimization, 103
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oxygen dissociation curve,  
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measurement, pulse 

oximetry, 107
venous see venous oxygen 

saturation (SvO2)
oxygenation, tissue 
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criticisms of hypothesis 
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use, 36
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effect, 113–14
efficacy, 114–15
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36, 40

parasympathetic activation, 
hypovolemic shock, 168

pediatrics, 65–72
see also children; infants
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perfusion index (PI), 107
perioperative fluids 

day surgery, 58–61
geriatric surgery, 53
importance, 18
indications see indications 
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optimization, 18
principles, 19, 158
volume, 58
see also more specific topics

pharmacokinetics 
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dextran, 13, 123
drugs, 131
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14, 124
infusion fluid kinetics and, 

131–4
mannitol, 8
Ringer’s solution, 3–4
starch, 14

phenylephrine, 54
physiotherapy, 125
PiCCO, 85, 86, 98
pitting edema, 4
plasma 

administration, 15, 184, 189
in trauma, 181

adverse reactions, 15
composition, 2
dilution, after infusion, 131
fresh frozen, 189, 190
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15
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pressure see colloid 
osmotic pressure (COP)

Plasma-Lyte A, 2, 5
in uncontrolled hemorrhage, 

179–80
plasma volume, 127

body weight relationship, 
129

measurement, 127–8
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plasma volume expansion 
adverse effects, 124
colloid fluids, 11, 122–4, 138

albumin, 11–12, 123, 124
dextran, 13, 123–4
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hydroxyethyl starch, 14, 

124
reducing need for, 124–5

crystalloid fluids, 122–4, 1 
33

efficiency of fluid, 129–31
ideal/“target,” 134
normal arterial pressure and, 

124
reduced renal clearance 

effect, 133
responders and non-

responders, 134
Ringer’s solution, 4

effectiveness, 133
pleth variability index (PVI), 

103, 107–8
monitoring, clinical 

outcomes, 108
plethysmographic waveform 

see pulse oximeter 
waveforms

polycythemia, neonatal, 69
polyionique B66, 68
ΔPOP, 106, 107
2-pore theory, 121, 124
positive-pressure ventilation, 

85, 97, 104
postoperative complications, 

“minor,” 103
postoperative fluid 

management 

in children/infants 
see children

day surgery, 61
geriatric surgery, 53
“rules of thumb,” 21–2
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vascular surgery, 26

postoperative nausea and 
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prevention, 24–5

postoperative pain management, 
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importance, 105
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expansion, 69
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preoperative fluids 
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“rules of thumb,” 21
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25–6

open gastrointestinal 
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orthopedic surgery, 22
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pressure breathing, 166
protein exchange, 
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121

mechanisms, 121
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2-pore theory, 121, 124
protein-sparing effect, 6, 7
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82–4
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pressure (PCWP), 104
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fluid volume relationship, 54
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management, 54
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in severe sepsis see sepsis
in uncontrolled hemorrhage 

see hemorrhage
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clinical use, 4
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pharmacokinetics, 3–4
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see gastrointestinal 
surgery
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21
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deficiency, 19

standard (perioperative 
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see also guidelines, fluid 
management
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see normal saline

sepsis, 157
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crystalloids vs. colloids, 
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fluid management 

summary, 48–9
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perioperative fluids, 21
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pharmacokinetics, 14
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Starling curve see Frank–
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effect, 113
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measurement, 86, 97
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systemic vascular resistance 
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Figure 11.3a. Esophageal Doppler: (a) Schematic representation of esophageal Doppler probe in a patient, dem-
onstrating the close relation between esophagus and descending thoracic aorta.
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Figure 11.3b. Esophageal Doppler: (b) Characteristic velocity waveform obtained in the descending aorta.
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